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SEXUAL ENERGYPOTENCY CAPS VANILLA
WATER
BASED

With Cobeco Pharma’s private label you can produce your own products by selecting your preferred 

components. You have the free choice to either update your former product range with new specs, 

or you can create a totally new sub-label with some new sensual looks. We produce and design the 

products under your label, where after delivery you can market your exciting new product line. For all the 

details and possibilities contact us directly on +31 (0)10 290 09 91 or go to shop.cobeco.nl/private-label

Cobeco pr 

cobeco.nl/privatelabel
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the possibilities are endless

cobeco pharma is producer and wholesaler of pharmaceutical, cosmetic and stimulating products

cobeco pharma wholesale bv • hertzstraat 2 • 2652 xx  berkel en rodenrijs • the netherlands

info@cobeco.nl • www.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 09 91 • f +31 (0)10 290 09 94

sales@cobeco.nl • shop.cobeco.nl • t +31 (0)10 290 65 25
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C O N T E N T

Christy Chan believes that good de-

sign always has a political element. 

The designer explains how this is 

reflected in her own projects

Öring+ is an improved version of 

Oivita’s smart penis ring. The brand’s 

CCO, Ami Lin, explains how this pro-

duct is superior to the popular original.

Kazanova 69 is a Russian wholesale 

company, and they also run a sex 

museum. Dmitrii Shchepin tells us 

more about their activities 

Michael Sonner, General Sales 

Manager of HOT Productions und 

Vertriebs GmbH, takes a look back 

at China Adult-Care Expo

Alicia Sinclair – founder of the b-Vibe, 

Le Wand, and Cowgirl brands – talks 

about the challenges women are 

facing in the erotic industry

Dyspareunia is the scientific term for 

painful sex. Emily Sauer’s product 

Ohnut is designed to help people 

suffering from this problem

Having recently returned from 

South America, Frank Kok 

tells us why these countries 

are of such interest to Kiiroo

Pineapple Support 

is dedicated to 

supporting the 

psychological 

well-being of porn 

actresses and ac-

tors. Founder Leya 

Tanit tells us more 

about the non-pro-

fit organisation
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The second SoftFest begins on 

September 12 in Kiev. Piotr Moritz and 

Mark Mykhailichenko tell us what to 

expect

Simon Prescott, 

owner of the British 

retail store chain Nice 

n Naughty, provides 

insights into his 

home market and 

the challenges facing 

the British adult retail 
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The adult market has under-

gone far-reaching changes 

over the course of the past two 

decades. Anybody working in 

this business has experienced 

fi rst-hand how sex shops in red 

light districts were replaced by 

erotic boutiques in shopping 

streets. At the same time, the 

online segment has provided 

the market with new impetus – 

and also with new challenges. 

And let’s not forget the books 

by E L James that triggered 

a discussion about adult pro-

ducts in the mainstream media.

As the perception of the market 

changes, we see lots of interest 

from outside the industry, with 

more and more investors and 

big companies understanding 

the potential awaiting within the 

adult market. Topics such as 

sexuality and erotic products 

are nothing consumers shy 

away from anymore. Long 

story short: The adult market is 

growing up.

Of course, this is not to say that 

the industry wasn’t up to snuff 

before - on the contrary: The 

industry as it is today has been 

shaped by companies which 

focused on quality and service; 

companies that can look at the 

road ahead with the utmost 

confi dence. No, what this 

means is merely that the adult 

biz is maturing, becoming more 

like other fully-fl edged markets.

Is that a blessing or a curse? 

Time will tell. But it is defi nitely a 

good thing that nobody has to 

justify working in this business 

anymore.

That‘s it for this month!

Randolph Heil

 letter from the editor

Lovehoney sells 
stake to Swiss investment fi rm
Telemos Capita l  bought major i ty  stakeDear Ladies and Gentlemen

Bath, England – Investment company Telemos Capital has bought a majority stake in 

Lovehoney. The transaction is Telemos’ fi rst investment in the UK. Financial details have not 

been disclosed.

Richard Longhurst, Co-Founder of Love-

honey, said: “This is the culmination of 16 

years of hard work by our brilliant teams in 

Bath and our offi ces worldwide. It has been 

a phenomenal journey for Neal and I and 

we‘re beyond excited at our future plans for 

Lovehoney.”

Philippe Jacobs, Executive Chairman of 

Telemos, said: “We are delighted to have 

made this investment which demonstrates 

our differentiated thinking and approach. 

Richard and Neal have created a great 

company. We 

are excited to 

partner with 

founders with 

long-term 

growth aspi-

rations and a 

desire for a fl e-

xible and nimble 

investor.”

Jacob Polny, 

Chief Inves-

tment Offi cer of 

Telemos, said: “We 

were attracted to Lovehoney’s category 

leadership, the strong own brand portfolio 

and the combination of customer service, 

community and content that truly differentia-

tes the proposition.”

Telemos comprises a team of experienced 

investment professionals that combine 

private equity and permanent growth 

capital. Telemos identifi es and supports 

management teams in consumer goods, 

healthcare services and business services 

to help them realise their long-term 

objectives.  

L
ovehoney has grown into an international 

success, delivering record sales in the 

region of £100 million for the year ended 

March 31, 2018.

More than half of sales (60 %) came from 

the UK, with the remainder from Europe, 

US and Australia. Following the invest-

ment, Lovehoney co-founders Richard 

Longhurst and Neal Slateford will continue 

to lead day-to-day operations with Telemos’ 

Executive Chairman Philippe Jacobs and 

Chief Investment Offi cer Jacob Polny joining 

the Lovehoney 

board. With 

the backing of 

Telemos, Love-

honey will acce-

lerate its plans 

for international 

expansion, 

tapping into 

fragmented and 

underdeveloped 

markets and 

building on its 

strong consumer 

engagement. Lovehoney will invest in new 

technology and marketing, allowing the 

business to raise its profi le in new geogra-

phies, and to continue to evolve its excellent 

customer service, online content, communi-

ty and innovative new products.

Neal Slateford, Co-Founder of Lovehoney, 

said: “We‘re excited to be partnering with 

Telemos as we continue our strategy to 

grow Lovehoney into the world‘s leading 

sexual happiness retailer. This investment 

shows the strength of online retail and will 

allow us to break into new markets globally.”

Telemos executive chairman Philippe Jacobs, Lovehoney 

co-founder Neal Slateford, Telemos chief investment officer 

Jacob Polny, Lovehoney co-founder
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The offi cial 

hotel agency for 

exhibitors and 

visitors of the 

fair is carried 

out by the event 

agency Just2do. They can be reached via the 

offi cial online presence of eroFame at www.

erofame.eu/en/hotel. Exhibitors can contact Ms 

Sharon Lakomy (slakomy@mptoday.de / 

Tel .: +49 5138 60 220 22) at any time with 

their questions.

In this context, Mediatainment Publishing erofa-

me GmbH particularly points out that it has no 

business connection to „Trade Show Planners“. 

The organizer advises against signing any 

documents sent by this company. 

Hanover, Germany – Exhibitors at the upcoming 

eroFame Trade Show report that they were 

approached by a company that claims to be 

booking hotels on behalf of the eroFame trade 

fair. The organizer advises against entering into 

such offers.

Off ic ia l  booking agency can be found at  erofame.eu

eroFame warns against 
alleged hotel booking agencies

Wadgassen, 

Germany - Guy 

Roussy, Ge-

neral Manager 

of Shunga, 

Canada, visited 

Caroline Hoff-

mann, who heads the sales division France & 

Switzerland at ST Rubber, and Werner Tibur-

tius, CEO of ST RUBBER, at the company‘s 

headquarters. According to ST Rubber, a lot 

of exciting things were discussed. „We thank 

Mr Guy Roussy very much for the visit and the 

great meeting,“ says Werner Tiburtius. 

Shunga visits the 
ST Rubber headquarters
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Los Angeles, USA – Rock Candy has 

unveiled the Rock IT Ring, a vibra-

ting cock ring. The company set out 

to develop the most advanced and 

effective disposable ring on the market, 

by combining power with thoughtful 

unique ergonomic features to elevate 

the concept of the classic disposable 

vibrating cock ring.

First among the Rock IT Ring’s features 

is a stock motor that boasts a 14,000 

RPMs. Also, an additional increase of 

battery power extends play for over 

50+ minutes.

The ring features a multitude of fun-

ctions, including a textured Rock IT 

“hand” for her, thoughtfully placed to 

lightly spread and stimulate the clitoris. 

The other side features a extra ‘pushin’ 

cushion’ for extra comfort during use. 

The ring itself features an ergonomic-fi t 

interior that physically compliments the 

male anatomy for sustained erections 

and transferring vibration to the shaft.

The Rock IT Ring, targeted at men 

and couples, illustrates the duality of 

appealing to sex toy newcomers and 

well-seasoned pros with a friendly, 

accessible name and appearance.

The Rock IT Ring is available in muted 

colors including blue, red, and black. 

In addition to the individually-wrapped 

packages, the Rock IT Ring is also 

available in a tube-style dispenser, 

part of the company’s branded Candy 

Shoppe display.

Rock Candy Toys launches new Rock IT Ring
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T
he SCALA In-House Experience 

Event takes place the fi rst week of 

September and lasts one full day. The 

program will consist of various trai-

nings, masterclasses, guided tours of 

our premises and a consultation with 

your SCALA Account Manager. At the 

end of the day there will be the oppor-

tunity to network and socialize, enjoying 

some delicious SCALA hospitality.

SCALA will provide its guests with 

accommodation, food and drinks. For 

each enrollment in the SCALA In-House 

Experience Event, there will be one 

hotel room (max. 2 guests per room) 

available following the day at the Expe-

rience Center. Additional room/nights 

are at the guest‘s own expense.

„As stated: places for the SCALA In-

House Experience Event are limited, 

so don’t hesitate and register your 

attendance on a date of your choice 

today!“, SCALA reminds in a press re-

lease. More information on the event is 

available via a SCALA Account Mana-

ger or the SCALA Sales team (sales@

scala-nl.com).

SCALA hopes to welcome you on the 

3rd, 4th or 5th of September in our 

fantastic Experience Center.

Wijchen, The Netherlands –  The registration for the upcoming SCALA In-House Experience 

Event is open. Retailers, who are interested in the event, can pick one of three  dates: the 

3rd, 4th or 5th of September. There are limited spaces for each session, so availability is 

only guaranteed to those that RVSP.

3rd,  4th or  5th of  September

SCALA opens registration 
for In-House Experience Event
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B
ranch manager Sophie Svensson was very 

impressed: „We sell a lot of Pjur-products 

since it‘s a well-known brand and they have high 

quality. Since I‘m new in the store I think it‘s really 

great with visits and training folders, perfect for 

both current and new staff,“ explains Sophie 

Svensson.

Tomas Kron, owner of the Kondomeriet branch in 

Gothenburg was also impressed. Right after the 

product training session, pjur received new orders 

for the entire pjur SPA range, pjur Woman Nude, 

pjur superhero strong spray, pjur Woman Aqua, 

pjur MAN Steel Gel and pjur MAN Xtend Cream. 

„We‘re big fans of pjur,“ explains 

Thomas Kron. „The “gives you more” 

campaign highlights exactly what‘s 

important to the company: More 

customer proximity, more quality and 

more choice. These are particularly 

important criteria for us, and that is 

why we decided to expand our range 

of pjur products further.“

In line with its “gives you more” cam-

paign, pjur is making more visits to customers this 

year. Companies interested in taking part should 

get in touch with their sales contact partner.

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur‘s Key Account Manager Stefan Daniel travelled to Sweden to carry out product training sessi-

ons at the Mshop and Kondomeriet. In total, he held four presentations, amongst others at Mshop in Sweden’s second largest 

city Gothenburg. This is the largest erotic shop in Gothenburg, covering an area of more than 100 square meters.

Presentat ions in  Sweden

pjur visits Mshop and Kondomeriet in Sweden

Stefan Daniel during a presentation in 

MShop in Gothenburg, Sweden
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The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
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and much, much more
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Contact:

Mediatainment Publishing

eroFame GmbH

Große Kampstraße 3

D 31319 Sehnde

Germany

Tel:  +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14

Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29

hlutz@mptoday.de

Europe’s most important trade

fair for the erotic industry 

• Only for trade members 

• Free admittance for 

  registered trade members 

• In-depth conversations in 

  a relaxed atmosphere 

• International and market-

  relevant exhibitors

• Bus shuttle to the 

partner hotels  

• Catering service for 

  your customers included 

• Unique exhibition area at 

  the EXPO City Hanover 

• Oktoberfest for all 

  exhibitors and visitors
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Mississauga, Canada – In just a few 

weeks Adore will join other intimate 

apparel brands from around the world 

at CURVENEWYORK to exhibit at the 

biannual lingerie trade show. Adore 

Intimates is one of the youngest brands 

to join the Curve show.

Created by Allure Lingerie in celebration 

of their 25th anniversary, Adore aims 

to inject the art of lingerie into daily life 

with seductively layerable intimates 

that pair with anything in a customer’s 

closet. The brand debuts with seven 

named collections and a panty range 

all available in small, medium and large. 

Styles include bodysuits, corselettes, 

dresses and accessories like the fabu-

lous Coco cape.

„New York City is the hub of fashion, 

and it is here that new trends and 

iconic brands are discovered, thus a 

perfect fi t for Adore. As CURVE attracts 

the who’s who of fashion connoisseurs, 

we wanted to give lingerieistas a close 

up of Adore’s intoxicating pieces,” the 

company said in a press release.

You can see Adore from July 29th – 

31st 2018, at booth 552 during CUR-

VENEWYORK at Jacob Javits Center in 

New York City. 

Adore at CURVE Expo

P
enthouse CyberSkin Infl atable Love 

Dolls can be penetrated vaginally, 

anally, or orally and feature a lightweight 

body that’s easy to hold, lift and maneu-

ver. Each comes equipped with a reusab-

le and removable CyberSkin pussy and 

ass featuring hand-painted detail.

Fans can choose from two dolls: the Pen-

thouse CyberSkin Doggystyle Infl atable 

Love Doll is positioned face down, ass up 

and the Penthouse CyberSkin Back Door 

Babe is bent over with her face angled to 

look longingly back at the user. Both are 

easy to clean and can be stored discreetly 

when not in use.

“Penthouse is one of the most recogni-

zed brands in adult entertainment and 

these two new Love Dolls offer the feel 

of a high-end doll with a price tag that’s 

accessible and affordable,” Topco Sales 

COO Autumn O’Bryan said. “Love dolls 

are a growing category and the Back 

Door Babe and Doggystyle dolls give fans 

the Penthouse fantasy they crave while 

making them easy to use, care for, and 

keep safe in between uses. As with every 

lifelike product bearing the Penthouse and 

CyberSkin names, these dolls are incre-

dibly sexy and feel so real, and customers 

can’t wait to have them in stock.”

Penthouse CyberSkin Infl atable Love 

Dolls are 100% waterproof, phthalate-free 

& body-safe, and come complete with a 

repair kit.

Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales is offi cially shipping new life-size Penthouse CyberSkin 

Love Dolls, a pair of full-size infl atable dolls equipped a textured CyberSkin pussy and ass 

and positioned in doggystyle poses. These dolls feature open mouths with lips, 3D faces, 

hair and breasts to create a „lifelike experience“.

Ful l-s ize dol ls

Topco now shipping 
infl atable Penthouse Love Dolls

 The Penthouse Dolls are available in 

two positions
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Ontario, USA – CalExotics presents two 

new remote-controlled Venus Butterfl y 

vibrators. The Venus Butterfl y Silicone 

Remote Venus “G” is a petite, full contact 

butterfl y with ridged pleasure probe 

ready to deliver both pleasing external 

teasing and a G-spot massage. The 

Venus Butterfl y Silicone Remote Rocking 

Penis offers a pleasure probe that rocks 

back and forth for G-Spot stimulation. 

They have a dozen functions of vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation. The remote’s 

long-range (32.75’/10 m) means that it 

can be passed to a partner for across 

the room fun or used close up for more 

intimate play.

“Our Venus Butterfl y collection has been 

one of our most popular collections,” 

says Jackie White, Executive Vice Pre-

sident of CalExotics. “Customers love 

how easy they are to operate and wear. 

The colorful design, the range of sizes, 

and powerful functions have made this a 

best-selling collection.”

These Butterfl ies are waterproof, easy 

to use, and feature a state-of-the-art 

memory chip that resumes on the last 

function used. The butterfl ies are USB 

rechargeable, and both the butterfl y and 

its remote can be charged at the same 

time with the included dual charging 

cord. 

CalExotics presents new Venus Butterfl y vibrators

D
oyle’s impressive background of retail 

management, product development, 

and marketing puts her in prime position 

to utilize her unique and diverse expe-

riences to assist customers as the new 

Pipedream Sales Manager. A seasoned 

professional with six years of mainstream 

retail experience plus 15 years in adult, 

Doyle quickly rose through the ranks of 

the industry earning the General Mana-

ger position for Hustler’s fl agship store 

at just 21. Miranda will now support 

Pipedream’s sales team in growing top 

line revenue and expanding the brand’s 

global reach.

“Miranda has an impressive and varied 

skillset that will make her a vital ingredient 

for Pipedream’s ongoing success and 

growth as we march towards the future,” 

said Pipedream CEO Matthew Matsudai-

ra. “Miranda’s leadership experience and 

industry know-how make her the ideal 

Sales Manager for Pipedream. I’m confi -

dent she will fl ourish in her new role.”

Doyle looks forward to meeting custo-

mers and industry fellows at the ANME 

trade show next month in Burbank.ign in-

cludes seven videos by Dr. Emily that are 

available to retailers to share or embed 

directly from YouTube or download from 

the We-Vibe Partner Center. Retailers 

can also fi nd nine video clips for sharing 

via social channels, along with the 30 

#ReasonsToWeConnect images and gifs. 

Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream announce Miranda Doyle as the company’s new Sales 

Manager. “I’m very excited about my new position as Sales Manager,” said Doyle. “There’s 

a ton of talent in this department and I look forward to working with everyone on the team 

to drive Pipedream sales to new heights. I’m eager to put my diverse industry experience to 

work and create continued success for our customers.”

Six  years  of  mainstream reta i l  exper ience plus 15 years  in  adult

Pipedream appoints 
Miranda Doyle new sales manager

Miranda Doyle, Pipedream‘s new 

sales manager
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Pittsburgh, USA – KazDezines, the cre-

ative team behind the Archer Bowchair, 

has announced a money-back gua-

rantee for both retail and end-consu-

mer buyers of their line of functional 

furniture.

Launched last January at the 2018 

AVN expo in Las Vegas, the Archer 

Bowchair is a handcrafted, luxury 

lounge chair that doubles as a reboun-

ding sexual enhancement tool, thanks 

to a fl exible frame and twin carbon fi ber 

springs. Couples can use the chair as a 

positioning aid to explore new sensual 

possibilities while the leaf springs take 

the annoyance of gravity out of the 

equation.

“We want to strengthen the bonds bet-

ween couples through communication 

and stimulation,” says Lisa Kaczmarek, 

co-founder of KazDezines. “Relationships 

and our sex lives are affected by ever-

yday stressors, and deciding to bring a 

Bowchair into your life shouldn’t be one 

of them. For this reason, we’ve intro-

duced a 60-day money-back guarantee 

that allows couples to bounce around 

on an Archer Bowchair for over 8 weeks. 

If the Archer misses the mark, you can 

send it back for a stress-free full refund.” 

Archer Bowchair announces 
60 Days Money-Back guarantee

#R
easonsToWeConnect provides 

retailers with seven videos high-

lighting how couples enhance their inti-

mate connection with We-Connect. The 

campaign includes 30 #ReasonsToWe-

Connect with images and gifs available for 

retailers to use on social media. We-Vibe 

partners can download full campaign as-

sets from the We-Vibe Partner Center — 

partners.we-vibe.com or share the videos 

directly from we-vi.be/reasonsweconnect.

“Consumers often choose We-Vibe 

products because of the We-Connect 

app and retailers have told us that they 

can use some help promoting the apps’ 

best features,” says Stephanie Keating, 

We-Vibe brand manager. “We partnered 

with Dr. Emily Morse in this video series 

to highlight features in the app, but more 

importantly to talk to couples about how 

We-Connect can benefi t their relations-

hip.”

“We-Connect is way more than a high 

tech remote control — it’s an extension 

of a couples’ intimate imagination,” says 

Dr. Emily Morse. “Being able to video chat 

while controlling each other’s We-Vibe 

product is mind-blowing. I love how the 

app keeps couples connected.”

The #ReasonsToWeConnect campa-

ign includes seven videos by Dr. Emily 

that are available to retailers to share or 

embed directly from YouTube or down-

load from the We-Vibe Partner Center. 

Retailers can also fi nd nine video clips for 

sharing via social channels, along with the 

30 #ReasonsToWeConnect images 

and gifs. 

Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe is partnering with Dr. Emily Morse host of the Sex with Emily Po-

dcast to bring retailers a new way to promote the We-Connect app and We-Vibe Bluetooth 

connected toys.

#ReasonsToWeConnect

We-Vibe launches retailer campaign

The Archer Bowchair launched last 

January 

Dr. Emily  Morse partnered with 

We-Vibe for the #ReasonsToWe-

Connect campaign
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A
llure – a da-

ring choice 

in intimate 

apparel – is 

celebrating its 

25th anniver-

sary this year. To celebrate its 25 years of sexy 

lingerie, Allure has created a special Anniver-

sary collection, fi lled with looks that refl ect the 

brand’s aesthetics: a sensual balance between 

kinky and feminine, wet-look and lace, straps 

and cut-outs – daring with an alluring twist.

One of SCALA‘s favorite new looks from the 

Anniversary collection by Allure is the Sienna 

Teddy. This eyelash lace teddy has a plunging 

front and V-neck. The bottom is a cheeky 

wet-look fabric, kissed by a hint of lace. The 

matching lace garter adds an element of 

seduction to this piece that aims to be both 

revealing and mysterious at the same time. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands – Allure’s special 25th 

Anniversary collection is now available at SCALA. 

Designs span a wide range of product categories, 

from naughty bra-sets to daring teddy’s.

Specia l  col lect ion

Allure’s 25th Anniversary 
collection arrives at SCALA

Wadgassen, Ger-

many – ST RUBBER 

presents the new 

‚Sexy Summertime‘ 

box. This consists 

of a pair of sunglas-

ses, a Steamy Shades Feather Tickler, Joyride 

Glide 50ml, Shunga Ocean Breeze Bath Salt 

75g, Joyride Premium GlassiX Plug Blue, three 

Sexy Penis Ice Cubes, Sexy Slip Elephant, 

XXdreamSToys Bondage Tape mini, One Night 

Stand Pocket Wand Vibrator and Shunga Mas-

sage Oil 60ml.Items may be subject to change. 

ST RUBBER presents the 
Sexy Summertime Box
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„W
ith a fresh new logo and deeper, 

more connective conversations 

with our retailers, we are more focused 

than ever on promoting honest diver-

sity,“ said Julie Stewart, President of 

Sportsheets. „Sportsheets headquarters 

has also had a complete offi ce makeo-

ver, from stunning colors that fl ow with 

neutral tones and modern aesthetics that 

match the Sportsheets brand perfectly. In 

the next few years, you will see some of 

the most beautiful packaging we’ve ever 

done. The entire team is working day and 

night to bring the ‚new face‘ of Sports-

heets to fruition in time for the ANME 

show.”

“You can expect the same high-quali-

ty products with a wider appeal and a 

deeper sophistication, that offers more 

diversity. From our models to our messa-

ging, from our packaging to our adver-

tising, it’s no longer business as usual. 

It‘s time for a ‘new’ conversation, and 

we’re ready for it. Our customers talked, 

and we listened!” John Turi, Marketing 

Director, said.

This companywide change resulted in a 

Sportsheets logo redesign as well. The 

font is bold and modern. The colors were 

chosen for a gender-neutral balance. The 

new brand symbol wants to represent 

‘infi nite connection’ and ‘self-unity’. 

Huntington Beach, USA – As Sportsheets approaches their 25th Anniversary, they are 

preparing to reveal a re-imagined version of their company.

Sportsheets presents redesigned logo

N E W S
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Flensburg, Germany – Two ‘hot’ rechar-

geable vibrators have now been added 

to the large You2Toys assortment from 

ORION Wholesale: the “Rechargeable 

Warming Vibes” from You2Toys.

The 2-in-1 pink vibrator with a massage 

head and vibrating handle (item num-

ber 0591793 0000) can be used as a 

classic vibrator with a curved shaft or as 

a massage wand with a handle. There 

is a motor in the shaft and the massage 

head. Each motor has 10 vibration mo-

des at the push of a button. The motors 

can be controlled separately. In addition 

to that, the shaft also has a warming 

function on the inner curved part that 

can be controlled separately from the 

vibration modes.

The purple vibrator (item number 

0591505 0000) has a lovely curved 

shaft, which is tapered in the middle, 

and four stimulating grooves on the tip of 

the shaft. There are also seven different 

vibration modes in the tip for pleasure at 

the push of a button. The buttons are at 

the bottom of the shaft. And the best bit: 

there is a warming function at the push 

of a button that can also be controlled 

separately from the vibration modes. 

This warming function means that the tip 

warms up to a nice temperature for even 

more intense moments of pleasure! 

Both “Warming Vibes” from You2Toys 

are made out of skin-friendly silicone 

with a PU coating and can be recharged 

with the included USB cable. They are 

delivered in high-quality packaging with 

a window. There is also a description of 

the product in various languages on the 

packaging as well.  

„Rechargeable Warming Vibes” from You2Toys

The purple vibe offers seven different 

vibration modes
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“T
he Mister 

B Pup 

Hero dog tail 

is made from 

a high quality 

soft silicone, 

and has a specially designed butt plug which 

is comfortable and easy to insert. Due to the 

design of the tail part your tail will wag in the 

perfect direction. We recommend using a 

water based lubricant. High quality silicone. Er-

gonomic design. The bigger the size the longer 

the tail”, Mister B describes the release. 

Zwaagdijk, The 

Netherlands – 

Cloneboy has 

three new items 

added to their 

collection: the 

dildo tulip hot 

pink, a Cloneboy with suction cup and a Clone-

boy with a harness strap. All are now available 

at Eropartner Distribution.

The Cloneboy kit contains all the necessary 

items to make a silicone rubber copy of a penis 

either alone, or together with a partner. The 

Cloneboy contains no plaster that can irritate 

the skin and uses a medically tested moulding 

material made from natural algae. The Clone-

boy contain standard 2 bags of 3D gel. A lasso 

cock ring ensures that your customers keep an 

erection during the moulding process. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands – New in the Mister B 

assortment at SCALA is the Pup Hero Dogtail, 

available in the sizes Medium, Large and Extra 

Large.

SCALA now 
off ering Mister B Dog Tails

Eropartner stocks three 
new Cloneboy items

P up Hero Dog t a i l

0532762 0000

0532770 0000
18

05
-11

2

www.orion-wholesale.com

 + 49 461 5040-210 or -114             
wholesale@orion.de

Ø 34 mm

Weight: 
234 g, 

Thickness:  
14 mm

Weight: 
341 g, 

Thickness: 
20 mm
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg – pjur is 

concentrating its business in Spain on 

three wholesalers with immediate effect: 

Customers „Dildos Assorted SL“, „Life 

is Short SL“ and „Saint Sual SL“ will now 

be exclusively responsible for distributing 

pjur products. „By consolidating our ac-

tivities in this way, we will be able to offer 

retailers in Spain outstanding customer 

service. This move will create clear dis-

tribution channels and increase trans-

parency in the market,“ explains Lucas 

Müller, Key Account Manager at pjur.

„We have been working closely with 

these three wholesalers for many years 

and are now looking forward taking our 

partner-ships to a new level. We fi rmly 

believe that our customers will benefi t 

from these strong relationships and that 

this will be refl ected in a number of areas, 

including outstanding service.“

The three partners are equally happy 

about the closer collaboration. „I am 

delighted by the trust pjur has shown us 

and relish the opportunity to further de-

velop this premium brand in our country. 

My team will do its utmost to achieve this 

goal,“ says Joan Codina, owner of “Saint 

Sual”.

Retailers in Spain can now contact Dildos 

Assorted, Saint Sual and Life is Short 

with any queries they may have, for ex-

ample, regarding orders, training or PoS 

materials. 

pjur focus on three 
wholesalers in the Spanish market

S
ituated only 8 miles from Barcelona, 

Sitges has long been an elegant 

destination for gay tourists from around 

the world. Prowler opened its fi rst store in 

London’s Soho in 1997 and the fl agship 

is still going strong as the busiest gay 

lifestyle retail store in Europe.

Unique features from Soho are replicated 

in Sitges such as the famous ‘Lube Bar’ 

with a comprehensive selection of lubes 

under one roof featuring detailed infor-

mation on types and brands including 

what works best with which activity. Part 

of Prowler’s distinctive retail offer is that 

customers fi nd not only a huge range of 

products but also high quality customer 

service and comprehensive product 

knowledge.

After over 30 years in retail management 

including with John Lewis Partnership 

and Ikea, Ian added several years as 

head of Prowler’s store operation in 

Soho and Brighton. With this experi-

ence, Ian who now lives in Sitges, is 

well qualifi ed to bring Prowlers unique 

brand of retailing to Spain and to give it 

a local twist. All the famous big brands 

customers expect of Prowler in the 

U.K are also here in Sitges, including 

AussieBum, Andrew Christian, Diesel, 

Bluebuck, pjur, Colt, Oxballs, Perfect Fit 

and more. 

London, UK / Sitges, Spain – Gay retail brand Prowler is proud to announce the opening 

of the fi rst Prowler physical retail store outside of the UK. Prowler’s owner, ABS Group 

has partnered with former Prowler Soho General Manager, Ian Coppock, to open a new 

Franchise store in Spain’s resort, Sitges.

 First Prowler Store outside of the UK
New shop in S itges ,  Spain
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next step: 
eroFame goes public!

…“eroFame b2c“ at the largest        

     German consumer fair: 

     INFA 2018!

… classy, modern, perfectly close  

     to your (female) main target group

… far beyond any „sleezy image“ 

     or a pornographic touch

… 180.000 - 200.000 expected visitors

… target audience: 

     women and couples

… huge community of love toy     

     brands in the heart of fair life 

     (about 1.500 m2)

… individual booths starting          

     from 12 m2 including big           

     meetingpoint, a bar,            

     café, show stage and an 

     ordering station

… 13.10 - 21.10. 2018 

     in Hanover - two weekends      

     included

… hostess service upon request

     (individually trained staff)

… strong regional and nationwide  

     advertisement - supported by  

     market-leading German onlineshops

… ideal connection to b2b      

     eroFame Global Trade Convention

Safe the date!

Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH • Große Kampstraße 3 • D 31319 Sehnde

Phone: +49 5138 - 60 220 14 Huda Lutz • hlutz@mptoday.de

• Germany’s largest event and shopping fair

• about 1.500 exhibitors - with more than 100 exhibitors from abroad/ from about 40 nations

• approximately 100.000 m2 of exhibition space in 8 halls

• daily from 10 to 6
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New York, USA – Anal toys manufac-

turer b-Vibe is now shipping the latest 

addition to its collection of premium toys 

for anal play, the b-Vibe Cinco. Featuring 

fi ve beads in graduated sizes, the b-Vibe 

Cinco is a bigger, more powerful version 

of the three-beaded b-Vibe Triplet.

“The market is ripe with experienced anal 

enthusiasts that want to invest in pleasu-

re products that cater to their sophisti-

cated tastes,” b-Vibe Founder and CEO 

Alicia Sinclair says. “We hear the demand 

for larger anal toys all the time from 

b-Vibe fans and we’re happy to continue 

to bring new and improved designs for 

every level of anal play.”

The b-Vibe Cinco features fl exible tapered 

size beads, an easy-grip handle and three 

powerful motors that offer six vibration 

levels and 15 vibration patterns. Made of 

sleek, body-safe silicone, the b-Vibe Cinco 

is rechargeable and operated by remote 

control, making it suited for couples, as 

well as for effortless, hands-free solo play.

b-Vibe’s Cinco and Triplet Anal Beads 

are pleasurably stimulating as they are 

inserted as well as during their removal 

when they arouse the sensitive nerve 

endings of the double ringed sphincter 

muscle. Anal beads can also be worn 

during sex for added stimulation to the 

G-Spot and/or P-Spot.

As with all other b-Vibe products, the 

b-Vibe Cinco come with a travel-friendly 

case for easy and discreet storage, as 

well as the b-Vibe Guide to Anal Play, 

which is packed with expert information 

to guide users through a pleasurable 

experience.

b-Vibe also offers comprehensive, 

sex-positive tips and information 

regarding all thing anal in the Anal 

Play Advice section of bvibe.com. The 

information-packed section aims to 

decrease negative stigmas surroun-

ding anal play with a wide range of ad-

vice, product knowledge and support 

for retailers.

b-Vibe Cinco Vibrating Anal Beads now available

b-Vibe Cinco is rechargeable and 

operated by remote control

N E W S
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“B
endy” vibrators are easy to handle 

as their 20 vibration modes can 

be controlled via one-button. They are 

made out of black, skin-friendly silicone 

and have a pleasant soft-touch surface. 

Copper-coloured elements on the shaft 

enhance the appearance of these handy 

toys, that come in fi ve different designs.

Each “Bendy” toy comes in a modest but 

noble packaging with a multilingual article 

description. Thanks to the handy mag-

netic lock the packaging’s front can be 

easily opened and closed; the toy itself is 

placed behind a blister and thus can be 

viewed from the outside. These packa-

gings are not only eye catchers and sales 

arguments but can also be arranged on a 

plain surface or hung up centrally. Since 

they are very compact there can be pre-

sented several articles on the sales area 

and the warehousing is space-saving as 

well. 

Flensburg, Germany – “Bendy” is the name of a new mini series from You2Toys launched 

by ORION wholesale. These fl exible and battery-operated vibrators can be bent into the 

desired position and staying this way can be called into action. 

Bendable vibrator 
„Bendy“ now at ORION Wholesale
You2Toys

The Bendy Toys are placed behind a 

blister and thus can be viewed from 

the outside
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – Eropartner 

now stocks 32 new Baci Lingerie items 

in a variety of prints. Baci Lingerie, which 

derives its name from the Italian word 

kisses, is a celebration of women. Baci‘s 

exquisite lingerie offi cially debuted to the 

public in 2010. The fi ne fabrics and fl atte-

ring styles complimented every woman, 

enhancing her innate and unique sex 

appeal. The brand continues to evolve 

with new collections and designs. Baci 

dreams of empowering women worldwi-

de with a sexy confi dence, derived from 

a vast selection of luxurious and provoca-

tive garments. Baci Lingerie operates by 

women, for women, and in the spirit of 

women, promoting healthy sexual confi -

dence and celebrates every woman.  

New Baci Lingerie products available at Eropartner

C
andy bowl displays are available for 

Prolong Plus Enhancement Applicator 

2-packs (48 pc) and Sex Tarts Tangy Kis-

sable Pleasure Gel pillow packs (144 pc). 

12-piece display box options are available 

for Go Deep Oral Sex Spray, Climax Bursts 

lubricants and toy cleaners, and Sex Tarts 

Tangy Kissable Pleasure Gel 2oz tubes.

“We took three of our best-performing 

cosmetics brands and made them 

merchandisable at the point of sale and 

high-traffi c areas, giving our customers 

another way to promote these fast-selling 

consumables,” Topco Sales COO Autumn 

O’Bryan said. “Prolong Plus herbal delay 

gel, Sex Tarts fl avored pleasure gel, and 

Climax Bursts vitamin-enriched lubricants 

are consistent performers and customers 

are excited to learn we have packaged 

them in a grab-n-go format perfect for 

impulse buys.”

These countertop displays showcase the 

products while educating shoppers of their 

features and benefi ts using colorful header 

cards and collar signage – a way to increa-

se product visibility and encourage last-mi-

nute impulse purchases without the need 

for sales staff to strike a conversation.

“These are top-selling items that our custo-

mers want, and these attractive displays 

make it easy for shoppers to fi nd what they 

are looking for,” O’Bryan said. 

Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales is now shipping colorful and convenient POP displays for 

some of their lubricant and cosmetic products, all made in the USA. These eye-catching 

candy bowl and display box options make it easier for retailers to promote Topco‘s pro-

ducts while inspiring impulse purchases at the point of sale.

Topco Sales shipping 
POPs for lubes and cosmetics
C and y bowl and d i s p l a y box opt ion s

The candy bowl display for Sex Tarts 

Tangy Kissable Pleasure Gel pillow 

packs
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A
BS Holding‘s King Cock range inclu-

des the brown King Cock measuring 

6.75 inches and 8 inches with a suction 

cup as well as 9 or 11 inches with balls 

for an authentic look and feel.

The Vibrating Stiffy adds extra intensity 

and offers extra sensation along with a 

realistic look.

The King Cock Slim Double Dildo 

comes in 11 and 12 inch versions and 

is designed for shared fun, and features 

a long, slim shaft with a double-ended 

design. ABS Holdings has also added 

more Dual Density dildos to their collec-

tion. These dildos have a fi rm core with 

a soft, fl eshy exterior that mimics the 

real thing for lifelike play. The compa-

ny also added a variety of U-Shaped 

Double Trouble Flesh dildos for creative 

pleasure.

Ringwood, England - New King Cock items have just arrived at ABS Holdings. The company 

is now stocking clear dildos like the Basix Smoothy Clear dildo - a smooth toy that’s simple 

and designed for stimulating vaginal or anal play. The Pipedream Basix Fat Boy Clear dildo 

mimics the real thing for a lifelike experience that’s packed with texture and detail.

Pipedream‘s best-sel l ing d i ldo

ABS now stocking King Cock

Many new King Cock items are avai-

lable at ABS, like the 8” Cock
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Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands 

is shipping the Super Milker Automatic 

Deluxe Stroker Machine, an upgraded 

version of the masturbation machine from 

Lovebotz that combines suction and 

stroking. Now with four new cylinders 

and two separate air fl ow connection 

points, the Super Milker Automatic De-

luxe Stroker Machine can be used solo 

or with a partner to massage and stroke 

almost any body part.

The Super Milker’s cylinders feature a 

thin silicone tube encased in an ABS 

plastic cylinder that, when activated, 

simultaneously sucks and strokes the 

user virtually hands-free, making this 

machine ideal for users with mobility 

issues or arthritic hands. The interior 

silicone membrane fl utters and tugs 

while the exterior cylinder creates a tight 

seal for suction, and with simple and 

easy dial controls, users can quickly 

adjust speed and force. With two large 

smooth cylinders, one large nubbed 

cylinder, and one small cylinder, users 

have a variety of stimulation options and 

can connect to the machine from two 

different points – transforming it into a 

couples product.

The Super Milker Automatic Deluxe 

Stroker Machine, part of sex machine 

brand LoveBotz, comes equipped with 

a lockable storage container as well as 

all of the accessories consumers need 

to enjoy their new device right out of the 

box: two hoses; three hose plugs; two 

large smooth cylinders, one large nubbed 

cylinder, and one smaller cylinder; a 

power dial control; two locking keys; AC/

DC transformer; US power cable; and 

instructions. The Super Milker Automatic 

Deluxe Stroker Machine is compatible 

with the XR Brands 110/120 voltage 

adapter for overseas orders.

The Super Milker comes packaged in a 

sturdy, eye-catching box that coordinates 

with the rest of the top-selling LoveBotz 

line. 

XR Brands debuts ‚Super Milker‘
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NBREAST ENLARGEMENT

cream

Perfekt aufbauende Creme zur Anregung des Brust-Wachstums mit einer 
einzigartigen Wirkstoffkombination. Zur täglichen Anwendung geeignet, 
ideal kombinierbar mit den Brust-Massage-Übungen. Zur Stabilisierung 
des Erfolges ist eine dauerhafte und tägliche Anwendung empfehlenswert.

A perfect building cream to stimulate breast enlargement with an unique 
ingredient combination. Suitable for daily use, perfectly combinable with
breast massage exercises. To make the effect last, long-term and daily use 
is recommended.
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Brust Wachstums mit einer

new
BREAST 

ENLARGEMENT

3D PACKAGING
 PERFECT
 BUSTY
BOOSTER

ANWENDUNG: Täglich die Creme auf Brust und 
Dekolleté mit kräf tigen, kreisenden Bewegun-
gen einmassieren. Um den gewünschten Erfolg 
rascher zu erzielen, kann die Creme morgens und 
abends angewendet werden.
APPLICATION: Massage the cream daily into breast 
and cleavage area with strong, circling motions. 
To achieve the desired effect faster, the cream 
can be used in the morning and in the evening. 

BOX + Tube (inside)
Art. No. 44073

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA
email:  office@hot-dl.com /// tel.  +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax.  +43 (0)7672 72009-9
Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

BODY
SYSTEM  
 BOOST
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L
e Wand Petite is a giftable, travel-rea-

dy set that features a convenient travel 

case, and luxurious packaging. Though 

smaller in size, Le Wand Petite does not 

compromise on power. It features ten vi-

bration speeds and six vibration patterns. 

The wand features a body-safe silicone 

head, a fl exible neck and a lengthy hand-

le that allows for easy maneuvering.

“Many fans of traditional wand massa-

gers would like a lightweight, more di-

screet, travel-friendly version of the iconic 

toy,” Le Wand founder and CEO Alicia 

Sinclair said. “Le Wand Petite offers all of 

the premium features of our signature Le 

Wand Rechargeable Massager but in a 

sleek, travel-friendly design.”

Le Wand Petite is echoing the design 

and tech elements of a stylish and sleek 

consumer electronic. It is a travel-friendly 

alternative to packing a full-size wand or 

as an introductory toy for a fi rst-timer.

Also included with every Le Wand Petite 

sensual pleasure set is the Beginner’s 

Guide to Wand Use that’s packed with 

information and how-to’s beyond simple 

product instructions.

“We understand that not every wand 

shopper is looking to jump right into 

purchasing a full-size Le Wand Rechar-

geable Massager,” Sinclair said. “With 

Le Wand Petite we are broadening our 

customer base with a travel and/ or 

beginner-friendly option that comes 

complete with our guide that we hope will 

make every user more comfortable with 

the Le Wand Petite and their body.”

Le Wand Petite is being promoted with 

a colorful marketing campaign that em-

braces diversity with gorgeous, smiling 

femmes of different ethnic backgrounds, 

age groups and body types. Staying true 

to COTR Inc.’s objective of embracing 

pleasure and inclusivity, Le Wand Petite’s 

promotional material takes a light-he-

arted, mainstream-friendly approach to 

marketing to pleasure product users of 

all levels.

Retailers can showcase Le Wand Petite 

with a retail store-friendly countertop 

double-sided display that showcases 

the Petite in Violet and Rose Gold. Le 

Wand Petite will begin shipping in 

August. 

New York, USA – Le Wand introduces a new Petite edition of its powerful wand that features 

a lightweight design and comes in sleek new Rose Gold and Violet tones.

Avai lable in  Rose Gold and Violet

 Le Wand debuts 
petite rechargeable massager

The Le Wand Petite features ten 

vibration speeds and six vibration 

patterns

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – The Cinco 

Anal Beads by b-Vibe are now available 

at Eropartner Distribution. It is a set of 

vibrating anal beads that feature fi ve fl e-

xible tapered beads, an easy grip handle, 

three motors, and a remote control that 

b-Vibes Cinco Anal Beads 
now at Eropartner Distribution

works up to 30 feet away. The beads have 

six vibration levels and 15 vibration pat-

terns. Customers can use it with or without 

the wireless remote control that not only 

makes use a breeze, but also offers diver-

se couple play possibilities. 
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - Steel Power 

Tools are now ready to order at SCALA. 

They are a collection for lovers who de-

mand durability, quality and performance 

from their toys. „Made of premium metal, 

the designs have a high-end appeal, yet 

come with a very competitive pricing 

affordable to all,“ SCALA describes the 

collection an continues: „Whether you’re 

in the market for a naughty pinwheel or 

are craving to put a beautiful polished 

steel cock ring on it: Steel Power Tools is 

a solid choice for intimate fun.“

Steel Power Tools spans many product 

categories, from the brand’s cock rings 

available in a variety of designs and sizes 

to penile plugs, vaginal speculum and 

BDSM-accessories. All the products in 

the Steel Power Tools range are built for 

pleasure and built to last.  

Steel Power Tools now at SCALA
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W
e’ve listened closely to customers 

from the beginning, and one thing 

they’ve made clear is that they feel like 

distance shouldn’t be a barrier to the po-

werful, intimate moments that Motorbun-

ny delivers,” said Craig Mewbourne, CMO 

of Motorbunny. “Now Motorbunny can 

connect and fulfi ll so many more couples 

that wouldn’t otherwise be able to ‘hop 

on’ together.”

The Motorbunny LINK Controller, which 

allows users to wirelessly control the ride-

on-top vibrator, is now connected to the 

internet via the MB LINK App. The free 

app, available for Android and iOS, allows 

users to operate their partner’s Motorbun-

ny online anywhere in the world that has 

an internet connection. The Motorbunny 

LINK Controller was fi rst released in late 

August of 2017, and allowed users to 

control the vibrator via Bluetooth, select 

pre-programmed, looping vibration and 

rotation routines, and create their own 

control routines. This app update makes 

it easy for anyone to generate a link that 

offers real-time control of their Motorbun-

ny with one click. “Today’s world is inter-

connected like never before. Motorbun-

ny’s LINK technology can help intimate 

partners access all the interconnectivity, 

while minimizing physical disconnecti-

on,” said Dr. Chauntelle Tibbals, author, 

sociologist and resident sex and social 

behavior expert at Motorbunny.

As one of the fi rst saddle-style vibrators 

connected to the internet, Motorbunny gi-

ves users the ability to connect with their 

partners across the world, opening up li-

mitless scenarios for sexual creativity. The 

LINK Controller allows users immediate, 

real-time control of the speed and vibrati-

on patterns on their partner’s Motorbunny. 

It is ideal for those who travel frequently, 

deployed members of the military, cam 

models and adult performers as well as 

others seeking an intimate connection 

with their partner despite the distances 

between them.

Los Angeles, USA – Motorbunny, a motorized ride-on-top vibrator with Bluetooth control, 

now includes long-distance control via web-based interface. This innovation allows users 

anywhere in the world to control their partner’s Motorbunny experience.

Long-distance control

Motorbunny debuts 
internet connectivity

The Motorbunny LINK Controller is 

now connected to the internet via the 

MB LINK App
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Chatsworth, USA – Oxballs announce 

fi ve new additions to their growing line of 

boner–inducing toys. Now, men can score 

new and improved redesigns of some ol-

der, original cocksheath and sling designs, 

and some new fresh takes on Oxballs’ sty-

led c-rings and more. “We’re really stoked 

about our brand new PLUS+SILICONE 

composition. It combines the strength and 

stretch of Oxballs’ Oxballs with the smooth, 

softness of our hand-poured Pure Platinum 

Silicone. It has been a huge hit with consu-

mers, and so we wanted to get more toys 

made with this innovative material out for 

retailers,“ Ryan Fraga, Director of Sales & 

Operations at Oxballs, says.

BALLSLING is a stretchy FLEXtpr sling 

that combines the shaft and sack 

gripping qualities of their best-selling 

COCKSLING-2 but with the addition of a 

thick, ball-splitting strap. It is a remake of 

OXBALLS best-selling SPLITSLING.

BUTCH is a stretchy, vein-covered sheath 

that melds to men‘s meat and enhances 

their natural size and girth, combining 

OXBALLS COCKSLING-2 as its base, 

with a remake of Oxballs‘ best-selling 

cocksheath DUDE.

OXSLING – A brand new PLUS+SI-

LICONE sling modeled after Oxballs‘ 

signature COCKSLING-2. OXSLING 

is a versatile-wear cocksling that’s 

reinforced with industrial looking pipe 

detailing.

BIG OX is a soft, thick ring that doubles 

as a package-enhancer or a fl eshy, 

squishy ballstretcher.

GAUGE is a brand new SuperFLEXtpr 

c-ring inspired by pierced packages and 

jewelry.

Oxballs‘ blubbery PLUS+SILICONE BIG 

OX and padded SuperFLEXtpr GAUGE 

are additions to their package-packing, 

bulge-enhancing c-ring designs.  

OXBALLS is releasing new products
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A
mong other things, the summer issue 

is about how age affects our love life, 

as well as sexy summer outfi ts for every 

age and every fi gure as well as lovetoys 

for summer nights.

Retailers can order “Modern Emotion” for 

free as a magazine in DIN A5 format and 

hand them out to their customers:

Modern emotion

Issue Juni / July / August 2018

Article number 0908363 0000 / 50er 

bundle

Orders and further information: ORION 

Wholesale – www.orion-grosshandel.de 

– grosshandel@orion.de

The new issue of “Modern Emotion” is 

also available as a digital version in the 

download area at www.orion-grosshan-

del.de – easy to download and integrate 

into your own online shop.

Flensburg, Germany – From now on, the 31st edition of the free, neutral erotic magazine 

„Modern Emotion“ with new, erotic lifestyle topics and great shopping tips for end custo-

mers is available. 

Ne w erot ic  l i f e s t y le top ic s  and g re a t  s hopp ing t ip s

Modern Emotion 
summer issue now available

The 31st edition of the free, neutral 

erotic magazine „Modern Emotion“

BIG OX is a soft, thick ring
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Veendam, The Netherlands – Mystim 

introduced new electrical stimulating 

items, which are now available at EDC 

Wholesale. The new E-Stim collection 

includes vibes, cock cages, rings, and 

spin wheels.

These vibes are the fi rst and only toys 

that have both vibration and electrical 

stimulation at once – and they don’t 

even need a nerve stimulator kit for it. 

No cables, no devices. The Electric 

vibes vibrate, tingle and pulsate all on 

their own. They carry not one but two 

vibration motors: one in the tip and 

one in the shaft, offering 8 different 

programmes and 5 different intensi-

ty levels, these two work together to 

provoke some ecstasy in a nicely varied 

array of ways.

The E-Stim vibes are made of medi-

cal-grade platinum silicone. They also 

come with a built-in long-life lithium-ion 

battery that is rechargeable via a Mystim 

magnet charge USB cable which is, of 

course, included in the delivery. Even if 

you have both e-stim and vibrations set 

to their highest levels, a fully charged 

vibe runs for at least 3 hours before its 

effi cacy starts to fade.

The Pubic Enemy No 1 is Mystim’s neat 

and transparent cock cage with e-stim 

function: It lets you keep a boisterous 

willy pent up under lock and key so that 

he can‘t get stiff until the mistress, or the 

master, comes with the key and lets him 

out. With the conducting surfaces, left 

and right, the prisoner can be treated to 

your heart‘s content with tingles, twitches 

or pulsations in precisely the intensity he 

deserves.

The Spiny and extra Spiny Spencer 

E-stim Spinwheel are often mistaken 

for a pasta wheel, but that‘s not what 

the Spiny and Extra Spiny Spencer is 

mainly about. It is a monopolar e-stim toy 

with small wheels that provide gentle to 

intense stimulation to all body parts. It im-

presses with over 20 spikes on the Spiny 

and 100 spikes spread on 5 wheels on 

the Extra Spiny - made from steel, so it 

always hits the right spot. The Spencer‘s 

wheels can be used to provide gentle 

stimulation or to bring intense pleasure 

with electrical impulses.

EDC Wholesale stocks 
new e-stim items from Mystim

 T
hese fl exible, yet sturdy rings may 

keep him harder, longer. The rings 

are a choice for entry-level consumers 

that are looking for a non-intimidating 

ring to experiment with, yet the designs 

will also thrill experienced consumers 

with their glow-in-the-dark appeal. SCA-

LA now stocks the Halo rings from the 

Firefl y collection in three colors: white, 

blue and purple – with each ring also 

available in the sizes small, medium and 

large.  

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Firefl y Halos – new by NS Novelties at SCALA – are glow-in 

the-dark cock rings made of soft and stretchy silicone, offering a snug and comfortable fi t.

 Halo cock rings by NS Novelties now 
available at SCALA
Glow in the dark
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Flensburg, Germany – REBEL “The 

Surge by Rocks-Off” is a 3-in-1 toy that 

brings together an effective mastur-

bator, a butt plug and a small nubby 

pad for massaging the perineum. The 

masturbator has a dotted and grooved 

pleasure tunnel and can be removed 

from the case for cleaning. Additionally, 

its end is open. The masturbator can 

be used on its own or together with the 

black anal vibrator, that has a velvety 

soft surface. The latter is specifi cally 

designed for P-spot stimulation and 

has ten vibration modes thanks to 

the removable vibro-bullet. The anal 

vibrator and the masturbator are joined 

by a fl exible connection strap, that also 

pleasures the perineum with its stimu-

lation dots.

REBEL “The Surge by Rocks-Off” is 

now exclusively available at ORION 

Wholesale and comes in two colours—

black (item number 05928460000) and 

blue (item number 05928380000).

Masturbator and Butt Plug combo 
now available at ORION Wholesale

The Surge by Rocks-Off combines a 

masturbator, a butt plug and a pad 

for massaging the perineum

W
e are delighted to announce a price 

reduction of more than 20 % for our 

entire Satisfyer Partner line. The steady 

growing success of our moderate priced 

line in conjunction of signifi cant silico-

ne price‘s reduction, has allowed us to 

reduce our price point to be even more 

attractive to end consumers“, Jerome 

Bensimon, Vice President of Sales for 

Satisfyer, said the new Satisfyer Partner 

pricing changes as follows:

    Satisfyer Partner Single Engine MSRP 

    29.95 € (old MSRP 34.95 €)

    Satisfyer Partner Whale and Plus      

    MSRP 39.95 € (old MSRP 49.95 €)

    Satisfyer Partner Plus Remote MSRP  

    49.95 € (old MSRP 59.95 €)

But not only Satisfyer Partner customers 

can look forward to changes in prices, 

also the distributor margins of the Satis-

fyer Men have been signifi cantly increased 

and now standardized across the entire 

Satisfyer product range.

„But there is much more Satisfyer will pro-

udly reveal in the coming weeks! We‘ve 

been working intensively on developing 

over 30 new toys the past 10 months 

investing our current annual sales in R&D. 

In the next weeks, we will be excited to 

introduce our brand new Satisfyer Vibes 

line, but also, two new Satisfyer Partner 

Toys, which offer 11 ways to enjoy and 

enhance sexual wellness. With the same 

excitement and energy, we will be presen-

ting to the press any days, two revolutio-

nary new Satisfyer Men, vibrating, heating 

and rechargeable heading to become 

men market segment new bestsellers“ 

said Jerome Bensimon. 

Bielefeld, Germany – Satisfyer reinforce its mission to provide end consumers more af-

fordable pricing, increase retailer’s sell-out and strengthen distributor margin in our more 

and more competitive industry.

Higher  margins

 Satisfyer announces 30 new products in 
2018 and price reductions
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Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales is offi -

cially shipping Hombre, a brand-new line 

of 100% silicone fi ttings for men suppor-

ted by in-store merchandising and sales 

tools. Comprised of silicone c-rings and 

cock bands with fi ts ranging from snug 

to fully adjustable, Hombre boasts an 

assortment of widths and styles that let 

users choose the fi t and feel they prefer.

Hombre features fi ve product designs, 

each available in Navy or Charcoal 

silicone: the Adjustable C-ring and Snug 

Fit C-band, and thick Snug Fit C-rings, 

thin Snug Fit C-rings, and Xtra Stretch 

C-bands, each in a multi-size 3-pack for 

convenience and value.

The Hombre Adjustable C-ring is desi-

gned to be worn around the penis, the 

testicles, or both and adjusts up to 2.5 

inches with an easy-to-use slider. The 

Hombre Snug Fit C-band can be worn 

around the penis or testicles and stret-

ches up to 2 inches, while the Hombre 

Snug Fit Thick C-ring 3-pack offers a 

thick silicone ring in 3 sizes for the perfect 

fi t: 1.25 inches, 1.5 inches, and 1.75. The 

Hombre Snug Fit Thin C-ring 3-pack is 

perfect for beginners, featuring a thinner 

ring in three sizes: 1.25 inches, 1.75 in-

ches, and 2 inches; and the Hombre Xtra 

Stretch C-band 3-pack contains three 

stretchy cock bands in a variety of sizes: 

1.5 inches, 1.75 inches, and 2 inches.

„Hombre was designed to fi ll the need for 

simple, premium-silicone cock rings that 

stretch to fi t, each competitively priced 

for the growing category,” Topco Sales 

COO Autumn O’Bryan said. “Seasoned 

users will enjoy the quality, beginners will 

benefi t from the variety-pack sizing, and 

users of all experience levels will appre-

ciate the high-quality silicone. The line 

merchandises with sophisticated signage 

and an eye-catching slatwall layout, ma-

king it easy for stores to bring on the full 

line while conserving wall space.”

Hombre 100% Silicone Premium Fittings 

are packaged in coordinating Navy and 

Charcoal clamshells with a matching 

header card. To place an order, please 

contact your preferred representative or 

email info@topcosales.com. 

Topco Sales introduces ‚Hombre‘

T
he lifts are of good quality, easy to 

apply and come with two types of 

nipple covers. The Bye Bra breast tape 

is a simple solution for a quick and 

effective enhancement of the female 

breast without the need for surgery, 

or even a bra. Bye Bra lifts the breasts 

simply and effectively.

The collection includes adhesive push-up 

pads, nipple covers, bra clips, cushi-

on-strap pads, dress tape, bra exten-

ders, fl exible low back straps, push-up 

pads, lace-it bras, perfect cleavage tape, 

perfect shape pads, shoulder bra pads, 

transparent bra straps, washing bag en 

waterproof pads. 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Bye Bra is an European manufacturer of bra accessories. 

The Bye Bra breast lifts are made in cooperation with world-class medical adhesive pro-

ducer 3M, available in cup sizes up to H. 

Bye Bra exclusively 
available at Eropartner Distribution
Breast  tapes

The Hombre is available in multi-size 

packs with three items each
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Lace dress with integrated string   
S   2750341 1021 
M   2750341 1031 
L   2750341 1041  
LX   2750341 1051
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C
ampus Dildo Carry rallied thousands 

of UT students carrying dildos, (iro-

nically regulated as a Class C misdeme-

anor), in protest of Campus Carry Law 

S.B.11, that provides that gun license 

holders may carry a concealed handgun 

throughout public university campuses 

in Texas. The protest captured campus 

sentiment: Why leave your dildos at 

home if other people won‘t leave their 

guns at home?

“As a female who has been in the adult 

novelty industry for decades, I am well 

aware of what it means to stand up for 

what you believe in,” said Susan Colvin, 

Founder and CEO of CalExotics. “So 

when I see young people exercising their 

freedom of speech in this way, when 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands – System Jo 

brings two new Agape lubricants, a H20 

and a Classic Hybrid lubricant, which are 

now available at Eropartner Distribution.

H2O Lubricant Warming: A water-based 

Warming lubricant that feels like silicone. 

JO H2O Warming is the silky JO H2O 

with a Warming sensation that starts on 

contact.

Classic Hybrid Lubricant: JO Hybrid 

Lubricant delivers the long lasting glide of 

JO Premium Silicone with the convenient 

clean-up of JO H2O Water Based.

For Her Agape Lubricant Warming: 

JO for Women Agapé Warming is a 

many others don’t have gumption to do 

it, I can’t help but want to support their 

efforts.”

In addition to fi nancially supporting 

its documentary, CalExotics has also 

backed the Cocks Not Glocks orga-

nization in 2016, when the novelty 

company made a sizeable donation of 

dildos to help “arm” UT students who 

attended the original Campus Dildo 

Carry protest.

“We are incredibly grateful for the support 

CalExotics has shown us as we pursue 

our mission and passion,” said Jessica 

Jin, Creator of Cocks Not Glocks. “With 

their support, we will reach millions with 

this documentary and we cannot wait to 

reveal it to the world in 2019.” 

uniquely formulated personal lubricant 

containing NO silicone and NO glyce-

rin. Created for women with sensitivi-

ties, JO for Women Agapé Warming 

provides sensual enhancement and 

moisture with a Warming sensation that 

starts on contact.

For Her Agape Lubricant Cool: JO 

for Women Agapé Cool is a uniquely 

formulated personal lubricant containing 

NO silicone and NO glycerin. Created for 

women with sensitivities, JO for Women 

Agapé Cool provides sensual enhance-

ment and moisture with a Cool tingling 

sensation that starts on contact. 

Ontario, USA – CalExotics announced its decision to fi nancially back the production of 

“Cocks Not Glocks,” a documentary that will chronicle the controversial Campus Dildo 

Carry anti-gun rally that was held on August 24, 2016 at the University of Texas, Austin.

CalExotics supports 
“Cocks Not Glocks” documentary

Eropartner stocks four new System Jo lubricants
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Jessica Jin kicked off the Cocks Not 

Glocks protest with a Facebook post 

in the summer of 2016
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Pink 0591360 0000 
Berry 0591378 0000

Pink 0591386 0000 
Berry 0591394 0000

BRAND NEW
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„T
he materials used for the Be Wicked 

lingerie are comfortable and soft and 

feel like a second skin to the body,“ EDC 

stated in a press release „Every item is 

the embodiment of luxury and sexiness, 

any woman will feel like a goddess when 

wearing these beautiful items. Be Wicked 

lingerie is made with great attention to 

detail and comfort.“

Amsterdam, The Netherlands – This 

month a huge amount of cargo has arri-

ved at DUSEDO.com, with new arrivals 

and a fresh supply of sextoys. The new 

arrivals in the month of June at Dusedo 

are:

BONEYARD: The Ass Ballz come in 3 

sizes are durable and of high quality 

silicone.

KINK: Silicone & Acrylic Paddle with a 

total length of 457mm, The Rimmer - 

Vibrating Silicone Prostate Massager 

with Rotator and The Milker - Silicone 

Vibrating Flex Massager.

Master Series: Dick Stick Retractable 

Dildo On A Stick with a maximum length 

of 1238 mm, the Sprouted 10 Speed 

Silicone Vibrating Anchor Anal Plug and 

the Pussy Face Oral Sex Mouth Gag an 

open-mouth gag.

NS Novelties: Dusedo got a lot of diffe-

rent sub-brands: StrapeaseXL, Renega-

„We are very proud to add the Be Wicked 

collection to our assortment,“ said Eric 

Idema, CEO at EDC Wholesale. „It’s a 

beautiful lingerie collection with many 

styles and amazing details. We are very 

excited about the collection and I am 

sure that our customers will be sharing 

our enthusiasm about this brand once 

they see and feel the products.“ 

de, INYA, OINKZ!, Moji‘s and Firefl y Halo. 

All new brands with their own original 

characteristics like OINKS! A buttplug 

with a pigstail. Or the Moji‘s, also a 

buttplug but with a emoji on the bottom.

King Cock: Two Cocks One Hole – King 

Cock has one thick dildo sculpted from 

two lifelike cocks. Handcrafted and 

fl exible, the King Cock Two Cocks One 

Hole provides stimulation and a feeling 

of fullness. The Uncut Cock has a lifelike 

movable foreskin that slides back – just 

like a real uncut cock. The fl exible shaft 

and foreskin are handcrafted to provide 

stimulating sensations.

Two Cocks One Hole Hollow Strap-On 

Suspender System is a long, hollow 

plastic tube, measuring 1.5” (3.8 cm) in 

diameter. It is placed inside the rubber 

dong, making it a possible solution for 

men with performance problems, though 

it’s sturdy enough for all sexes to wear. 

Veendam, The Netherlands – The sexual and sensual lingerie brand Be Wicked is part of 

the EDC Wholesale collection and available for retailers to order. The Dutch wholesaler 

added a wide assortment of sexy lingerie to its collection, offering bodystockings, lingerie 

sets, minidresses, and hosiery.

Be Wicked Lingerie 
available at EDC Wholesale

New products arrived at Dusedo

N E W S
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Among other, new items from Master 

Series are now available at Dusedo 
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Hands-free Masturbator
SUCK-O-MAT 
Mains-powered masturbator with a sleeve and plug (for  
power supply). Apply plenty of water-based lubricant and 
insert the penis halfway into the soft, flexible sleeve.  
Then set the intensity and the speed - now injoy! 

Extra strong sucking motor with 5 intensity levels  
and 5 speeds. 

Powerful pump and suction impulses

Individually adjustable, interval-controlled stimulation

 Item No. 0587176 0000

Order now!
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Ontario, USA – CalExotics releases its ne-

west California Dreaming collection of bright 

vibrators. The collection from CalExotics 

shares the California spirit with the world 

with their California themed toys that inclu-

de the San Francisco Sweetheart, Venice 

Vixen, and Beverly Hills Bunny.

“We really wanted to give our customers a 

taste of California this summer, so we desi-

gned the California Dreaming collection to 

be as bright, fun, and inviting as California,” 

says Susan Colvin, CEO and Founder of 

CalExotics. “Each product has its own fl irty 

personality and they are not only beautiful, 

but they are also powerful and enjoyable. It 

may be diffi cult to pick just one!”

The bright pink San Francisco Sweetheart is 

a rocking G-spot massager with a fl ickering 

teaser. The fl uorescent citrine Venice Vixen 

entices with a dual-action massager with 

a stimulating clitoral encaser. The purple 

Beverly Hills Bunny has a rotating beaded 

shaft and fl ickering bunny ears.

All of the California Dreaming products 

offer ten functions of independent vibration, 

pulsation, and escalation with three action 

speeds in the shaft. All three products are 

made from silky smooth silicone, have 

a memory chip and an easy start and 

stop button. Each toy is waterproof, USB 

rechargeable and is backed by CalExotics’ 

one-year warranty. 

CalExotics releases new 
California Dreaming collection
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B
ijoux Indiscrets is a brand that fo-

cuses on lovers of soft SM. If you‘re 

looking for a luxurious bondage set or a 

satin blindfold, then you are in the right 

place. These sets are very popular, also 

because the demand for soft SM pro-

ducts has gone up fast in the past years.

Magnifi que is one of the collections that 

EDC Wholesale stocks from Bijoux Indi-

screts, offering a 12-piece collection in 

the form of body chains, available in silver 

and gold. They outline the silhouette in a 

sensual way, enhancing the female body. 

All of the Magnifi que pieces come com-

plete with designer packaging, featuring 

typical 1920s Art Deco prints. They also 

include a safety seal and product photo-

graph for in-store display.

Bijoux Indiscrets Cosmétics products 

are also available at EDC Wholesale. The 

brand specially created these items with 

great care for the process of selecting 

natural ingredients and scents that will 

protect the natural balance of the skin. 

The formulas are paraben and mineral oil 

free, resulting in sensual cosmetics that 

reach the consumer in optimal condition 

thanks to the glass containers which 

ensure the perfect stability and quality of 

the products. 

Veendam, The Netherlands – Bijoux Indiscrets is now available at EDC Wholesale. The 

brand features a wide range of sensual accessories, erotic cosmetics, and intimate toys 

designed by women for women, with the purpose of empowering women, lighting up the 

passion and creating unforgettable moments of pleasure.

Bijoux Indiscrets 
collections available at EDC Wholesale
Erotic  chic
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www.orion-wholesale.com

 + 49 461 5040-210 or -114 
wholesale@orion.de

Leather Corset 
2000237 3511

Cone Bra 
2492601 1101

Latex Gloves 
2900149 1021

Boots 2440482 1791

Rhinestone Choker 
2491842 1001

Latex Briefs 
2900050 1021

Latex Suspenders 
2960028 1000

GOOD GIRLS 
AIN T NO FUN

‘
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A
t the beginning of last month, Microsoft 

took over GitHub - a platform where 

developers can exchange lines of code for 

software - shelling out 7.5 billion dollars for 

the platform. Of course, we are still a ways 

away from take-overs on that scale in the 

adult industry, but if you keep an eye on the 

developments in this business, you will notice 

that more and more money is being moved.

Of course, this can be regarded as a sign 

that the industry is growing up, attracting the 

interest of bigger financiers, and that’s a 

good thing, also for smaller companies, 

many of whom have complained about how 

hard it is to get the necessary funding to 

grow and expand a company.

And this kind of funding is obviously all the 

more important for companies that don’t just 

create your run of the mill dildos. New, bold 

ideas are expensive, and even more so if 

they are technological in nature. So, naturally, 

smaller companies have a hard time 

shouldering this kind of research and 

development cost. With more money 

available to ambitious producers, this also 

creates pressure for other companies to step 

up their game, raising the bar of the overall 

product quality in the adult industry.

Another aspect that is becoming more and 

more important in this industry is branding 

– especially if you want to draw in main-

stream consumers. But building a brand is a 

lot of work, and it requires a lot of money, 

after all, there are many, many other 

companies out there competing for the 

consumer’s attention. So, once again, you 

could argue that the whole market stands to 

benefit if companies get the means necessa-

ry to create awareness for adult products in 

the mainstream realm.

Consequently, the only aspect left to explore 

is the effect of mergers and acquisitions on 

the inner workings of the industry. If you look 

around in the market right now, there is no 

real danger of monopolies; the market is way 

too diverse – one might even say, fragmen-

ted. At the same time, the entry barrier is 

lower than ever. Many start-ups have been 

able to establish themselves in the market in 

the past months, achieving success with new 

ideas. And more are joining them as you read 

this. As long as the market continues to 

grow, there is also room for growth for the 

companies in it– and that includes new-

comers as well as long-standing players, big 

and small.

And to all those who are afraid that mergers 

and an increased influx of outside capital 

could put the market out of whack: Let’s not 

forget that these things can also backfire for 

the involved companies. Many mergers didn’t 

create supremacy but instead had the same 

effect as a millstone around the neck; and a 

of money that was pumped into companies 

proved ineffective because it was not put to 

good use. So that’s another reason not to 

prophesise doom and gloom just yet. Let’s 

wait and keep an eye the situation without 

prematurely sounding the alarm.

Pro

 Matthias Poehl, editor in chief
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Fusions and monopolies
Will  a n  i n f lux  o f  c a p i t a l  sh a pe  th e  i n dus t r y?  exclusive

Competition is good for 

business, but what happens 

when the competition can 

simply squash you with the 

power of their wallet? What 

if a company achieves a 

position of such dominance 

that it can simply choke out 

the competition and make it 

virtually impossible for new 

companies to put down roots 

in its shadow? Sure, such a 

scenario is still highly hypo-

thetical in our industry at this 

point, or in the foreseeable 

future. But then again, it 

never hurts to think about the 

‚what ifs‘, does it – especially 

if they can come back to bite 

you somewhere down the 

road
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 Randolph Heil, 

editor

E
ven though it hasn’t happened very often until 

now, we should definitely get used to the 

thought of seeing companies outside the industry 

acquiring players within the adult market, or adult 

companies merging to expand their reach. In some 

ways, the adult business is an industry like any 

other, and this is one of them. Success and the 

potential for even more success invariably create 

interest. And it doesn’t matter that this success is 

achieved by producing and selling sex toys, 

especially nowadays when the industry has shed 

the bad image of yesteryear and people are much 

more open-minded when it comes to sexuality and 

sex-related products. An investment in this industry 

can definitely pay off. But let’s get back to the 

actual topic: If people talk about a monopoly they 

usually refer to a market situation in which the 

there is one dominating company that more or less 

controls the market, meaning it can also dictate 

prices. Of course, that’s not something we’re likely 

to see in the adult industry. It would take a lot of 

time and wrong turns to create such a situation. 

However, there are also quasi-monopolies, another 

economic term that describes a situation in which 

several companies have a degree of influence on a 

market, but there is one that has a very strong 

competitive edge, putting it in an advantageous 

position. This company may not have a real 

stranglehold on the market, but for the competi-

tors, the situation is not too different. This 

competitive advantage can also include technolo-

gy, innovative force, capital, etc. So the lines are 

blurry, and just like with the terms ‚market leading‘ 

und ‚market dominating‘, there is a certain degree 

of overlap. But be it a quasi-monopoly or a real 

monopoly, these things have a major impact on the 

industry landscape. The principle of 

fair competition – with companies 

striving to be better than the 

competition and working to gain a 

competitive edge on playing field 

that is more or less level for anybody 

– and market transparency would 

wither away. And since a monopoly 

position is tantamount to massive 

profits, chances are that such a 

company would work to keep any 

real competition out of the market. 

There have been examples of that in 

other industries, and in many cases, this domina-

ting position was abused in ways harmful to the 

market. Long story short: If there is no incentive to 

be competitive in a market, there is no incentive to 

be innovative, and the market grows stale. I am 

sure some of you will wave this off as doom-mon-

gering, and of course, this is a very simplified 

summary of a highly complex situation. But that 

doesn’t change the fact that we’d be well-advised 

to remain alert as we watch the developments in 

this market.                              

Contra
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A 
couple of months ago I heard about the 

founding of a new online erotic retailer 

selling lingerie and sex toys. ‘Good luck’ I initially 

thought. Reading that the founder had previously 

seen the need to have a consumer and competi-

tor report produced also offered some optimism 

(assuming it was of the required quality and the 

methodology was sound). 

With my curiosity piqued, after a little bit of 

Google digging I headed over to the website in 

question. The fi rst thing that unfortunately struck 

me was the name. Oh dear. 

As I’m not wishing misfortune against the Foun-

der I’m not going to outright name names per se, 

but it might be unavoidable given that this person 

chose to use – brace yourselves – two forenames 

(one male, one female) as the brand name. 

Furthermore, a Q&A blog post with the Founder 

revealed that when it came to the rationale for 

naming the business, the reply was “…there’s no 

story behind that, I just love those names.” 

Ye Gods. Where do I begin?

I ruefully remembered the words of branding guru 

Wally Olins. “The intangible value of the brand 

is often much greater than the corporation’s 

tangible assets.” I severely doubt it in this case, 

however. 

Obviously carnal consumers have been served 

for decades by two industry powerhouses using, 

guess what, women’s names: Ann Summers and 

Beate Uhse. But those companies were establis-

hed long before the advent of the worldwide web, 

and the explosive rise in online erotic retailers 

around the world. The landscape has completely 

changed. Believe me, if Ann Summers and Beate 

Uhse began trading just last week using those 

names, I’d be chastising their top management 

too.  

When you decide to enter the erotic retailing 

sector, you have to choose a name that matters. 

A name, not only a good one, but an effecti-

ve one, possesses key qualities. It has to be 

meaningful. It needs to be distinctive. It should be 

future-oriented. Ideally, it should be modular too, 

allowing potential brand extensions to fi t nicely. It 

has to be protectable, and obviously have a web 

domain. It should have positive connotations, 

although there’s some leeway here vis-à-vis fetish 

and BDSM brands. And it should lend itself to 

impactful visual representation such as the logo 

and in accompanying text.

Suffi ce to say, this brand name in question did 

not tick all these boxes.

You see, words are powerful things. Not on 

their own of course (they’re just groups of letters 

strung together), but through shared meaning 

and fi elds of experience. Basically, how words 

are perceived and interpreted by others.

When I see the brand name Pounce 

Underwear I can IMMEDIATELY start 

forming ideas about the items being 

sold and their likely target markets. 

It also offers a clue as to its brand 

essence (its DNA, if you like), 

personality and perhaps the people 

running the show.

My mind has no diffi culty in visua-

lising images around ‘Pounce’, 

pouncing, or being pounced 

upon. It suggests something racy, 

animalistic, verging on predatory, 

even. Ooh la la. ‘Led by instinct’ 

states their strapline. You see how 

In his monthly column, Brian 

Gray from Glasgow-based 

erotic marketing agency 

Lascivious Marketing offers 

his thoughts on all things 

marketing. This month he 

highlights the importance for 

companies in the erotic trade 

to either fi nd a good name or 

risk facing many diffi culties 

ahead.

 What‘s in a naughty name?
Mar ket in g  Ma t te r s exclusive
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the picture in your head is being defi ned that bit 

more?

In a similar vein, Bordelle also conjures up something. 

Agent Provocateur? No further explanation required. I 

immediately know these aren’t the sorts of safe, homely 

brands being talked about in care homes or down at 

the local Women’s Institute.

In contrast, what do the names our dear old Mum and 

Dad gave us convey? Absolutely nothing.

Consider two fi ctitious lingerie fi rms, called let’s say, 

“Amanda Jones” and “Jane Williams”. From this I have 

no idea if Amanda’s wares are more exciting than the 

ones offered by Jane, who in turn are more exciting 

than another brand called “Emma”. Furthermore, are all 

‘Amandas’ homogenous in their ‘brand essence and 

values’? Of course not.

Let’s step outside the lingerie sector for a moment to 

illustrate this more effectively.

Think of Ralph Lauren. On its own it’s just a name, 

but then apply an 

endorsed brand 

architecture with the 

introduction of ‘Polo’. 

The word and logo 

immediately conjures 

up images of a sport 

played and watched 

by the upper classes 

and all the associated 

trappings of that 

ecosystem. Wealth, status, success and infl uence: all 

these things come to mind. It’s easy to see how that 

one word and a man on a horse has far more power in 

its ability to create a strong brand image and position in 

the minds of customers than mere ‘Ralph Lauren’.

So, if you’re reading this and about to enter the industry 

or you’re an existing company and have decided it’s 

time for a completely new name and identity, how 

should you go about devising your new name?

Think of the types of names you can choose from. It 

can be descriptive (such as Wicked Sensual Care), 

metaphorical (i.e. Prowler), a ‘magic spell’ comprising al-

tered spellings (Sliquid), a fabricated name (Emojibator), 

an acronym (generally not advisable as they can often 

be hard to remember and problematic in copyrighting) 

or a combination of two of the above (EDC Wholesa-

le). Each type of naming convention has its pros and 

cons to consider - so choose well and don’t rush the 

process.  

So with all these possibilities for naming a company, 

you’re now in a better position to imagine my relative 

disappointment with the retailer in question for selecting 

a name without any (in my experience) real utility. Yes, 

you’ve got to be able to live with the name; that’s a 

given. Nobody – least of all me - is suggesting anything 

else. You’ve got to be able to smile when you hear your 

company’s name being mentioned, and have pride in 

it too. 

But it’s got to help you on your commercial journey, 

and play its part in contributing to your coffers. This is 

achieved through both creating that emotional connec-

tion with target audiences in order to drive subsequent 

sales, but also by keeping the fi nance director happy 

by having the brand value itemised on the company 

balance sheet as a key asset. Remember the earlier 

quote from Olins.  

In a fast-living world, where time is in short supply and 

faced with 24/7 digital media and relentless advertising 

assaults on one’s mind, a company can have only the 

slimmest window of opportunity to make an impression. 

Make it count. Choose a name that immediately means 

something to someone.

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com, 

found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or phoned 

on +44 (0)141 255 0769. 

F E A T U R E
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A
s summer temperatures get the blood 

and the hormones pumping, Satisfyer 

present two new products – for women, 

men, and couples -, named Satisfyer Partner 

Multifun. The name fi ts perfectly considering 

the various possible uses of the product: Be 

it with your partner during love play or solo, 

this toy promises sensual hours for men and 

women. “The ergonomic U shape is perfect 

for various uses, for instance you could use 

the Multifun as a massaging cock ring,” says 

Satisfyer Vice President of Sales, Jerome 

Bensimon. “The two arms gently encircle the 

penis shaft and testicles and create deep, 

pleasant vibrations. While doing so, you can 

place the corpus underneath the penis; this 

way, the toy’s third motor can provide pow-

erful stimulation to the perineum. Or you can 

turn the Multifun the other way around, and 

still get just as much enjoyment out of it!” The 

Multifun can also make foreplay more satis-

fying since the arms can be used to stimulate 

the nipples of the user or their partner. The 

various vibration programmes offer titillating 

options for any occasion and taste. “We 

describe eleven possible uses but with this 

toy, there are no limits to your imagination,” 

Bensimon explains.

The two new Satisfyer products will be 

available in two colour versions, ‚Ocean 

Blue‘ and ‚Bonbon Pink‘, but the colours are 

not the only thing setting the two apart; the 

toys are designed with the target audience’s 

needs and wishes in mind, and consequent-

ly, they differ in terms of shape and general 

look. The products live up to the quality 

standards consumers have come to expect 

from the Satisfyer brand, meaning they are 

water-proof, easy to clean, and intuitive to 

use. “In development, we focused a lot on 

the materials, and we are proud to announce 

that these products are made from a highly 

fl exible material called Silk Touch Feeling,” 

Jerome Bensimon continues. “So these toys 

don’t just offer the top-quality all our products 

offer; on top of that, they also bring a real ad-

ded value. This goes to show how important 

it is to communicate with the consumers and 

listen to their feedback.” The new Satisfyer 

products will be available for pre-order in July.

Not too much time has passed since Satisfyer’s successful launch of the Satisfyer Pro 

Traveler, a product which turned into a top-seller in no time, as the company announced. 

Nonetheless, Satisfyer are already busy at work bringing us the next Satisfyer product. 

Satisfyer Partner Multifun
Mult i -S a t i s f a c t i on  exclusive

Due to its well-thought 

out shape, the Satisfyer 

Multifun can be 

used in various 

ways

Apart from “Bonbon 

Pink“, the Satisfyer 

Multifun is also available in 

”Ocean Blue“
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jewelry, is headlining her own cross-country 

road trip this summer. Armed with a re-vamped 

1961 Airstream camper-turned-vibe-kiosk, 

Chang is traveling the US of A to promote 

the company‘s roving Crave Design Factory, 

where toy tech enthusiasts can build their own 

vibrator and nab a coveted Vesper necklace. 

Day Wear for Kinksters
Almost half a decade after Crave introduced 

the world to the vibrating necklace, the famous 

Vesper is still making waves in mainstream 

magazines and boutique retail shops. In 

fact, Crave Designer Ti Chang, the woman 

responsible for turning a sex toy into high-end 

Your Summer Sex Toy Play List
Ge t  th e  sc oop  on  th e  g rea tes t  h i t s  i n  sex  toy  re ta i l  th i s  summer  exclusive

What‘s a sex toy business to do when those lazy summer days roll around? As the 

industry‘s notorious slow season, warm summer weather signals a big slow-down in 

business trips, staff training sessions, and – let‘s face it – sales. European manufacturers 

have the right idea, as most take off for their glorious 5+ weeks of vacation while us sad 

American sacks are stuck in a stuffy, stale offi ce, staring blankly at our empty inboxes. 

While it‘s all too easy to browse Facebook to fi ll up those last few hours of the day, syrup-

slow summer provides the perfect opportunity to spend that extra time taking inventory of 

the latest trends. The 2017 eroFame show might seem like a distant memory come June, 

but with the Los Angeles ANME right around the corner, the trade show circuit is ready to 

sneak back into your schedule faster than a group of retail trainees can descent upon a box 

of free sex toys. Check out what‘s on consumer radars this summer from the industry‘s top 

pleasure trendsetters.

This article is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent
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What‘s the best accessory to pair with a Vesper? A 

piece of kinky, mod day wear from Bijoux Indiscrets. 

The Spanish company‘s popular MAZE collection 

will no doubt be out-and-about at summer music 

festivals this season, and these vegan leather accents 

are even classy enough to wear to the offi ce (well, 

at least if your offi ce sells sex toys). The rose-gold 

Vesper makes a statement draped over the MAZE 

Cross Cleavage Harness or Halter Bra Harness. 

Spiritual Sex Toys
Forget the hard and fast days of heavy-hitting 

vibrators that threaten to tear the fl esh right off your 

sexy parts (or at least send you waddling away 

with a few bruises). These days, sex is all about 

slowing down and taking in every pleasure-drenched 

moment. US retailers are gaga with gratitude 

over Chakrubs, a pleasure product company that 

believes the greatest orgasms come from self-love, 

acceptance, and communing with crystal wands. 

Chakrubs’ insertable wands, crafted in everything 

from real amethyst to rose quartz to obsidian, are 

designed to vibrate without the use the batteries – 

and by vibrate, they mean from within your energy 

fi eld. For those across the ocean, wholesaler Yoni 

Pleasure Palace, another female-owned outfi t run by 

founder Rosie Rees, can provide for all your crystal 

retailer needs from their headquarters in Perth, 

Australia. Although these genuine, earth-borne 

pleasure objects don’t have motors, devoted fans 

have described moments of meditative masturbation 

that almost feel like the crystal wands and yoni eggs 

are rumbling with some sort of magical frequency. 

Either way, they make a gorgeous and eco-friendly 

addition to your sex-positive shop!

Electronic Rim Jobs
Booty play has been trending for the past few 

years, but more recently, rim jobs become the 

latest buzz to hit the vibe market. Now that butt 

sex is out of the closet, the time is ripe for delving 

past the taboos and exploring everything our butts 

have to offer. b-Vibe is to blame for this big kick to 

the proverbial industry pants. After the company 

debuted their now-famous Rimming Plug, everyone 

is after a taste of anal mania. Although the knock-

offs might satisfy less savvy consumers, you’ve got 

to get your hands on the original if you want industry 

street cred. The original b-Vibe Rimming Plug, 

also available in a petite version, vibrates at the 

tip and spins rows of metal beads around the thin 

neck of the base, all beneath high-quality silicone. 

Founder Alicia Sinclair was the fi rst to introduce this 

technology, often reserved for dual-stim, Rabbit-

style toys in the form of a cluster of moving pearls, 

into the anal toy realm.  The popularity of butt toys 

isn’t entirely new, but this previously underserved 

category is peaking big time, and now is your 

chance to become the neighborhood’s

(or the internet’s) top shop for booty accessories. 
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Sex Machines
Sex machines have been lurking in the background 

for decades, but until pleasure products hit the 

pages of mainstream publications, the market for 

space-stealing, indiscreet sex toys was little more 

than a niche.  A household name since the late 80s, 

Sybian wrote the book on the saddle-style, ride-on 

sex machine. Supported by a luxurious marketing 

aesthetic and a sex-positive, education-based 

approach, this industry headliner will always hold 

the trophy for bringing sex machines into average 

households. 

Over the last couple years, a string of newcomers 

have popped up, all set on expanding the large-

scale sex toy market with ride-on vibrators for the 

next generation. The Cowgirl, a classy, modernized 

take on the powerful saddle vibrator, aims to reach 

Millennial shoppers who base their buying decisions 

on what’s popular on social media. The Tremor, an 

edgier version of the ride-on vibe aimed at budget 

shoppers, calls itself the “rock and roll sex toy,” and 

the similarly budget-conscious Motorbunny provides 

a small army of toy attachments, including a TPR 

masturbator for him. Although riding machines are 

still somewhat niche on a fi nancial level, get ready 

for more consumers to pony up the extra cash for 

the full-body orgasms these vibrating beasts can 

produce.

Sex-accessories
Luxury is more than just a mark of quality in today’s 

toys. Consumers want the entire high-end experience 

from the moment they open the package, and luxury 

manufacturers are delivering all sorts of little extras 

to supplement the unboxing experience. The Rianne 

S brand is known for their ultra-femme fl air and 

attention to detail, and their latest mini vibes and 

kegel balls come stashed in designer make-up bags 

adorned with fun, fl irty illustrations. Rianne’s collection 

of wands and rabbit-style vibes even come packed 

with a dose of girl power: a slender gold bracelet 

that empowers vibe-buying babes with the quote, 

“She believed she could, so she did.” JimmyJane, 

another power player with an art department as 

phenomenal as their toy designs, knows just how to 

incite an excited squeal from consumers on package 

delivery day. Their sleek, shiny Pure UV toy sanitizer, 

coupled with either a classic Form 2 vibe or the new 

Love Pods Tre, is the nightstand accessory you 

never knew you needed. After taking your toy for a 

spin, stash it in the Pure UV sanitizing unit and let the 

exterior LED mood light get to work on creating a 

romantic light show. Plus, this nightlight-slash-UV toy 

cleaner is so slick and modern, your guests will never 

know it hides a sex toy.                                           
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Have you 

heard?
The new ST RUBBER 

news catalogue is here! 

   Discover over 
130 great new products
           in 36 pages!

Download 
Now!
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FPPR. 
(pronounced as Fapper) 

brings an intense stimulation 

and an unforgettable climax to the male sex 

toy user. The line offers masturbators with a 

discreet and stylish look, a complete collection 

to satisfy any man’s desire when alone, on 

the road or indulged by his bed partner. “The 

packaging is a crucial element for consumer 

decision making and therefore a very important 

part of the product,” according to FPPR’s de-

signer. The package suggests a world map, to 

emphasize the traveling aspect of the product.

Sway Vibes is a luxurious vibe collection, de-

signed to stimulate all the sensitive spots and 

massages the body for a relaxing and plea-

surable sensation. The excellent quality and 

ergonomic shape of the vibrators perfectly 

direct the vibrations to the body for a fantastic 

experience. Visitors of the ANME Founders 

show will have a worldwide premiere intro-

duction of the newest Sway Vibes edition, 

Sway No. 3, a silky smooth lay-on vibrator to 

enhance female pleasure. The stimulator is er-

gonomically shaped and is made of premium 

quality silicone for an intense, but comfortable 

stimulation of the vulva.

The Boners, FPPR. and SWAY collections are 

now exclusively distributed in North America 

by ALEXANDER INSTITUTE, producer of 

the world’s largest sex education series and 

publisher of a number of books for lovers. 

Their critically acclaimed instructional pro-

grams, now available on DVD and VOD, are 

for couples and singles who want to enhance 

their sex life. World-renowned sex therapists, 

educators, and best-selling authors develop 

this erotic and informative series, featuring real 

couples in real situations.

The EDC Wholesale design team created 

packaging for its brands, with the exact 

reason to let the brands stand out in any 

shop presentation. The round shape of the 

Boners cock rings fi ts perfectly in the round 

packaging, offering a collection of products to 

stimulate the penis and balls, with an impres-

sive assortment of cock rings, ball stretchers, 

as well as masturbation creme, penis cleaner, 

XXL creme, erection creme, delay creme and 

delay spray.

The latest products from Boners, FPPR. and 

SWAY will be shown at the ALEXANDER INS-

TITUTE and EDC Wholesale booth at ANME 

– Booths 87 and 86 in the main hall. Special 

deals will be available. More information at: 

Alexander Institute, 818-508-1296, sales@

alexander-institute.com

Alexander Insti-

tute, producer of 

the world’s lar-

gest sex educa-

tion series is 

now the Master 

Distributor for 

EDC Wholesale’s 

house brands 

Boners, FPPR 

and Sway in 

North America. 

The cooperati-

on of these two 

intimacy industry 

giants provides 

exciting new 

opportunities for 

marketing and 

sales of all three 

lines.    

Alexander Institute signs distribution 
agreement with EDC Wholesale

Maste r  D i s t r i bu to r exclusive
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Womanizer and Standard Innovation Corporati-

on have merged – why this step and why now?

Johannes Plettenberg: We brought the 

Womanizer and We-Vibe brands together 

under the WOW Tech banner because of the 

tremendous potential we see in introducing 

innovation to the market, supported by brands 

that resonate with consumers. In recent years, 

we’ve seen broad cultural/social changes 

that have transformed the way people think 

and talk about sex and adult toys along with a 

growing consciousness of the importance of 

sexual health and wellbeing. This shift has not 

gone unnoticed by the wider business com-

munity. A few years ago, it would have been 

inconceivable that a mainstream TV broad-

caster such as ProSiebenSat1 would invest in 

an online sex shop like Amorelie, or that a pri-

vate equity fund would take a majority stake in 

the British retailer Lovehoney. We have been 

able to capitalise on this change to secure 

external investors to grow both organically 

and through acquisition. In parallel with these 

changes, the We-Vibe and Womanizer brands 

have stood out in the market. Helping retailers 

and our distribution partners usher in this new 

era by bringing the most innovative products 

the industry has seen in the past decade, 

building a market for quality-made, premium 

products, and creating new opportunities for 

mainstream conversations. These two brands 

have been huge contributors to the success 

of retailers and distributors worldwide, and 

with new investment, we believe it’s just the 

beginning of what the We-Vibe and Womani-

zer brands have to offer.

What do the two brands/companies have in 

common? In which areas will they comple-

ment each other in the future? What syner-

gies will the merger create – especially with 

respect to product development?

Johannes Plettenberg: Womanizer and 

We-Vibe have much in common — both are 

inventor-founded companies that started 

with a problem to solve, an idea, that when 

brought to market, went on to create not only 

best-selling products but new categories in 

the industry. That innovation is in the DNA of 

both brands and will be central to our success 

in the future. Together we will continue to 

invest heavily in R&D and bring to market, 

pioneering products that offer benefi ts that 

consumers will love, and that will change the 

industry. With expanded sales teams now in 

all major markets, we will be able to offer our 

partners superior customer service inclu-

ding regionalised marketing and promotional 

support, training, and market-specifi c product 

offerings. And, in support of our valued retail 

partners, we will be better able to manage 

the integrity of our brands in all markets, both 

on and off-line, to help retailers compete on 

a level basis. Finally, it’s no secret that both 

companies have faced signifi cant battles 

protecting our intellectual property and we 

will redouble those efforts. Together, and 

with considerable backing, we will vigorously 

defend our intellectual property investments. 

The offi cial press release on the merger states 

that “a new global market leader will be crea-

ted in the sex toy industry”. Is that a declarati-

on of war against the competition?

Johannes Plettenberg: No, we are focused 

on our strengths; building brands in the premi-

um product space and bringing to market new 

innovation. We have plenty of work to do in 

this area, along with strengthening relations-

hips with our partners and customers. Our in-

novation engine and brand building will be our 

success. The global adult market can support 

several market leaders, especially in an indus-

try with so many underserved markets and 

The Womanizer and We-Vibe 

brands merge under the WOW 

Tech Group holding, as the 

two companies announced on 

June 1, 2018 in a joint press 

statement. Wanting to learn 

more about the reasons and 

the goal of this decision, EAN 

asked the head of Womanizer 

Group, Johannes Plettenberg, 

for an interview.

”Our innovation engine and 
brand building will be our success.”

Joha n n es  P le t ten be rg  on  th e  f us ion  o f  Woma n i ze r  a n d  We-V ibe exclusive

Johannes Plettenberg, Managing 

Director of Womanizer Group
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consumers. There is plenty of 

room for healthy competition, 

and it’s necessary for a market to 

reach its potential. 

“Global market leader” is a rather elastic 

term. In which way do Womanizer and 

We-Vibe want to be global market leaders?

Johannes Plettenberg: With a new com-

bined sales team, we will have a strong presence 

in the Americas, EMEA, and APAC. Historically, 

We-Vibe’s most active market has been in North 

America, and Womanizer’s strength lies in Eu-

rope. Together we will capitalise on each other’s 

strengths to grow the brands to their full potential 

in each of our strongest markets and make new 

inroads in APAC. 

Critics could argue that too much market power is 

not good in any industry. How do you respond?

Johannes Plettenberg: Five to ten companies in 

the global market still rank well ahead of WOW Tech 

in terms of sales. So, it’s certainly not the case in the 

sex toy market. We don’t see there being much risk 

in the development of a monopoly in the industry. 

We’ve seen a continuous infl ux of new market players 

and a healthy mix of strong growing companies. 

What advantages does the merger bring for your 

retail and sales partners and for the consumers?

Johannes Plettenberg: Our investment and expe-

rience in R&D and product development will bring 

to market new products that excite the industry and 

delight consumers. Retail partners will see excel-

lent support with local teams in North and South 

America, EMEA and APAC. Our consumer-focused 

lifestyle brands will make a strong connection with 

consumers, build brand loyalty, and further normali-

se conversations about sexual pleasure. 

Will the existing marketing and distribution strate-

gies be continued or will they be reviewed to see if 

they can be changed?

Johannes Plettenberg: We’re reviewing our 

current direction and holding detailed discussions 

with our key partners now. We’ll likely have some 

announcements to make in the coming weeks. 

The result of this merger is holding company WOW 

Tech Group, into which both companies will be mer-

ged. What can you tell us about the structures of the 

new holding company?

Johannes Plettenberg: WOW 

Tech is a holding company and 

will only be present in the B2B 

sector. It unites the relevant 

national companies in Germany 

and Canada and is the owner 

of the We-Vibe and Womanizer 

brands. 

What will be the next steps for 

the new holding company? 

Johannes Plettenberg: Our 

primary task for the remain-

der of 2018 is the complete 

integration of Womanizer and 

Standard Innovation. 

Are there plans to expand the portfolio through the 

acquisition? 

Johannes Plettenberg: We are certainly open 

to possible collaborations, partnerships or further 

acquisitions, but at the moment our focus is on 

completing the integration of Berlin and Ottawa. 

How do you rate status quo in the international mar-

ket for love toys? How will it change in the future and 

what untapped potential is still available?

Johannes Plettenberg: The market is far from 

having reached its full potential, and we see much 

growth ahead in the near future. We are only begin-

ning to see an opening up to broader acceptance 

in key markets and anticipate continued growth 

as our industry matures and enters its next phase, 

supported by an increasingly open-minded and 

self-confi dent society. 

“THE  MARKET  IS  FAR 

FROM HAV ING  REACHED 

ITS  FULL  POTENTIAL ,  AND 

WE  SEE  MUCH GROWTH 

AHEAD  IN  THE  NEAR  FU 

TURE . “
J O H A N N E S  P L E T T E N B E R G
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 Looking back at China Adult-Care Expo in 

Shanghai, was it a successful event for HOT?

Michael Sonner: The show was pushed 

back one week on very short notice, but it still 

attracted lots of potential customers. We didn’t 

see many international customers, though, 

which was probably largely a result of the last-

minute postponement.

How do you make sure that attending a trade 

show is worth your while?

Michael Sonner:  A trade show has to 

be well-prepared – i.e. you have to make 

appointments with existing customers in 

advance – and you need to use the momentum 

to achieve positive results after the show. Also, 

you need to have the right products for the 

individual markets.

Was this your fi rst time presenting your 

products in Shanghai, or are you already a 

regular at this show?

Michael Sonner:  We have been with the 

show from the very beginning, and we have 

seen it grow and fl ourish. It has been a 

remarkable development.

What can you tell us about the China Adult-

Care Expo? Which companies exhibit at the 

show, who are the visitors? Is it a business to 

business event or is it open to the public?

Michael Sonner:  Actually, it is a mix of b2b 

and b2c. You meet shop owners from Austria 

and Chinese producers. So, it is a wide and 

varied mixture.

And how important is the show in relation to 

other trade events like those in Hong Kong, 

Macao, etc.?

Michael Sonner:  At this point, Hong Kong 

and Macao are no longer relevant trade shows.

What was the focal point of your presentation 

in Shanghai? 

Michael Sonner: We are the undisputed 

market leader when it comes to XXL products 

in China, so that made up the bulk of our 

presentation.

Mich a e l  S on n e r  t a lks  HOT ’s  pos i t i on  i n  th e  As i a n  ma rket exclusive

Michael Sonner (second from the 

left) and the team of HOT China
On May 21 to 23, the China Adult-Care 

Expo took place in Shanghai, and among 

others, the list of exhibitors also included 

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH. HOT’s 

General Sales Manager, Michael Sonner, 

tells us more about the trade show in 

our EAN interview, and he explains how 

important the Asian market has become 

for the company. Of course, we also touch 

upon the problems that brands are still 

faced with in this market, most notably 

product piracy. 
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Your stand was truly a thing of beauty, eclipsing most 

of the competition. Are you proud of your design and 

creative departments?

Michael Sonner: Absolutely, our teams deserve the 

highest of praise. Our designers from Austria and the 

team of HOT China in Guangzhou worked together 

marvellously.

Did you present your products differently than you 

would at other trade shows? 

Michael Sonner: No, we want to bolster our brand 

and present new products at events such as this, 

consequently the goal is for our presence to be 

similar everywhere we go.

Do Asian trade shows require more work and 

preparation compared to events like eroFame?

Michael Sonner:  In the early years, we had to 

put in a lot of work in terms of preparation and 

logistics. But since we have launched our own 

company in South China, things have become 

much easier for us.

Since when has HOT been active in the Asian 

market? 

Michael Sonner: We have been active in China for 

fi ve years now, and we launched a local branch, HOT 

China, three years ago.

How important is the Asian market for HOT on an 

international scale?

Michael Sonner:  Our sales in Asia have doubled 

every year since we entered this market, so there is 

defi nitely rapid growth. Much more rapid than what 

we see in Europe.

Have you noticed any trends in the Asian markets that 

could also spill over into Europe? Or are the big, market-

defi ning trends more or less the same in both regions?

Michael Sonner: At the moment, Real Dolls are a big 

thing in China, but I am not sure that trend will gain 

too much traction in European countries.

China is often referred to as ‚product piracy central‘. 

Would you say that the industry has made headway 

on that front? Are you afraid that the new products 

you presented in Shanghai might draw the attention 

of product pirates?  

Michael Sonner: That is defi nitely the biggest 

problem in China. Once something starts gaining 

momentum, everybody jumps on it, like lemmings. 

They copy, they imitate, they duplicate, and the 

quality is usually abysmal. Unfortunately, the 

government is still doing way too little to stop that. 

So, yes, our products are being copied, but luckily, 

the Chinese consumers have become much more 

careful and discerning.                                  

Michael Sonner, 

General Sales 

Manager of 

HOT, talking to 

customers at China 

Adult-Care Expo

A sight to behold: the HOT stand at 

China Adult-Care Expo in Shanghai 
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   ÖIVITA recently started a crowdfun-

ding campaign for their newest product, 

the ÖRing+. Before we talk more about the 

improvements of this new version, could you 

summarise for us what made the fi rst version 

special?

Ami Lin: Our original intention was to blend 

the latest technology with products designed 

for pleasure, bringing more excitement and joy 

to people. Seeing them smile at each other 

knowingly is our biggest accomplishment!

Most sports have their own matching wearable 

device in order to monitor their biometrics, 

checking how heart rates vary under different 

situations. Our hearts bear a different workload 

during different positions and styles of sex and 

there is a signifi cant bond between the heart 

and our health, but there wasn‘t a device desi-

gned for everyone’s favourite workout.

We have made great improvements on ÖRing 

Plus: Apart from the essential functions of 

an intimacy product, we put HR/SpO2/HRV 

detection into the product, and the accuracy of 

this feature is between +/-2%.

All of the data can be presented to users in or 

outside their bedrooms, and they can observe 

and know about their own health condition, for 

themselves and their loved ones.

The original ÖRing was fi rst presented in 2016. 

How has your business developed since then?

Ami Lin: Very good question. Before the fi rst 

ÖRing design was fi nished, we had alrea-

dy started development on the ÖRing Plus 

project. After ÖRing hit Indiegogo, we got a 

lot of feedback, which led us to decide to fi x 

all the problems at once with the ÖRing Plus. 

In recent months, we’ve put so much effort in 

to improve and create new features, such as: 

vibration strengths, battery life (up to 80mins), 

stretchable silicone (60% softer), noise reduc-

tion (lower than 45db), and more. 27 different 

features. We are launching ÖRing Plus in 

order to give our clients the best-possible user 

experience.

What makes the new ÖRing+ different from the 

original version?

Ami Lin: As mentioned above, we have the 

most advanced technology (SpO2 detecti-

on and algorithm, which even the people at 

Fitbit haven’t fi gured out how to crack), we‘ve 

redesigned the inner structure of the vibrator to 

reach up to 80 minutes at the highest vibration 

setting. This is at the top of the industry for 

vibrating ring products and puts it on a whole 

new level. We just want to present the best to 

the users and leave them with no concerns 

about power or durability so that they can 

enjoy themselves.

In a recent press release you said, that “a big 

part of our mission is to help people under-

stand that sex and fi tness go hand-in-hand.” Is 

fi tness the only reason your customers want to 

keep track of their performance in bed?

Ami Lin: Actually, we don’t want the clients to 

only focus on the “fi tness in bed” part, but to 

be more aware of the overall health aspects of 

sexuality. Some people might not be so good 

at marathon running, but great at working out 3 

minutes in bed, and with that in mind we might 

be able to see a hint of the problems in their 

heart rate variability; for example, maybe the 

sympathetic nervous system is too sensitive. 

In contrast, some people may have no issues 

at all with swimming or hiking, but in a certain 

position during sex, they feel uncomfortable. 

With ÖRing+, they might be able to understand 

what’s going on from looking at the HRV. We 

offer a tool that’s just as convenient as a screw 

driver - you don’t think about it, but it’s there 

when you need it, so you’ll be glad that it 

exists. This investment, which costs less than 

Technology has become an 

important element of our daily 

lives. There is hardly an aspect 

of our existence that gadgets 

or apps have not improved 

or made easier. Now, Oivita’s 

new Öring joins the ranks of 

said life-improving gadgets. 

At fi rst glance, it may just 

look like another cock ring, 

but it is the details that set it 

apart from the competition. 

Also, this is a product that 

accentuates the health aspect 

of sex. In our interview with 

Ami Lin from Oivita, we learn 

more about the product and 

how it stands apart from its 

predecessor.

We are launching ÖRing Plus in order to 
give our clients the best user experience

Am i  L in  p resen ts  th e  improv ed  ÖR in g + exclusive

Ami Lin, sales 

and marketing 

rep at Oivita

I N T E R V I E W
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a luxurious meal, has the potential of leading you to 

a whole new experience. We believe this enhances 

physical activity itself.

For a product like ÖRing+, the app is almost as 

important as the cock ring itself. Could you walk us 

through the options the software has in store for the 

user?

Ami Lin: To ensure our users are getting the best 

experience, we specifi cally designed the Öivita app 

to pair with ÖRing Plus. It’s available on both the iOS 

and Android platforms. The app brings a lot to the 

table that will be useful to users. You can customise 

your very own unique pattern with it, and it also provi-

des you with a full health-related stat report, including 

heart rate, blood oxygen saturation level, calories, 

and more. The Öivita app automatically syncs all of 

your health data to your Apple Health app as well.

We value our users’ privacy, especially their most 

personal and intimate data. With this in mind, we 

postponed our product release to work with the 

latest GDPR to ensure that everything works like a 

charm. We will be releasing the Öivita app both on 

the Apple App Store and Google Play in Summer 

2018.

Besides the technology inside the product and the 

app, did you also change the physical appearance of 

the product and its design?

Ami Lin: We implemented a whopping 27 changes 

and updates, from internal structure to motherboard, 

gears and wires, and materials - across all of our 

product line, including ÖRing Plus, ÖRing SE, and 

ÖRing Lite. All of our ÖRings are much quieter 

now (lower than 45dB), the vibration 

is more focused, 

and it 

delivers more 

effi ciently.

ÖRing Plus now has a battery 

life of up to 80 minutes on the 

highest vibration setting, and the 

surface silicone material is 60% softer 

than its predecessor. The updates are 

beyond industry standards, and we honestly 

can’t wait to share this beautiful experience with our 

customers.

With the launch of the new Data 

Protection Regulation in the EU, 

consumer awareness of data 

security has risen. How does 

ÖIVITA make sure the collected 

data from your users is safe and 

secure?

Ami Lin: That is a very good 

question. We value our custo-

mers’ privacy, especially their 

most personal and intimate data. 

All of the data collected through 

the Öivita app is stored in your 

local device only. We will not be 

sending any personal informa-

tion to the server. You are able 

to sync your data to your Apple 

Health app, and of course, it will 

ask for your consent.

Judging by comments on your previous Indigogo 

campaign, it seems as if there were some delays 

in delivery of the fi rst ÖRing version. What were 

the challenges that held you back and how did you 

overcome them?

Ami Lin: It was a learning curve, and honestly, we 

grew so much through this experience. As we men-

tioned earlier, there were 27 changes and updates, 

just to make sure that our customers are getting the 

best experience. All of our 

previous 

backers received 

their ÖRings. For the 

backers who didn’t receive the 

 „BY  BR ING ING  INNOVA 

TION  TO  INTIMATE  PRO 

DUCTS ,  WE  HOPE  WE 

WILL  BE  ABLE  TO  SHARE 

OUR  IDEAS  AND  MAKE  AN 

IMPACT  IN  THE

INDUSTRY. “
A M I  L I N

I N T E R V I E W
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product on time, we gave them a free upgrade to 

ÖRing Plus. We are truly humbled by, and incredibly 

grateful for their trust, support, and patience. We will 

be offering more gifts to our backers in the future.

Sex toys that use modern technology are a quick-

ly evolving fi eld. Which trends do you see in this 

segment and which developments should we look 

out for?

Ami Lin: We have so many tools and options now. 

We are able to improve our user experience by imple-

menting modern technology into intimate products. 

For example, a lot of people are doing Kegel exerci-

ses with the help of Kegel balls.

But how can you measure your progress? We have 

been developing a technology that offers precise 

measurements up to 2 grams. Customers are able 

to know how far they’ve progressed, whether they 

are crushing a strawberry or a guava with their new-

found strength.

The biggest issue we’ve noticed so far is that the 

traditional intimate product industry, compared to 

the tech industry, is not very quick when it comes to 

adapting to solutions that rely on modern technolo-

gy. By bringing innovation to intimate products, we 

hope we will be able to share our ideas and make an 

impact in the industry.

Some critics say that sex-tech companies are focu-

sing too much on what is possible with technology 

and not enough on the human 

aspect of sex. Would you agree?

Ami Lin: Let us put it this way: 

First, back in the days when 

dildos were just a silicone stick, 

free of electronics and motors, 

dildo makers were not familiar 

with adapting a circuit board 

into sex toys, and the best 

they could do was say 

“Oh, we don’t need that 

for products like this.”

Secondly, we would 

like to think that we 

are making “intimate 

products.” Calling it 

a sex toy would be 

an understatement. It 

does everything that a 

sex toy can do, and has 

all of the features (vibration, 

ergonomic shapes, super silicone 

skin, etc...) and more. With modern technology, we 

can explore pleasure a little bit more, for example, 

an individual learns how their partner reacts to the 

vibration by reading their soaring heart rate, pulsing, 

and also the thrust speed. You can also do some 

teasing by using the app as a controller and putting 

the ÖRing Plus inside of the underwear. It is the little 

details that turn people on and make it more personal 

and intimate than ever.

When will the ÖRing+ be available for retail?

Ami Lin: August of 2018.

What can you tell us about ÖIVITA’s plans for the time 

after the launch of the new ÖRing+?

Ami Lin: We have a series of new products coming 

out. Besides the ÖRing product line, we are also 

launching a luxurious personal lubricant, ÖLub, 

with sodium hyaluronate; it‘s high-quality skin care 

worth more than $100 that offers extra hydration for 

smooth pleasure. Plus, it makes your skin feel tender, 

radiant, and youthful. Apart from that, a Kegel ball 

that can really tell you how the muscle is working will 

be on the market soon. Stay tuned!

Anthony is a CCO 

with an eye for details

With the app, the 

user can keep 

track of various 

stats, for instance 

calories burnt

I N T E R V I E W
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 „Investment company Telemos Capital has 

recently bought a majority stake in Lovehoney. 

How did this deal come to pass?

Richard Longhurst: We started a strategic 

review nine months ago with a view to fi nding 

a partner who can help us take Lovehoney 

on its next growth stage. We are delighted to 

have found Telemos.

Why did Telemos Capital choose Lovehoney as 

an investment opportunity?

Richard Longhurst: Telemos Capital were 

attracted to Lovehoney’s category leadership, 

the strong own brand portfolio and the com-

bination of customer service, community and 

content that truly differentiates the proposition.

What will change for Lovehoney‘s customers 

after this acquisition?

Richard Longhurst: We will continue to deliver 

our best-in-class product range with unrivalled 

customer service. Telemos will enable us to reach 

more customers in more markets so even more 

people can enjoy the Lovehoney difference.

Having an investor like Telemos Capital in the 

background opens up possibilities for expan-

sion. What can you tell us about Lovehoney‘s 

plans in this regard?

Richard Longhurst: The investment accele-

rates our growth plans with the additional be-

nefi t that we can tap into Telemos’s extensive 

network and resources. We are not revealing 

details of our strategic plan.

Technological advances, establishing brands, 

and an increasingly competitive marketplace. 

Do companies in the adult industry need more 

capital from the outside to compete success-

fully in the future?

Richard Longhurst: As the industry and mar-

ket matures, companies will need to ensure 

that they are adequately funded in order to 

compete.

Do you expect that we will see more and 

more similar deals in the erotic industry in the 

future?

Richard Longhurst: Possibly.

In the middle of June, invest-

ment company Telemos Capi-

tal acquired a majority stake 

in Lovehoney. The British 

adult company intends to put 

this new stream of capital 

to good use, furthering their 

expansion efforts. EAN had 

some questions about the 

deal and Richard Longhurst, 

one of the founders of 

Lovehoney, took the time to 

answer them.

The investment accelerates our growth plans
R icha rd  Lon g h urs t  on  Te lemos  Ca p i t a l  ob ta in in g  a  ma jo r i t y  s ta ke  i n  Lov e h o ne y exclusive

Telemos executive 

chairman Philippe 

Jacobs, Lovehoney 

co-founder Neal 

Slateford, Telemos 

chief investment 

officer Jacob Polny, 

and Lovehoney 

co-founder Richard 

Longhurst
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 Not so long ago, female leadership in 

the erotic industry was a rarity. But as many 

things, this too has changed. Before we go 

into more depth about this topic, could you tell 

us bit about your own career?

Alicia Sinclair: Believe it or not, it all started 

when I took a job working at a lingerie com-

pany over 15 years ago now. Admittedly, I had 

There is hardly an industry that caters more to female audiences than ours. The number of 

products geared towards male users or couples may have increased in recent years, but 

just fl ip through this magazine, and you will see that there is hardly a company that has no 

vibrators, dildos, etc. in their portfolio. Considering this, you’d think that there would also 

be a strong female presence in the adult industry’s halls of power. Alicia Sinclair, who is a 

successful business woman in the adult biz – and the founder of COTR Inc. – tells us more 

about the challenges facing female leaders in the industry, and about changes and develop-

ments that are on the horizon.

 I think we’re still in the age of pioneers

Al ic i a  S in c l a i r  l ooks  a t  th e  ro le  o f  f ema le  exec ut i v es  i n  th e  a du l t  i n dus t r y exclusive

Alicia Sinclair, CEO and 

founder of COTR Inc., the 

company behind brands 

such as LeWand, b-vibe, 

and The Cowgirl
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no idea that this job would affect the course of my 

life, but sure enough — as I rose the ranks in that 

job, it led to another in the industry, and before I 

knew it, I was fully immersed in the sexual intimacy 

world. After serving as the VP of Worldwide Sales 

and Business Development at Jimmyjane, I decided 

it was time for me to take my years of industry expe-

rience and start introducing my own innovations into 

the world. My goal was — and still is — to examine 

outdated areas of the industry and create not only 

superior and heavily-researched products to fi ll 

these voids, but to provide approachable educati-

onal materials and extensive coaching and support 

so that everyone could partake. Pleasure is a right, 

not a privilege.

Did you have any role models when you started 

working in the industry?

Alicia Sinclair: When I fi rst began working in the 

industry, there weren’t many female-led companies. 

Additionally, I don’t feel that there was much support 

from other women either. No women took me under 

their wing or tried to help empower me. As a result, I 

don’t feel like I had any real role models until I began 

working with female-run, sex-positive retailers seven 

years into my career.

Who would you say are the pioneers of advancing 

women in the erotic industry?

Alicia Sinclair: There are several women who were 

really ahead of the game - people like Joani Blank, 

Carol Queen, Claire Cavanah and Rachel Venning - 

those who really had the foresight to look ahead and 

see what was missing and to support other women. 

To be honest, though — I think we’re still in the age 

of pioneers. It’s still not an easy world out there for 

women in this industry — especially those looking to 

break outside of traditional industry norms. I would 

say that any woman in this business who is currently 

forging ahead in the face of adversity is a pioneer. 

For example, the Women of SexTech community is a 

wonderful place to turn to when looking for women 

leading the charge in this category.

How did the people close to you react when you 

started in the erotic industry?

Alicia Sinclair: I come from a very conservative 

family, so it certainly wasn’t commonplace to go 

and work in the erotic industry. Yet, as those around 

me got more and more comfortable with the life I’d 

chosen for myself (and the fact that it was making 

me happy) the more they embraced it. I take it as 

a wonderful opportunity to gently educate those 

people who might have hesita-

tions about the importance of 

sexual well-being and help shift 

perspectives towards a poorly 

misunderstood category.

As said before, the industry isn‘t 

as male-dominated as it used to 

be. How would you describe the 

current situation?

Alicia Sinclair: I think that, right 

now, women are more accepted 

than they’ve ever been - but 

that they’re still not the norm. 

Not only do women still face 

more hurdles (whether that be 

the perception of their peers 

or simply the plights that come 

with being a woman in any business), but female 

sexuality as a whole still fails to be fully understood 

and valued. I’m encouraged by the number of 

products that we’re seeing created that cater to 

the clitoris, and I hope we continue to head in a 

similar direction. Instead of assuming what people 

with vulvas want, we need to conduct research, 

focus groups and speak with communities to create 

products that stem from real desires rather than 

fi gments of the male gaze.

How did this change affect the industry?

Alicia Sinclair: I believe that the more women we 

see taking places of leadership within the indus-

try, the more we’ll see a collaborative, thoughtful 

approach to products — something that’s only just 

 “ I  WOULD  SAY  THAT  ANY 

WOMAN IN  TH IS  BUS I 

NESS  WHO IS  CURRENTLY 

FORG ING  AHEAD  IN  THE 

FACE  OF  ADVERS ITY  IS  A 

P IONEER . “
A L I C I A  S I N C L A I R

A L I C I A  S I N C L A I R
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“WHILE  THE  MARKET  FOR 

WOMEN FOCUSED  SEX 

TOYS  IS  ABSOLUTELY 

THERE ,  WOMEN IN  THE 

ADULT  INDUSTRY  STILL 

FACE  BARR IERS  TO  R ISE 

TO  LEADERSHIPS

POS IT IONS . “
A L I C I A  S I N C L A I R

begun over the past few years. Toys for women that 

are function fi rst, aesthetic second - and focused 

on real physical desires - will help shift perceptions 

towards female sexuality and pleasure, and I’m 

excited to be a part of that.

Where do we see the biggest impact of a female 

perspective? Is it sales, marketing, product design 

or something else?

Alicia Sinclair: We’re defi nitely seeing the impact 

of female perspective in all areas: sales, marketing, 

and product design. However, for COTR, Inc., it 

all starts at product design. We’ve take a look at 

long-outdated categories and fi nd ways to improve 

the design with women in mind. Specifi cally, the 

wand vibrator and the riding machine are two sex 

toy categories in which the leading products came 

from male dominated companies. Through Le Wand 

and The Cowgirl, we’ve re-approached the design 

with a female-led team and asked, “What do women 

want? What do people with vulvas want?” rather 

than “What’s going to look sexy to a male audien-

ce?” It starts with having a well-designed product 

made with women in mind, and the rest follows suit.

How important is it for a female customer to know 

that there is a woman behind the erotic products 

she is buying, to who she can relate?

Alicia Sinclair: Having a woman at the helm of an 

erotic product is still a novelty, so to speak. Women 

are still stigmatised for embracing their sexuality at 

all. By being a visible ambassador for my company, 

I hope to help women to confi dently embrace their 

own interest in exploring their sexual selves.

Isn‘t it just logical, that a market focusing more and 

more on women as the target audience also experi-

ences more female leadership?

Alicia Sinclair: While the market for women-fo-

cused sex toys is absolutely there, women in the 

adult industry still face barriers to rise to leaderships 

positions. This fi eld has been dominated by men 

for decades, so seeing women in charge is still 

something that people are getting used to. We need 

to advocate for ourselves in order to rise to the top, 

and that’s not always easy.

Do you see differences between the erotic industry 

and other industries in this regard? If so, which 

differences are there?

Alicia Sinclair: While women face sexism in all 

industries, the erotic industry can sometimes exa-

cerbate these stereotypes due to the nature of the 

topic.

From your personal experi-

ence, do you have any tips or 

recommendations for women 

who would like to start out in 

this industry?

Alicia Sinclair: Don’t take no 

for an answer. You’re going to 

be told no a lot by a lot of diffe-

rent people in business situa-

tions — and most of the times, 

that’s just doubt manifesting as 

rejection. Prove them wrong.

Be thoughtful about the pro-

ducts you’re creating. If you 

spend the time and energy 

developing a quality product for 

a sophisticated audience, they 

will come. Don’t feel the need to 

repeat what may have worked 

in the past - your power is to set 

a new standard.

In that same vein, think about 

what you would want. Keep in mind that women are 

fairly new in this industry, so the more you can use 

that to your advantage, the more you can create 

competitive products that cater to real desires.

I N T E R V I E W
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Quests building will be open for a tour throug-

hout the four days of our Sales Week, which 

also applies to the rest of the SHOTS buildings 

including my own messy offi ce!

In recent years, SHOTS has reduced the prices 

of many products and brands during Sales 

Week. This will also be the case this year, right?

Oscar: Actually, our Sales Week was originally 

created to sell off the older stock but this year, 

we have around 1000 different products at 

cost price, as long as stocks last. And, on 

top of that, we are 

offering all our existing 

customers an additional 

10% discount on the 

entire range. The only 

condition to qualify for 

this discount is that you 

physically come and 

visit us. This year, as 

opposed to the others, 

all our suppliers are par-

ticipating which makes 

it even more interesting 

for our customers!

At Sales Week, SHOTS 

makes space for new 

products and brands 

via bargain sales on many products. 

Can you give us an overview of what will be 

presented in regard of new lines and products?

Oscar: I did mention some of the new lines 

and products we’ll be presenting earlier, 

but if you want more, I’ll happily oblige. 

There are many reasons to visit the SHOTS Sales Week from July 16 to 19: brand-new 

products, special discounts and trade show offers, the Meet & Greet, and – a special 

highlight – the SHOTS Party. As if that weren’t enough, Oscar Heijnen even offers up 

another reason in our EAN interview: Visitors of the Sales Week will have the opportunity to 

take a tour of the company headquarters, which also includes Oscar’s own ‚messy‘ offi ce, 

as he puts it. That defi nitely sounds like a unique opportunity.

It doesn’t get much better than that
O s ca r  He i j n en  on  th e  S HOTS  S a les  Week  a n d  th e  S HOTS  Pa r t y  exclusive

 Work before pleasure: Is SHOTS wellprepa-

red for the upcoming Sales Week in July?

Oscar Heijnen: We couldn’t be more pre-

pared, after the huge success of last year; it 

seems like every year just gets better and bet-

ter. Not only are we ready here in Europe, but 

also in the USA, as the SHOTS America Party 

is also ready for its second year of celebrations.

Can you give us a sneak peek ahead of your 

sales event?

Oscar: Well, we kick off the Sales Week here 

in Nijmegen, Europe, 

from Monday July 16th 

throughThursday July 

19th 2018.

In addition to all the 

fantastic offers, we have 

a fabulous and exciting 

new line called Skulls & 

Bones, which is a sub-

label of our kinky OUCH! 

Collection. Our Loveline 

series will be injected 

with new colours and 

some sexy new silicone 

products. 

We will also be introdu-

cing a brand-new label 

but that will be a surpri-

se, so I’m not going to tell you too much right 

now. PharmQuests will be bringing a huge line-

up of new products, some of which are really 

ground-breaking. We will be seeing a change 

in the market of delay creams and spray come 

July, watch this space! Plus, our new Pharm-

Looking forward 

to the SHOTS

events in July:

Oscar Heijnen

“THE  SHOTS  PARTY  HAS 

BECOME ONE  OF  THE  B IG 

GEST  EVENTS  IN  EUROPE 

WHERE  CUSTOMERS  CAN 

NETWORK WHILE  ENJOY 

ING  THEMSELVES . “
O S C A R  H E I J N E N
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After the huge success of our Chrystalino Venetian 

inspired glass toys, we will be launching the second 

series with new models and a new colour. Also make 

sure to watch out for some incredible new additions 

to the following product lines; ElectroShock, Fist It, 

GC, Rich, Luna Ouch, Pumped, Plug & Play, Shots 

Toys, Simplicity, Sono, and Be Good Tonight. Also, 

did I mention we will be bringing one of the biggest 

new releases in the history of the company? 

Will interested retailers also able to go online at 

www.shots.nl for special offers? And does SHOTS 

reward those retailers who fi nd their way to Beneden-

Leeuwen?

Oscar: Yes, we have the same 1000 (approx..) sale 

products available online, however to qualify for the 

extra 10% discount, we want our existing customers 

to come and visit the showroom on one of the four 

days. The best incentive we have to offer is that if 

they stay until Friday, they get to participate in the 

biggest event of the year, the ‚World Famous SHOTS 

Party 2018‘. It doesn’t get much better than that!!!

Will representatives from your supplying companies 

also be there to provide advice and assistance to 

your guests?

Oscar: Absolutely! Most suppliers will be present at 

the Sales Week to explain their (latest) products to 

our customers and of course, they will also attend the 

SHOTS Party.

Now let‘s talk about the pleasure aspect: the SHOTS 

Party, which doesn’t need much of an introduction 

at this point. ‚Just be there and experience it for 

yourself‘ could be the motto for the event. Would you 

agree with this statement?

Oscar: As they say, work hard, play hard!! Here at 

SHOTS, we like to keep a balance between work 

and play, after all we are in the pleasure business! 

The SHOTS Party has become one of the biggest 

events in Europe where customers can network 

while enjoying themselves. I also get to hear all the 

feedback from our customers on what products sell 

best and what our biggest successes are. This kind 

of networking can only help to improve the quality of 

the products and service we have to offer. Bringing 

together all these people means the SHOTS family 

keeps getting bigger and stronger with each passing 

year. This is perhaps the most important aspect and I 

don’t see it ending anytime soon.

The location of the party will be downtown Nijme-

gen, right at the fi nish line of the Nijmegen March. 

What else can you tell us? Have you already booked 

entertainment acts?

Oscar: Well, I can’t tell you too much about that, 

otherwise it wouldn’t be a surprise. What we have 

noticed throughout the last few years is that the Meet 

& Greet at my home is becoming more and more of 

an exclusive gathering. I invite 80 VIP clients to my 

humble abode to meet the SHOTS team, my family, 

and our international guests. Last year, the highlight 

of the evening was an appearance of Andre Hazes 

Jr., which people are still talking about. It won’t be 

easy to top that this year, but you can bet we will do 

our best! The difference this year is that the Meet & 

Greet on Thursday evening will be a real black tie gala 

event. My garden will be covered and equipped with 

a fabulous light show; last year we had three minutes 

of rain and we don’t want to risk that again. The 

majority of the changes will affect Thursday evening, 

as there is absolutely no improvement necessary for 

O S C A R  H E I J N E N

An industry tradition: 

For 14 years,

SHOTS have

been inviting their 

customers and

partners to the

SHOTS Party
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Friday’s festivities. The location couldn’t possibly be 

better and we change the entertainment programme 

and catering every year to give us an even bigger 

challenge. This year, I have to say I am extremely 

happy with the ideas the new caterer has delivered. 

We will also be taking our clients back to their hotel 

via a luxury limousine service; I might even get lucky 

and get to ride in one, too.

We have nine artists performing between the Meet 

& Greet and The SHOTS Party but of course I can’t 

tell you who they are. One thing is certain, though; 

we will be seeing the “FEEST TEAM” again, because 

without them, a party really isn’t a party!

Incidentally, there are rumours that the 

number of those calling for Ronny Ruys-

dael is growing. Will you give in to their 

pleas?

Oscar: Haha, Ronny is the most famous 

local party singer in Nijmegen. Ronnie’s 

music is frequently used at my beloved 

football club NEC, and you’ll defi nitely fi nd 

him at any party worth going to. Currently 

he isn’t on our line-up of artists, but I tell 

you what!! If EAN manages to get 15 

customers to email me with this request, 

I will personally ask Ronnie if he could do 

us the honour.

It should not be forgotten that the SHOTS Party also 

serves a good cause: supporting the SHOTS Charity 

Foundation. Will you collect donations for charity 

organisations this year?

Oscar: Yes, every year during the Four Days Marches 

and the festivities surrounding them, we raise a lot 

of money for charity. This is one tradition that never 

changes and every year, we manage to raise the bar 

even higher. The party also gives us an opportunity to 

let everyone know what the SHOTS Foundation has 

done this year.

The SHOTS Party is one of the long-standing insti-

tutions of our industry. Did you expect things would 

turn out that way when you were at the SHOTS Party 

14 years ago?

Oscar: Yes, in a way I did, because even back then, 

there were no events like this anywhere else 

in the business. The Four Days Marches 

and the parties around the event are so 

unique that you won’t fi nd anything else like 

them. Even the SHOTS Party Los Angeles, 

which takes place on the Saturday before 

the European Party, will never be the same 

as the original in Nijmegen. I have to say 

though, that when I hosted the fi rst SHOTS 

party with just a handful of customers, I 

didn’t realise things would get so big! Now 

even to the point that we have to refuse 

people entry because the permits do not 

allow more people in our prime location. 

I myself love parties,  especially a party 

where I get to hang out with, and thank all 

our loyal customers, suppliers and friends for 

the never ending support they keep on showing us. 

Other businesses send a bottle of wine to say thanks, 

but we love to throw the biggest party of the year. 

So we’ll see you at the SHOTS Party on the 20th 

of July 2018!                                                            

“ALSO ,  D ID  I  MENTION  WE 

WILL  BE  BR ING ING  ONE 

OF  THE  B IGGEST  NEW RE 

LEASES  IN  THE  H ISTORY 

OF  THE  COMPANY?“
O S C A R  H E I J N E N

The Nijmegen

Marches is a 

unique experience – 

and the same is also

true for the

SHOTS Party
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 „Later this year, Softland will be the host 

of the SoftFest 2018, which is going to take 

place near Kiev. Why should no retailer from 

the region miss this event?

Piotr Moritz: If you have visited our fi rst 

SoftFest in Lutsk two years ago, you know 

it already: SoftFest brings together the 

strongest producers of the industry and the 

strongest customers from the whole Ukraine. 

This year we have changed the location for 

SoftFest, and it will be held near Kiev, but the 

basic concept is still the same: It takes place 

every two years and each time, it is centred 

on the integration between manufacturers and 

customers and on the exchange of informa-

tion about new trends in the Ukrainian and 

global markets.

Softland is one of the largest adult who-

lesalers in Eastern Europe. Before we go 

into more depth about the upcoming event, 

would you mind giving us an overview of the 

companies?

Piotr Moritz: My company Softland sp. 

z o.o. was established in 1990. At the 

beginning, I didn‘t even think about how it 

would look in 10-15 years. But I worked very 

hard, day by day, to be at this place where 

I am now. That’s why in 1997, we opened a 

sewing workshop where lingerie has been 

made ever since. Our fi rst copyrighted erotic 

lingerie catalogue was introduced in 2002. 

Since then, we have been designing new col-

lections of SoftLine (SLC) on a regular basis, 

and they have turned into a big success.

The most diffi cult moment in our history was 

probably a warehouse fi re in 2009. Ever-

ything burned down completely, and we had 

to start from scratch. Me and my team did 

the impossible. Hope and hard work were the 

foundation of the rebirth of Softland. Against 

all odds, self-confi dence, determination, and 

the certainty that we were going in the right 

direction allowed us to turn the dream into a 

reality once more.  Not only did we rebuild 

the company, but we made it stronger, and 

that enabled us to develop and open new 

companies in Ukraine and in Russia.

Mark Mykhailichenko: I started to work in 

the erotic business in 2002 as the owner of 

a sex shop in Lutsk. In those years, business 

was developing very quickly, we saw new, 

wider perspectives and more people got 

involved in the business, so fi nally, together 

with Piotr, we opened a wholesale company. 

At the beginning, we worked as a wholesaler, 

and while the status of the company didn‘t 

change, I was still the offi cial owner.

Softland Ukraine was established in 2010 as 

a company of shareholders. Softland Poland 

has a majority stake, but right from the 

beginning, we made decisions together. We 

started as a small company with 3 emplo-

yees, with 50 customers. Now we employ 

11 people and we cooperate with 200 shops 

across Ukraine.

Softland is one of the biggest 

wholesalers in Eastern Europe 

and following the fi rst SoftFest 

event two years ago, the 

company has also become the 

organiser of one of the biggest 

meetings for the erotic trade 

in Ukraine. This September, 

trade members are invited to 

the next edition of SoftFest. 

Piotr Moritz, CEO of Softland 

Poland, and Mark Mykhai-

lichenko, CEO of Softland 

Ukraine, give us a taste of 

what the visitors of SoftFest 

can look forward to.

Sost Fest is the only industry event in the whole 
of Ukraine which responds to the customers’ needs

The  n ex t  S o f tFes t  t a kes  p l a c e  on  S eptember  12  to  14  i n  K iev  exclusive

Piotr Moritz, CEO of 

Softland Poland, at the 

first SoftFest in 2016
Mark Mykhailichenko, 

CEO of Softland Ukraine
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Besides SoftFest, what sets Softland apart from the 

other companies in this fi eld?

Mark Mykhailichenko: First of all, we are well positi-

oned to meet the demands of the market. For many 

years, we have built relations with our customers, 

and many of them are not just customers 

for us but also friends. Moreover, we have 

a very well-developed supply chain that 

makes us stronger than our competitors. 

The Ukrainian market can be diffi cult for 

foreign companies due to many legal intri-

cacies. We have the know-how to do this 

and a great deal of experience in working 

this domestic market - which is crucial to 

run our business. We just do it better than 

others. 

Our team works like a well-oiled machine. 

Together with our Polish partners, we do 

our best to keep our customers satisfi ed 

and well-served and we are always ready 

to give them as much information and 

support as they need.

Could you tell us more about the schedule and what 

visitors can expect from the three days?

Mark Mykhailichenko: SoftFest will begin on the 

evening of September 12. We will meet at a restau-

rant for dinner, and we will introduce our guests and 

employees and spend this evening in an excellent 

atmosphere.

The second day will be full of impressions for our 

customers. We have planned a conference on this 

day. Each sponsor will have 40 mins for a presenta-

tion of their products and customers will be divided 

into groups of ten. 

In the meantime, breaks for lunch and coffee are 

planned. After the conference, we are meeting for 

the banquet and we hope to surprise our 

guests with a special programme on this 

evening.

Next day, we have planned a cruise 

on Kiev’s lake with many contests and 

awards. In the evening, we will all meet at 

the campfi re. So, it will be three unfor-

gettable days, and we are really looking 

forward to it.

This is already the second event of this 

kind, the fi rst one took place in 2016. 

What made SoftFest so successful that 

you decided to have another iteration?

Piotr Moritz: SoftFest is the only indus-

try event in the whole of Ukraine which 

responds to the customers’ needs. Only here, 

they can meet manufacturers in person and ask all 

the questions they hear from the end customers 

every day. It is a place where they can see what‘s 

new, what trends appear in the industry, and how 

to show the advantages and functionality of each 

individual product. It is easy for European shop 

owners to visit eroFame in Hanover, but for 

Ukrainians it‘s not so easy, so this event provides 

them with the possibility to learn about the latest 

news in the industry.

 “ T HE  UK R A IN I A N  M A R K E T 

C A N  B E  D IF F IC ULT  F OR 

F OR E IGN  C O M PA NIE S  DUE 

T O  M A N Y  L E G A L  IN T R I 

C A C IE S .“
M A R K   M Y K H A I L I C H E N KO

Numerous compa-

nies came to visit 

SoftFest two years 

ago, and this year 

will be no different
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Mark Mykhailichenko: The fi rst SoftFest promised 

to be a unique event, and it was. We got so much 

positive feedback from our customers that we just 

had to bring it back this year. In 2018 alone, we 

supported our customers and joined them for the 

opening of seven new sex shops. We 

share our experience to help them select 

products, and we help them import the 

goods via special orders.

Which sponsors and brands will be 

present at the event?

Mark Mykhailichenko: We are honou-

red to welcome Orion, Joy Division, 

ST Rubber, SoftLine, Ruf International, 

Toyfa, Inverma, and others. The list of 

sponsors is not fi nal; there are a few 

weeks yet, so we invite other companies 

to attend this event as well.

Which criteria do companies need to meet 

who want to become a sponsor and present their 

products at SoftFest?

Mark Mykhailichenko: We focus on inviting the 

best-known manufacturers. There are no limits as 

to who can be a sponsor; we invite everyone who 

wants to share their experience and knowledge 

about their products and, most importantly, wants 

to enter to the Ukrainian market. Meaning that they 

are ready to prepare interesting offers 

for our market and above all, they can 

convince our customers that they have 

the products that the Ukrainian market 

needs. So, we are still open for new 

sponsors and invite anybody who is 

interested to talk about a possible co-

operation and attendance at SoftFest.

Piotr Moritz: SoftFest also provides 

the sponsors with the possibility to 

talk directly to shop owners and helps 

them to get to know more about the 

Ukrainian market, customer demands, 

needs, and also the little peculiarities 

of the Ukrainian market. Our Ukrainian 

partners and customers are very open 

for contact, extremely hospitable, and 

very cordial. Therefore, sponsors visi-

ting SoftFest will have an opportunity to 

experience that special Ukrainian hos-

pitality, taste local meals and – above 

all else – enjoy a unique atmosphere

One of the sponsors will be SoftLine, Softland’s 

in-house lingerie brand. What can you tell us about 

your own brand? 

Piotr Moritz: Product quality is the most import-

ant thing for us. Our products are made from the 

best fabrics and laces and the custo-

mers really like them. We must keep 

this reputation, so all our activities are 

directed at achieving the ideal balance 

between price, quality, and feminine 

fascination. “Infl ame your senses” – that 

is our slogan and even after 15 years on 

the market, we design our next styles 

with the same passion we had since day 

one.

Apart from standard sizes, we launched 

Plus Size erotic lingerie as one of the 

fi rst companies in Poland. We offer a 

very wide range of styles starting with 

panties, chemises, bra and panties sets, 

corsets, dresses, costumes all the way 

to men’s underwear and stockings collection.

How important are products like lingerie in com-

parison to other erotic products in the Ukrainian 

market?

Piotr Moritz: Not only in Ukraine but also in the 

other countries, erotic lingerie is a very important 

part of sexual life. Seductive lingerie helps to build 

 “ T HE  UK R A IN I A N 

M A R K E T  F OR  E R O T IC 

PRODUCTS  HAS  CHANGED 

A  L O T  T HR OUGH T HE 

PA S T  Y E A R S .“
M A R K   M Y K H A I L I C H E N KO

Of course, the 

organisers didn’t 

forget about the 

entertainment aspect 

of SoftFest
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intimacy and it also makes us feel good about 

ourselves. Wearing a set of provocative lingerie 

will remind a woman that she is sensual, enviable, 

and it can make her partner crave her sexy body. 

Sexy lingerie is a good way to make your sex 

life more colourful. But of course, the Ukrainian 

market has its own quirks. Also, there is nothing 

better than owning a sex toy. With the popularity 

of shows like Sex and the City and the Fifty Sha-

des books, sex toys have become part of popular 

culture. Ukrainians feel the same and therefore, 

sex toys are what is selling best in Ukraine.

How would you describe the situation of the erotic 

market in Ukraine at present? What potential do 

you see for the future of this market?

Mark Mykhailichenko: The Ukrainian market for 

erotic products has changed a lot through the 

past years. Above all, the public‘s awareness of 

sexuality and eroticism is growing all the time, as 

well as their knowledge about the diversity and 

quality of erotic toys available on the market. More 

and more people are aware of how erotic toys 

can benefi t their erotic life and their health. All this 

leads to dynamic developments in the market and 

people are constantly looking for new products. 

We are very happy that we are a part of this market 

and that we get to contribute to its development. 

We are convinced that this trend will continue for a 

long time and there is still plenty of space for new 

products and brands.

The social aspect of such events is also import-

ant. How can your visitors relax in the evening? 

Do you have plans for events besides the offi cial 

event programme?

Piotr Moritz: We have learned a lot from visiting 

various events and we know that the mix of 

business and pleasure is important during such 

meetings. The programme and the beautiful 

location where we meet this year guarantee great 

relaxation and fun for all participants. 

Are you already planning the next SoftFest? When 

and where can we expect it to take place?

Mark Mykhailichenko: SoftFest is intended as an 

event that takes place every other year. Of course, 

we are already making plans for the next editions 

and we will continue with this event for as long as 

it remains popular and successful for our busi-

ness partners. The exact date and place are not 

yet specifi ed, but we defi nitely want to surprise 

everyone again.

Product and sales 

training are a big 

part of the three-day 

SoftFest event 
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 „How long has pjur collaborated with its 

US distributor? And how did this collaboration 

come about?

Alexander Giebel: We began looking for a 

distributor in the US in 1996, almost as soon 

as we started our global marketing activities 

for Original. Back then, it would have been 

impossible for us to distribute the silico-

ne-based personal lubricant from our head 

offi ce in Luxembourg. 

We were just starting out and immediately 

began selling our product internationally, 

which meant we had to deal with a lot of 

markets across the globe right from the 

word go. 

What benefi ts did this collaboration with a 

distributor bring for pjur? 

Alexander Giebel: We became well known 

very quickly from the moment our fi rst bottle 

was sold. This enabled our network to grow 

rapidly. As you would expect, on-site partners 

have a particularly good understanding of their 

own market. This is why distribution (exclusive 

or not) was – and still is – very important for us 

in many parts of the world. Our partners can 

respond rapidly and act as direct contacts in 

the region. This is why it is still important for 

us to have a team working directly in the US, 

close to our customers. 

pjur has now acquired the distributor and car-

ried out a management buyout so that it can 

take on direct responsibility for the US market. 

Why have you taken this step?

Alexander Giebel: We realized that there is 

still a great potential in the perception of our 

brand in the US. The success in presentation 

and communication of the brand in the rest 

of the world provided the impetus to that.  

Retailers from the US came to eroFame in 

Hanover and told us how they loved our booth. 

Following the acquisition of the pjur group 

pjur is one of the world’s premier lubricant 

brands, and their new “gives you more” 

campaign, which launched at the beginning 

of year, is designed to further increase the 

brand’s popularity. In addition to that, pjur 

have taken over distribution of their pro-

ducts in the United States, the goal being 

to ensure that the quality lubricants with the 

yellow dot achieve even greater brand pre-

sence in this market. EAN wanted to know 

more about the background and the execu-

tion of this distribution takeover in the USA, 

and pjur CEO Alexander Giebel provided us 

with some interesting answers.

Following the acquisition of the pjur group USA, 
we aim to build on the success of our global initiatives

Ale xa n de r  G iebe l  on  t a k in g  ov e r  th e  d i s t r i bu t ion  o f  p ju r  i n  th e  US A exclusive

John Marinello, Senior Sales Manager of 

pjur in the United States, and Alexander 

Giebel, CEO of pjur group
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USA, we aim to build on the success of our global 

initiatives. We want to give our customers our undivided 

attention, enter into new alliances and partnerships and, 

above all, implement our global „pjur love - gives you 

more“ campaign in this market too.

What does pjur expect from this move?

Alexander Giebel: We expect to have an even 

closer relationship with our customers in America 

and shall focus on having a uniform brand presence 

for pjur worldwide. We want our concept, which we 

launched many years ago with the slogan „follow the 

yellow dot“, to send out a clear message in every 

country across the world: Follow the pjur yellow for 

premium quality. Our „gives you more“ campaign also 

promotes this message. 

What will this move mean for US retailers, wholesalers 

and end customers? 

Alexander Giebel: As a result of this acquisition, US 

customers will immediately benefi t from our direct 

support in the form of PoS materials, product training 

sessions and our global „gives you more“ campaign. 

High-quality advertising partnerships with Cosmopoli-

tan, Playboy and GQ together with events, social media 

and PR will raise the profi le of the brand. The perception 

will change for the positive in the US – because pjur em-

bodies „more quality“ and „more heart and soul“, which 

ultimately translates into „more revenue“ for retailers.

What feedback has pjur received so far from US re-

tailers in response to the acquisition? 

Alexander Giebel: The move has gone down very well 

with US retailers. Our Senior Sales Manager, John Mari-

nello, and Offi ce Manager, Grace Sanchez, were at the 

XBiz Show and visitors there were very happy about the 

changes. The increased support from the head offi ce in 

Europe is seen as a particularly positive development. 

Support in the form of global campaigns, new PoS 

materials, product training sessions and uniform trade 

show concepts will undoubtedly raise brand awareness 

and increase revenue at the PoS – which is something 

that retailers are, of course, happy about. 

Will pjur be attending the upcoming ANME Show in 

California?

Alexander Giebel: Yes! John Marinello, Grace San-

chez, Ralph Ehses and I will all be at this year‘s ANME. 

Retailers can look forward to seeing a large, yellow 

stand like the ones pjur has at eroFame and AdultEx. 

We will launch our pjur SPA range in the US market 

and present our „gives you more“ campaign. We 

are looking forward to making personal contact with 

retailers again and intensifying our collaboration.  

The current pjur USA team comprises three people. 

Will it be expanding in future to refl ect the size of the 

US market?

Alexander Giebel: Defi nitely. The pjur USA team will 

undoubtedly be growing over the coming months and 

years. We will also be providing our colleagues on site 

with plenty of PR, marketing initiatives and sales sup-

port from head offi ce. Marketing Manager, Joe Powell, 

just recently spent two months in Luxembourg, getting 

to know the entire team there and transitioning our 

ideas, concepts and way of working to the US. 

How important is the US business for pjur compared 

to Europe, for example? 

Alexander Giebel: The US is extremely important for 

us. It is currently the largest market for erotic products 

and we have identifi ed plenty more potential for us the-

re. We aim to capitalize on this by harnessing synergy 

effects across our different pjur product ranges.  

Comparing the two markets is diffi cult, however. In the 

US, for example, everyone speaks the same language. 

In Europe, every country has different mentalities and 

lots of different languages are spoken – this makes it 

diffi cult to draw comparisons. 

Does pjur plan to change existing sales structures in 

other market territories? 

Alexander Giebel: We are always analysing the mar-

kets in which we operate to determine their effi ciency 

and potential. This is why we pursue long-term strate-

gies in most countries, collaborating with partners that 

fi rmly anchor our brand in the market.
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 Are we seeing a comeback of exclusive 

distribution deals?

Klaus Pedersen: No, not in the short term. 

But mid-term and long-term, I believe stronger 

distributors will be able to offer very select 

and strong channel management. As a 

manufacturer working with more than one 

distributor, you are at the mercy of the market, 

so to say, with regard to global control of copy-

cat sales, price-dumping protection, portal 

listings etc.

Most distributors stay true to contracts and 

agreements, but still somehow products end 

up being listed ‚wrongly‘ very often. And the 

cat-and-mouse chase is diffi cult when working 

with multiple distributors and in turn their 

retailers, or with both, distributors and retailers.

For those reasons, if a strong exclusive 

distributor offer was on the table, many brands 

would defi nitely consider that offer.

Looking at how major brands have changed 

their distribution setup during the past few 

years, what is your explanation for this 

renaissance of exclusive distribution?

Klaus: Going back to the reasons above, I 

believe more and more brands are seeing 

that good distributors can actually minimise 

The number of exclusivity-based 

distribution agreements in the adult 

industry has steadily increased throughout 

the past few months, and it is becoming 

more and more clear that this development 

will not slow down in the foreseeable future. 

But what to make of this new tendency? 

In order to fi nd an answer to this question, 

EAN turned to Klaus Pedersen, Managing 

Partner at DanaLife ApS & DanaMedic ApS. 

In our interview, he shares his opinion on 

the current developments in the distribution 

segments, and he tells us about his own 

experiences concerning this matter.

I do not see a clear future winner
among distribution models

K laus  Pede rsen  a n sw ers  th e  ques t ion  ‚To  be  o r  n o t  to  be…exc lus i v e ! ‘  exclusive

Klaus Pedersen,

Managing Partner

of DanaLife ApS & 

DanaMedic ApS
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losses and offer control of the brand in select sales 

channels. The fact that, on a global scale, our 

industry is quite small and very transparent makes 

this a viable option. 

What are the advantages and 

disadvantages of this form of distribution?

Klaus: Advantages are obviously that the 

manufacturer is in complete control if he is 

working with a distributor who can step up 

the new challenge of deliver full distribution 

control.

Disadvantages are that manufactures might 

get ‚stuck‘ with their one distributor and 

poor performance if they do not deliver 

numbers! Then the manufacturer needs to 

regroup, choose a new distributor etc. And 

in bigger markets, one distributor might 

not have the client-base to cover as much 

ground as several can. And of course, 

as far as global sales are concerned, no 

individual distributor can cover the entire 

market, so you will only see ‚exclusive 

deals‘ covering regions; there will be no 

global deals I believe. And the ‚regional‘ 

distributors need to stick to their turf and 

turn down business from other regions 

in order for the system to work for the 

manufacturer.

So, the pressure is on the distributors 

who have to step up to a much greater 

challenge and invest in close interaction 

with the manufacturers and their brands.

In previous years, the traditional supply 

chain has been left in tatters, and many 

people feel the market has been sliding into 

Wild West territory. Can exclusive distribution bring 

order to the chaos?

Klaus: I believe it can to some degree, but, as you 

said yourself, a big hurdle is that many distributors 

have competing brands of their own, equal to the 

available exclusive deals from manufactures. This 

dilemma will need to be sorted out somehow, 

with either a truce on pricing/ offer etc. or with the 

distributor de-listing their ‚own brands‘. However, I 

don’t believe many distributors will delist 

their own products, and that will keep 

them back from attracting exclusive deals 

with many major brands.

Can this type of distribution underpin or 

even strengthen the position of distributors 

and wholesalers in the market, seeing 

how their role has been weakened by the 

erosion of the traditional supply chain?

Klaus: It can for a select few who choose 

this course. But based on the present 

growth of distributors own brands, it will be 

a strategic decision to go one way or the 

other. If you have 500-2000 SKUs of own 

brands and many are lower quality copies 

of strong brands, how do you convince the 

brand to hand over exclusive rights!? How 

do you make your sales staff focus more 

on exclusive brands vs. your own brands, 

etc?  it is not an easy mix, so I believe 

that we will continue to see the muddled 

supply-chain you mentioned for quite a 

while.

Most trade members provide good to 

great service, there are dozens of private 

brands, and generating sales by dumping 

prices is counter-productive. So is the 

product range once more becoming the 

big criterion for distributors/retailers if they 

want to set themselves apart from the 

competition? 

Klaus: The big criterion will be to believe in a 

distributor’s promise to focus on my brand, to bring 

their full marketing and sales competence in the 

“ I F  YOU  HAVE  MANAGED 

TO  BU ILD  A  STRONG 

BRAND  THAT  IS  NOW 

UNDER  PRESSURE  FROM 

PR IC ING  AND  COP IES , 

ETC . ,  YOU  CAN  ONLY 

ACCEPT  EXCLUS IV ITY  I F 

YOU  ARE  OFFERED  THE 

BEST  SALES  PUSH  AND 

BEST  PROTECTION    AND 

MANY  D ISTR IBUTORS  DO 

NOT  HAVE  TH IS  TYPE  OF 

GUARANTEE  IN  THE IR 

TOOL BOX  AT  PRESENT. “
K L A U S  P E D E R S E N
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agreed sales channels, and to use quality of market 

data much more strongly for better control of the 

sales channels. If you have managed to build a strong 

brand that is now under pressure from pricing and 

copies, etc., you can only accept exclusivity if you are 

offered the best sales push and best protection - and 

many distributors do not have this type of guarantee 

in their tool-box at present.

Will exclusive distribution agreements become more 

commonplace in the future, or will they only happen 

occasionally?

Klaus: Only a few select distributors will emerge as 

strong ‚exclusives‘, I believe. One main 

reason being that there are only so many 

brands available which truly stand out and 

are strong enough to generate suffi cient 

revenue for the distributor to consider non-

competition with their ‚own brands‘ and 

to invest in the necessary competences 

mentioned above.

You have taken a different approach with 

MaleEdge and Jes-Extender, opting to 

work with more than one distributor/

wholesaler. Why did you choose this 

distribution strategy?

Klaus: Originally, 10 years ago when we 

launched into the adult market, we had no 

clear line of sight since we were new to 

the business. So, we spread out, working 

with several distributors, and we gradually 

managed to learn from a few distributors 

that quality on both sides, strong 

commitment, and loyalty mean more than 

sales pitches and big plans. Since then, we have 

stuck to this formula and kept all our distributors with 

us throughout the years. And we need to work with 

more than one distributor for obvious reasons - the 

markets are simply too big for only one distributor to 

cover.

Which distribution partners are your working with at 

the moment, and which regions, market territories or 

target groups do they cover?

Klaus: We are covered globally, distribution-wise. 

As for the ‚regions‘ where we work with select 

distributors - we don’t have too many partners in 

each region, but still enough and at a size to allow 

for the best-possible approximation of full market 

coverage we can hope for. Europe and the Americas 

and Asia work well for us.

You have a relatively small but unique range of 

products. Did that play a role when you chose your 

distribution strategy. Or, put differently: 

Would your strategy also make sense for 

other products and other product lines?

Klaus: Yes, absolutely. Not having many 

brands, lines, and SKUs obviously 

simplifi es everything. If your brand and 

product offer is suffi ciently strong, it´s 

easier for the distributor to work with you. 

On the other side, if you are that strong, 

another strategy would be to exclude 

distributors and commit fully to direct sales 

to retailers. That necessitates a much 

bigger investment from the brand, but 

it will result in better control and better 

profi ts. Only a few small-range brands have 

managed to win on this model.

What do you look for in a distribution 

partner?

Klaus: Commitment! Not to be seen as 

one-of-many options but actually to be at 

the top of the list, and to be part of strong 

planning and execution for marketing and sales 

activities.

Have distributors/wholesalers approached you, trying 

to get exclusive distribution rights for MaleEdge and 

Jes-Extender in their markets?

“WITH  10 .000 20 .000 

SKU  L ISTED  AT  SOME 

D ISTR IBUTORS ,  WE 

DO  NEED  TO  BECOME 

A  STRONG SELL ING 

PRODUCT  FOR  THEM  

OTHERWISE ,  WE  ARE 

OUT. “
K L A U S  P E D E R S E N
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Klaus: Indeed. That is our main challenge – not

to be lost in the big mix. With 10.000-20.000 SKU 

listed at some distributors, we do need to become a 

strong-selling product for them – otherwise,

we are out. And that can be diffi cult if we 

don’t

get the necessary attention when it comes to 

marketing efforts, in-house shows, personal

contact with distributors’ clients, etc. 

Will we see major changes in distribution 

in the next years, or will the time-proven 

strategies continue to dominate that 

segment?

Klaus: I do not see a clear future winner 

among distribution models. And there will be 

major changes.

Compared to what we see today, many 

brands will have much greater control over 

market access towards consumers in a few 

years. At the same time, market transparency 

will be very ‚clear‘ and copies and low-pricing 

tactics will still take up a big part of our 

consumer business.

The greatest challenge is instant web access 

for consumers who bypass the adult distribution 

model as we see it today. Distributors will need to 

streamline their listings (they have already been in the 

process of doing so for years now), they will need 

to invest in non-adult market intelligence staff and d 

they will need to make strategic decisions about their 

‚offer‘, as we have already discussed above. Also, 

they will need to fi nd the necessary fi nancial strength 

to follow that strategy. Other distributors will choose 

to transform into being real brands instead, becoming 

much less dependent on distribution 

and possibly surviving that way. Yet others will 

disappear because they fail to adapt, not picking 

a new strategy and instead sticking with the time-

proven models!                                                        

Klaus: Yes, many times. And we meet them with

an open mind, but until now, no offer has really

stood out as an improvement over our present

model – the main reason being that 

many distributors lack internal market 

control competence, and also that 

their market range is limited to specifi c 

countries/regions.

Working with several distributors, is 

it complicated for you to meet their 

individual requirements? How would you 

describe your collaboration with them?

Klaus: It can be complicated since they are in 

competition. All our efforts are based on an open-

book offer, which is the same for all, so nobody 

has advantages others do not have. Also, we have 

a strong enough brand portfolio for distributors to 

acknowledge that they need us even though their 

competitors also list us.

Many brands and producers are afraid that their 

products might get lost in the large 

portfolio of distributors/wholesalers. After all, they

are just one of many in such a scenario. Are you 

faced with the same problem, or do you make 

sure that your distribution partners pay enough 

attention to your brand?

“THE  PRESSURE  IS  ON 

THE  D ISTR IBUTORS  WHO 

HAVE  TO  STEP  UP  TO  A 

MUCH GREATER  CHALLEN 

GE  AND  INVEST  IN  CLOSE 

INTERACTION  WITH  THE 

MANUFACTURERS  AND 

THE IR  BRANDS . “
K L A U S  P E D E R S E N
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Simon Prescott: Nice n Naughty has 

recently gone through restructuring to adapt 

to changing trends within the marketplace. 

It has been a diffi cult period for retail stores 

across the UK high streets and although we 

have seen many big name stores closing 

down, the adult industry still has a large loyal 

customer base that want to interact with 

salespeople rather than via an online chat 

window. Due to the personal nature of the 

products sold our customers often want the 

opportunity to see the products to ensure it 

is going to be suitable for their needs. 

Fewer consumers in the shopping streets 

and more competition from the internet – are 

those still the biggest challenges facing the 

brick and mortar trade?

Simon: It is hard to ignore the news reports 

that the high street is losing some big name 

stores everyday. The internet is the biggest 

challenge for many and although Adult 

stores face the same issues, many of Nice n 

Naughty’s customers still wish to collect their 

purchases rather than have it delivered via 

courier or royal mail. The biggest challenge is 

still the devaluation of products and brands 

You won’t fi nd doom and gloom in this 

interview with Simon Prescott, the Dirctor 

of British retail store chain Nice n Naughty. 

While the situation in the brick and mortar 

market may not be an easy one, Simon exp-

lains that, if you chose a smart strategy and 

tweak your business model to refl ect the 

changes in the market, there’s no reason 

why retailers shouldn’t be successful in the 

adult retail trade. 

The industry is continuing to change 
and it is important we change with it.

Sim on  P resc ot t  on  th e  c h a n g es  i n  th e  B r i t i sh  re ta i l  t r a de  exclusive

 How are things at Nice n Naughty? And 

what are you hearing through the grapevine? 

How does the British retail trade at large feel 

about the current situation in the market?

Simon Prescott has been a 

part of the adult brick and 

mortar trade for more than 

20 years

” I T  IS  HARD  TO  IGNORE 

THE  NEWS REPORTS  THAT 

THE  H IGH  STREET  IS 

LOS ING  SOME  B IG  NAME 

STORES  EVERYDAY. ”
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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due to sales on Amazon and eBay by companies/

individuals that do not have the licensing fees 

or overheads associated with bricks and mortar 

stores.

The general sentiment seems to be that people are 

more open-minded when it comes to sex toys and 

that the adult market is inching ever closer to the 

mainstream. So, why aren’t adult stores 

packed with consumers? Is the discussion 

about these positive effects misleading, 

or does this development only benefi t the 

e-commerce segment?

Simon: There are still those customers 

who want the retail experience and 

interaction with a human being before 

making a purchase. Nice n Naughty 

customers that visit stores on the whole 

are openminded and are often looking for 

product knowledge from an experienced 

member of staff who can give guidance 

and advice on the products displayed in 

store. However, the simplicity to purchase 

online with one click applications has 

changed the way in which the population 

are choosing to shop. Peoples shopping 

habits are changing to coincide with busy 

lifestyles and therefore the convenience 

of online shopping with free returns and 

collections 24/7 is very appealing to most.

How strongly do temporary or seasonal factors 

such as hot summers or football world cups affect 

your business?

Simon: Over 20 years of trading with Nice n 

Naughty we have seen many factors that affect 

footfall and online shoppers, big sporting events 

do see a change in shopping patterns, it doesn’t 

necessarily impact the overall sales, but we often 

see a change in the times or days the customers 

choose to shop, this could be based around a 

number of factors, school holidays, hot weather 

and big events. In certain stores we see a positive 

impact when the weather is warm as it often 

results in people passing through tourist towns. 

Would you agree that the overall situation in the 

adult brick and mortar trade has gone back to 

normal compared to the past few years, when 

the market was faced with lots of big problems, 

changes, and closures? 

Simon: I think that the adult industry 

has had many changes over the years 

and it is important that stores continue 

to evolve and adapt to the customers’ 

needs and shopping patterns. It‘s 

important that customer service and 

shopping experience is one that 

ensures return business and customer 

loyalty.  Nice n Naughty feel this is 

achieved with experienced and well-

trained employees.

As the traditional supply chain in the 

adult market is coming apart, the lines 

between the market participants blur, 

i.e. we have distributors producing their 

own toys/brands; we have producers 

selling directly to the consumers; we 

have retailers operating as wholesalers 

to achieve better margins, etc. What is 

your opinion on these developments?

Simon: In the UK this has always been the case, 

we have wholesales with stores, distributors with 

websites selling directly to the consumer - it is an 

industry like no other. The continued development 

of new branded products is a positive for retailers 

both online and in store as customers want to see 

new lines and innovative products. Self-branded 

products are often not offered out to retailers as 

they are specifi c to the company that commissions 

the manufacture of the items. Most products within 

our industry are not unique and there is always an 

alternative available to offer our customers.

S I M O N  P R E S C O T T

”WE  HAVE  WHOLESALES 

WITH  STORES , 

D ISTR IBUTORS  WITH 

WEBS ITES  SELL ING 

D IRECTLY  TO  THE 

CONSUMER    I T  IS  AN 

INDUSTRY  L IKE  NO 

OTHER . ”
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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At the moment, everybody is talking about sex 

tech and products that forgo vibration in favour of 

new stimulation technologies? Have these trends 

also found a way into your stores?

Simon: Nice n Naughty continue to offer new 

ranges to customers both online and in store and 

we are fortunate to work closely with distributors 

that continually strive to fi nd new and exciting 

products. Customers are always looking for new 

lines to try and the new sex tech products are 

creating a stir amongst the female customers. 

What are the most popular products at 

Nice’n’Naughty right now?

Simon: Nice n Naughty are fi nding that products 

that are different and innovative are creating a lot 

of interest amongst customers. This is both male 

and female products

Do the consumers enter your stores looking for 

brands or is it the salespeople who get them 

interested in brand products?

Simon: Nice n Naughty staff are very interactive 

with customers to ensure that they are buying 

products that meet their needs and expectations.  

Although branding is important it is more likely 

a customer will be sold a product based on the 

suitability which has been determined from the 

salespersons questioning and product knowledge

Apart from your brick and mortar stores, 

Nice’n’Naughty also uses e-commerce as a sales 

channel. Has that kind of multi-channel strategy 

become a necessity if you want to survive in 

today’s market?

Simon: It is important that Nice n Naughty has an 

online presence to compliment the retail stores. 

Many customers will visit the stores having fi rst 

visited the website to create a shopping list. It is a 

necessity to be visible on social media platforms 

to generate an interest in the stores and website. 

The e-commerce gold rush has ebbed away, and 

the market is being dominated by big players. 

How much untapped potential do you see in the 

e-commerce segment for 

Nice’n’Naughty?

Simon: It is apparent that 

consumer shopping trends 

have changed over the years 

and although the online 

shopping is suitable for many, 

there are many customers that 

want the physical shopping 

experience and enjoy their 

time interacting with the staff.  

Nice n Naughty intend to 

continue building the brand 

names both online and with 

the stores. The industry is 

continuing to change and it is 

important we change with it.

What is the Nice’n’Naughty road map going 

forward? Will you focus on consolidating your 

position, or will your priority be investing and 

expanding?

Simon: The focus is to work with suppliers to 

ensure new lines are continually introduced to the 

stores and online whilst offering a personalized 

service to ensure customers are purchasing 

products best suited to their needs and give 

customer the options of face to face sales in store 

or the discretion of ordering online.                    

”THERE  ARE  ST ILL  THOSE 

CUSTOMERS  WHO WANT 

THE  RETA IL  EXPER IENCE 

AND  INTERACTION  WITH 

A  HUMAN BE ING  BEFORE 

MAKING  A  PURCHASE . ”
S I M O N  P R E S C OT T
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 „In your Kickstarter campaign, you 

describe Ohnut as “an intimate wearable 

redefi ning painful sex“.  How will Ohnut 

achieve this goal?

Emily Sauer: We surpassed our goal of 

$ 50,000 by $ 10,000 because we spoke 

to people across the world about a hugely 

underreported statistic: 75 % of women 

have experienced painful sex. That’s most 

of us. Ohnut is redefi ning the way in ways 

in which we can normalise such a common 

condition.

What can you tell us about the problem you 

set out to solve?

Emily Sauer: This problem is hugely personal 

to me, having had painful sex dismissed 

by doctors for over 10 years. At the same 

time, I’ve always been a conversation starter 

and this was the one conversation I wasn’t 

having. So I dealt quietly. It’s both surprising 

and unsurprising that many women will have 

painful sex in their lifetime, but it is the col-

lective silence around it that perpetuates the 

associated shame, self-critique, and feeling 

of being unrelatable. I thought no one else 

knew what I was going through for 10 years, 

and the second Ohnut became a vehicle for 

communication I couldn’t believe how alone 

I wasn’t.

How common is pain during sex and what 

causes it?

Emily Sauer: Pain during sex will be ex-

perienced by 75 % of all women, and yet 

most often, causes are compounding 

due to a combinations physiological 

/ mechanical causes and residual 

stressors. Deep dyspareunia, which 

is the type of pain Ohnut addresses, 

can occur because of conditions such 

as endometriosis, polycystic ovarian 

syndrome, cancer treatment, having a baby, 

trauma, etc.

How did you come up with the idea of develo-

ping such a product?

Emily Sauer: At 33 years old, if you’d asked 

me what is one secret I never discussed with 

anyone, it would have been that sometimes 

intercourse was painful for me. Once I came 

up with the original product idea to be able to 

control penetration depth, I hacked together a 

prototype at home and realised quickly that it 

worked! From there I mustered the courage to 

start talking about this shared experience and 

the fact that there was a potential interim solu-

tion option. To my surprise friends, strangers, 

even family members came out and told me 

they had this experience too. From there the 

conversation snowballed. Doctors started cal-

ling, emails from strangers started coming in. 

People were ready to take action immediately.

Did you have previous experiences in this fi eld?

Emily Sauer: When I started this journey, I 

called upon a community I didn’t know. Now 

Ohnut is backed by renowned surgeons, pelvic 

fl oor physical therapists, and sexual health 

educators all over the US. We’re also guided 

by a medical and scientifi c advisory board, and 

in the midst of our fi rst clinical study.

It‘s a long way from an idea to a fi nished 

product. What did the concrete development 

look like?

Emily Sauer: A lot of messy silicone in my 

kitchen! I developed Ohnut with some of the 

smartest engineering and medical minds, 

testing out different designs with groups of 

beta testers who have varying pelvic pain. Each 

iteration of the product was fi ne-tuned until we 

came up with the current modular, ergonomic, 

fi t. We’ve had overwhelmingly positive results.

Love hurts, the saying goes. 

But way too many people 

experience pain during sex. 

According to Emily Sauer, 

roughly three quarters or all 

women have suffered from 

dyspareunia – i.e. painful sex 

– at some point or other. Emily 

is part of that group herself, 

and so she decided to do 

something about it. Her so-

lution is named Ohnut, and it 

has recently become a reality 

thanks to a successful crowd-

funding campaign. In our 

interview, she tells us about 

the stigma that still surrounds 

dyspareunia and she explains 

how Ohnut can help.

 75 % of women have experienced painful sex

E m i ly  S a ue r  t a c k les  th e  p rob lem o f  dyspa reun ia  w i t  Oh n ut exclusive

Apart from creating 

Ohnut, Emily Sauer 

is also the co-foun-

der of Lady Bits 

League and the 

Sexual Wellness 

Summit
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Can you tell us more about the design of Ohnut? 

Why did you choose the material and shape we see 

in the fi nal product?

Emily Sauer: Ohnut was designed with 

all bodies in mind and can stretch width-

wise to accommodate most men/objects 

of choice, and length-wise for a range of 

female bodied individuals. Male testers have 

enjoyed that it “feels like a hug.” The material 

is a body-safe polymer blend, so as to be 

compatible with silicone lubrication.

How exactly is the product used in practice?

Emily Sauer: Ohnut is worn at the base of 

the penis or other object. Using patent-pen-

ding compression technology and our 

unique linking system, Ohnut is friendly, light-

weight and ergonomically accommodating. 

It’s comprised of one to four rings, each of 

which you can remove or add to your liking. 

We always suggest starting with all four 

rings, and work down if preferred.

Since painful intercourse is such a common problem, 

why wasn’t it tackled before?

Emily Sauer: Problems that are stigmatised have a 

hard time coming to light. Look at erectile dysfunc-

tion: it effects countless men around the world, yet 

until people still are willing to talk about it despite the 

fact that it has received much greater institutional 

fi nancing and social acceptance.

The societal silence around painful intercourse and 

pelvic health is part of a larger systemic problem 

where our medical institutions, education systems, 

and insurance policies generally don’t support 

female sexual dysfunction. Delays in diagnoses 

(which generally range from 6 to 10 years) have been 

shown to be greater for women reporting pelvic pain 

compared to those reporting infertility, suggesting 

that there is greater laxity surrounding pelvic pain 

symptoms versus procreation. Gynaecologists aren’t 

trained to make the necessary diagnoses around 

pelvic pain (which to be somewhat fair, are hard to 

make because often times causes of dyspareunia are 

compounding). But more discouraging is the fact that 

only 40 % of gynaecologists routinely ask if patients 

even have sexual problems. And yet, even in the 

case that sexual problems are discussed, solutions 

options are often invasive, prohibitively expensive, or 

non-existent. Sigh.

With Ohnut, we’ve worked tirelessly with researchers 

in sexual medicine and pelvic health specialists 

to provide a product that’s ergonomically sound, 

fool-proof to use, and also fun to play with.

Everybody has a different size and shape. 

Is Ohnut a one-size-fi ts-all product or will 

there be different versions?

Emily Sauer: Ohnut was designed 

with all bodies in mind and can stretch 

width-wise to accommodate most men/

objects of choice, and length-wise for a 

range of female bodied individuals. We 

will, of course, continue to iterate on 

the wearable, but for now it comes with 

four stacking rings in our current classic 

design.

When and where will Ohnut be available 

for retailers? How much does it cost?

Emily Sauer: For wholesale purchases, 

please contact Ohnut via our website: 

https://ohnut.co/for-professionals. Ohnut 

is currently available for a discounted 

pre-order price of $ 65, and will go up to $ 75 when it 

hits the market in October 2018.

“ NO W OHNU T  I S  B A C K E D 

B Y  R E N O W N E D S UR

GEON S ,  P E LV IC  F L OOR 

P H Y S IC A L  T HE R A P I S T S , 

A ND  S E X U A L  HE A LT H 

E DUC AT OR S  A L L  O V E R 

T HE  U S .“
E M I LY  S A U E R

Ohnut will be available 

from October 2018

Ohnut can adapt to 

any body shape
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VOLTA has already been available for a 

while. How have the consumers responded 

to the product thus far?

Simone Kalz: We received lots of positi-

ve and, above all, diverse feedback from 

customers around the world. The interplay 

of the two tips is perfect for clitoral stimula-

tion, but people also really like the versatility 

of the product since its special design lends 

itself to the stimulation of pretty much all 

erogenous zones. Men also enjoy the stimu-

lation a lot.

Now, you bring us the little sister of VOLTA, 

VOLITA. Did some consumers feel that the 

original vibrator was too big?

Simone Kalz: The 

success of VOLTA ins-

pired us to think about 

a smaller version. Up 

until then, we had 

received no negative 

feedback regarding the 

size of the toy. It was 

more that we wanted 

to present a compara-

ble product in a smal-

ler format, one that you 

could take with you 

when you’re going on 

a trip. Also, we wanted 

it to be small enough 

so that you could use 

it in combination with a 

second product.

VOLITA is battery-powered and only has one 

speed, unlike VOLTA. Did the size of VOLITA 

limit what you could do in terms of features?

Simone Kalz: Even though it only has one 

speed, VOLITA still creates intense stimu-

lation since the vibration is transmitted 

perfectly via the two tips. And many of our 

customers were very happy that VOLITA 

runs on batteries. When you are on the road 

or on vacation, it is not always possible to 

fi nd a discreet place for recharging a toy.

How much does VOLITA cost compared to 

VOLTA?

Simone Kalz: The recommended retail 

price for VOLITA is € 34.90, compared to 

€ 99.90 for VOLTA. 

We are very happy 

with this price as 

it makes VOLITA a 

great option for an 

even greater number 

of consumers. And 

the more people get 

to enjoy the exciting 

stimulation of VOLITA, 

the better. This toy is 

the perfect choice for 

anybody who wants a 

wide range of vibration 

settings coupled with a 

powerful motor.

Who is the target audi-

ence for VOLITA?

FUN FACTORY obviously know the importance of good design. One of the more recent 

examples of this is VOLTA, a vibrator whose elegant lines and attractive shape instantly 

appeal to the eye. Now, the Bremen-based company present VOLITA, a smaller version of 

the dual-tip vibrator. Simone Kalz from FUN FACTORY’s product development team tells 

us more about the toy and its special qualities in our interview.

The success of VOLTA inspired us to 
think about a smaller version
I n t r o d u c i n g  V O L I TA ,  t h e  l i t t l e  s i s t e r  o f  F U N  FA C T O R Y ‘s  V O LTA exclusive

“ I F  YOU  STOP  L IM IT ING 

YOURSELF  TO  THE  STIMU 

LATION  OF  THE  CL ITORAL 

GLANS ,  A  MULTITUDE  OF 

NEW AVENUES  OPENS  UP 

THAT  CAN  ALL  LEAD  TO 

VERY INTENSE ORGASMS.“
S I M O N E  K A L Z

Simone Kalz, Head of Production 

and Product Development at FUN 

FACTORY

I N T E R V I E W
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Simone Kalz:  The most 

important thing for us 

is to present a quality 

option for consu-

mers who want 

to discover the 

pleasures of clitoral 

stimulation on a smaller 

budget. It is very important to 

us to offer the tried and true FUN FACTORY quali-

ty in the lower price segments as well.

The slogan ‚Power to the Clit‘ also applies to 

VOLITA. What makes this toy perfect for clitoral 

stimulation?

Simone Kalz: Due to the shape of VOLITA, the 

vibration is transmitted extremely well, 

all the way into the tips, which gua-

rantees consistent, strong, and direct 

stimulation. Moreover, the stimulation 

provided by the silicone tips makes for 

heightened sensitivity and results in 

even more intense orgasms.

Do people generally know enough 

about clitoral stimulation, or is there 

still some educational work to be 

done?

Simone Kalz: Many people don’t 

know that the clitoral tip – also called 

clitoral glans – only represents a small 

part of a much more complex system. 

There are the crura clitoridis on both 

sides of the labia, and the clitoral 

corpus cavernosum which his situated 

on the fringes of the vaginal area, 

reaching deep into the body.

If you stop limiting yourself to the 

stimulation of the clitoral glans, a multitude of new 

avenues opens up that can all lead to very intense 

orgasms. VOLITA‘s two silicone tips represent 

an innovative form of stimulation, perfectly suited 

to create a response along the entire clitoral 

structure.

How important is it for retailers to know about 

clitoral stimulation and to be able to convey that 

knowledge to the consumers?

Simone Kalz: We are convinced that it is the 

duty of retailers and producers to provide the 

best-possible information and advice to 

the consumers and to help them 

achieve a fulfi lling sex life. The 

more the sales staff know 

about anatomy, sexuality, and 

other related topics, the easier 

it gets to sell the consumer 

a product that will truly meet 

their personal needs and ex-

pectations.

Many products hitting the market to-

day don’t rely on vibration for stimulation 

anymore, but instead include other technologies. 

Will FUN FACTORY stick with traditional vibration 

technology?

Simone Kalz: We are keeping a close 

eye on the market, and our pulsators 

obviously offer a successful new tech-

nology which is not based on vibration. 

Still, vibration has proven to be an 

effective and successful stimulation 

technology for many years, and both, 

VOLTA and VOLITA are great examples 

of how wonderfully vibration works 

when it is combined with the right shape 

and design. These toys create wholly 

innovative stimulation experiences for 

our customers.

“THE  MOST  IMPORTANT 

TH ING  FOR  US  IS  TO  PRE 

SENT  A  QUAL ITY  OPTION 

FOR  CONSUMERS  WHO 

WANT  TO  D ISCOVER  THE 

PLEASURES  OF  CL ITORAL 

ST IMULATION  ON  A  SMAL 

LER  BUDGET. “
S I M O N E  K A L Z
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The vibrating tips re-

ally set VOLTA apart 

from the competition

VOLITA is the travel-friendly 

version of FUN FACTORY’s 

VOLTA vibrator
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 Frank, you just came back from a trip to 

Colombia. Why did the company send you to 

South America?

Frank Kok: Over the past few years, the Kiiroo 

team have invested a lot of time and effort in 

educating companies and individuals worldwide 

about our products and our technology: Feel-

Technology. As more and more people started 

to know and understand who we are, what our 

interactive devices do, etc, we saw that a lot of 

people were unaware that, fi rst and foremost, 

Kiiroo is a technology company.

Our unique selling point is our FeelTechnology. 

The FeelTechnology can connect Bluetooth de-

vice to Bluetooth device, or a Bluetooth device 

to the internet.

This particular trip was about educating our 

partners, distributors, and the models in 

Colombia about the benefi ts of using our inter-

active devices to “go interactive and earn more 

money”.

There are numerous global trade shows that 

are purely aimed at the webcam industry, but 

only a few in Colombia. In the last year, Kiiroo 

attended the LAL-Expo in Colombia where we 

met current and potential future partners from 

the webcam industry. When we attended these 

events, we grew to understand that there was a 

gap in knowledge and understanding regarding 

our products in the South American market.

I attended the February 2018 LAL-Expo in 

Colombia and it was such a success that I 

visited again in March 2018 in response to the 

increased demand among studios.

Could you give us an overview over the importan-

ce of the webcam industry for Kiiroo?

Frank Kok: Once we realised the potential of our 

technology in the webcam industry, it was obvi-

ous that this was destined to be a new, additional 

revenue model for performers and for toy com-

panies alike. Performers can earn more money 

by going interactive as they give their viewers 

added value compared to watching conventional 

webcam shows. Tipping a performer makes their 

device vibrate according to the tip amount. The 

higher the tip, the stronger the vibration.

We saw massive potential for this technology, 

and with our partner, OhMiBod, we created 

two devices with the webcam industry in mind. 

The OhMiBod Esca Powered by Kiiroo is an 

egg-shaped vibrator with an LED light on the 

end that illuminates and vibrates quickly or slowly 

depending on tip amounts.

We also created the OhMiBod Fuse Powered by 

Kiiroo; it is a dual-motor vibrator that also has an 

illuminating LED light that changes colour depen-

ding on the tip amount. We realised that viewers 

love the visual pleasure aspect of webcam 

shows and really enjoy seeing their tips making a 

difference.

We have recently started one-on-one or “private 

sessions” where a webcam performer can go 

into a private virtual room with a viewer and they 

can connect their Kiiroo or FeelTech enabled 

device to each other in a more intimate setting.

Basically, the webcam industry has helped us de-

velop and create new, innovative technology that 

isn’t just for couples and singles. It has helped us 

The camgirl industry continues to grow, generating more than two billion euro per year, 

according to recent estimates – and there is a clear upward tendency. Part of this success 

has to do with the fact that this is a young industry that doesn’t hesitate to make use of new 

technological possibilities the moment they arise. Case in point: Kiiroo’s FeelTechnology, 

which enables models to interact with the users in a much more immediate fashion. Frank 

Kok tells us more about FeelTechnology, the camgirl industry, and Kiiroo’s role within this 

market in our EAN interview.

The webcam industry is thriving
Fr ank  Kok  on  K i i r oo ’s  c ommi tmen t  to  th e  w ebc a m ma rket exclusive

Frank Kok (centre) with 

Katty Gonzalez from Guiacereza and 

Anthony Rivera from AJ Studios, one 

of the organisers of LAL-Expo
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fi nd a broader way of developing our technology, ma-

king it more inclusive for a variety of different audiences.

Webcam performers are also a lot more open than re-

gular customers when talking about the pros and cons 

of interactive devices. At every event we attend, we get 

the opportunity to chat with performers about what they 

would like to see in the webcam industry; toy shapes, 

colours, battery life of devices etc. Because of this, we 

now have great contacts within the performer pool wor-

ldwide, and we get regular feedback on our products 

and services from the performers themselves.

  

Why is South America – and Colombia in particular - so 

important in this regard?

Frank Kok: Colombia (as well as Romania) are the 

biggest market of webcam performers. All of the big 

webcam companies have headquarters and affi liated 

studios in Colombia that manage a large amount of 

webcam performers.

For those of our readers who don‘t follow the develop-

ments in this industry closely, how would you describe 

the current state of the webcam industry? 

Frank Kok: The webcam industry is thriving. There 

are some webcam performers that are more popular 

than some of the most recognisable infl uencers in 

the industry. All of the popular porn stars do webcam 

performances too.

Webcam companies are cons-

tantly innovating to come out with 

new and improved technology for 

performers and viewers; interacti-

ve devices, live stream VR, private 

sessions, clips for sale, and much 

more.

If you look at the website traffi c of 

any of the big-name website com-

panies, you can see millions of 

viewers monthly, and thousands 

of webcam performers online on 

any given site at any time.

Could you tell us how the industry 

achieved this level of popularity and which role Kiiroo 

plays in advancing this market?

Frank Kok: Industries are always looking for innovative 

products or technologies. When Kiiroo came out with 

the original Onyx and Pearl for long-distance couples, it 

kind of fell hand in hand with what performers are doing 

online: sex or exhibiting sex on the internet. Being able 

to pair devices with content demonstrated that anything 

is possible with this interactive technology.

We fi rst implemented our technology with Flirt4Free 

back in 2014. The success of this partnership really 

made it evident that our devices could be used for more 

than just long-distance couples.

“WE  SAW THAT  A  LOT  OF 

PEOPLE  WERE  UNAWARE 

THAT,  F IRST  AND  FORE 

MOST,  K I IROO  IS  A  TECH 

NOLOGY  COMPANY. “
F RANK KOK

Frank Kok (centre, 

back) conducted 

product training 

with more than 

2000 performers, 

here: Alzate Stu-

dios in Bogota
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One of the fi rst performers who came out in praise for 

our interactive products told us that when she went 

interactive, her income rose by over 300 %. Soon after, 

more and more performers became quite vocal about 

the benefi ts of the technology and the increase in their 

revenue.

Webcams are fi rst and foremost a digital business. But 

how can the erotic retail trade profi t from this develop-

ment?

Frank Kok: Kiiroo as a company has decided to share 

our interactive technology (FeelTechnology) with other 

toy manufacturers. Over the last few years, Kiiroo has 

forged a variety of different partnerships to implement 

the FeelTechnology on content platforms, webcams, 

and in Bluetooth-enabled devices. We have been very 

selective when choosing new partners to collaborate 

with.

So far, the FeelTechnology has been implemented in 

products from We-Vibe, Fleshlight, OhMiBod, and The 

CowGirl. The FeelTechnology enabled content sites can 

all be found on www.FeelMe.com.

It is very clear to see that, at the end of the day, 

webcam performers will always choose their favourite 

toy to use on webcam. If it is not our toy, we might as 

well give them the option to select another toy from a 

brand that is more suited to them with our FeelTech-

nology in it.

Coming back to South America: Could you tell us a bit 

more about your trip and how you accomplished your 

goals?

Frank Kok: The trip was jam-packed from start to fi nish 

and was purely educational. Out of the hundreds of 

studios in Colombia, we carefully selected 15 of the big-

gest studios. We arranged training sessions in Bogota, 

Cali, Pereira, and Medellin. It was a total of 4 cities, 15 

studios, and 2000 models in only 2 weeks!

I was able to connect with previous contacts as well as 

forge new relationships in Colombia.

As our technology has not been implemented in all of 

the big-name webcam sites yet, we were able to add 

a “sound function” to our mobile application so that 

performers using our devices on platforms that are not 

integrated with our technology can still use our products 

and receive tips. This trip was the perfect opportunity 

for me to promote the sound feature as well as show 

studios the benefi ts of using our devices and our mobile 

application to add a new, exciting angle to webcam 

shows.

How important is it for the webcam companies and 

models to be up-to-date with the latest technological 

developments in the fi eld of 

teledildonics?

Frank Kok: Like other sections of 

the adult industry, webcam com-

panies are constantly innovating to 

be the fi rst, or the best company 

to do something. The same goes 

for teledildonics. As more compa-

nies start to implement interactive 

shows and devices, more people 

will adopt a new and exciting 

revenue stream. Companies will 

then continue to make interactive 

shows more exciting by adding 

new features specifi c to their site 

continue to innovate along the 

way.  

What will be the next steps in this industry and how is 

Kiiroo preparing to be ahead of the curve when the time 

comes?

Frank Kok: The next step will be for webcam sites to 

implement one-on-one interactive sessions and one-to-

many interactive sessions.

We are also in the process of implementing a recording 

feature on certain webcam platforms that will automati-

cally download subtitles for the device being used. This 

will allow webcam performers to sell their content with 

subtitles for interactive devices. This will lead to more 

sales and more revenue for the performers.

“THE  WEBCAM INDUSTRY 

HAS  HELPED  US  DEVELOP 

AND  CREATE  NEW,  IN 

NOVATIVE  TECHNOLOGY 

THAT  ISN ’T  JUST  FOR 

COUPLES  AND  S INGLES . “
F R A N K  KO K

The models of JahlOnline
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MIXGLISS SUN is a 2-in-1 massage fluid and 

intimate lubricant scented with a captivating 

monoï fragrance, reminiscent of the freedom 

and the carelessness of a summer vacation. 

Its smooth texture and its extra-slick power will 

increase the intensity and the length of your 

lovemaking sessions, for exquisite moments of 

pleasure. With MIXGLISS SUN, treat yourself 

to a caress warm as a sunset and soft as 

white sand.

    MIXGLISS SUN

2-in-1 silicone fluid

Massage & Lubricant

MONOI

Sunny pleasure

The MIXGLISS lubricants are high standard products classified as medical devices. 

They are formulated under pharmaceutical control to avoid allergic reactions. Compatible with condom. Tested ISO EN 10993-10.

MADE IN FRANCE

L U B R I C A N T

www.mixgliss.com

Available in 50 ml, 100 ml
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business, and already then, it made a lot of 

sense to be different if you wanted to survive as 

a brand, so I did not expect anything less from 

the adult industry.

Why did you choose your own name as the 

name of the brand? 

Rianne: Because I 

have a very big ego, 

kidding. I want women 

to feel confi dent with 

my brand, that’s why 

I gave it my own 

name, because there’s 

nothing to be ashamed 

of and there’s a real 

woman connected 

to the brand who’s 

probably just like you.

Today, there is a 

tendency to call pretty 

much any collection of 

products a brand, and 

this title is not always 

justifi ed. 

In your opinion, what really makes a brand a 

brand? And are there special requirements 

when it comes to brands in the 

adult market? 

Rianne: A brand is only a brand in the eye of 

the beholder, I think. As soon as other people 

can distinguish your products’ look & feel 

from others and have a certain association 

with it, then it’s a brand. Otherwise it‘s just 

an ‘empty’ logo.

 Your brand debuted in 2010, and today, it 

is being sold in more than 35 countries. What 

is the secret of your success?

Rianne Swierstra: My fi rst products stood out 

of the crowd and my branding was different. 

Most important along the way was to be 

different, always, on a product level, packaging 

and/or brand level.

Do you believe that 

the same strategy 

would also lead a 

newly-launched brand 

to success in today’s 

marketplace, or 

have there been too 

many changes in the 

landscape of the adult 

industry these past eight 

years? 

Rianne: Today, there 

are many brands on the 

market and there’s much 

of the same. In order to 

be different these days, 

what is necessary to 

succeed is, you need to make a much bigger 

effort than back in 2010. 

Back in 2010, did you know that, in order to 

make it in the shark-fi lled waters of the adult 

industry, you have to set yourself apart from 

other brands and products? 

Rianne: To me, it never felt like a business with 

too many sharks. I met great people along 

the way. I used to work in the design furniture 

R iann e  S w ie r s t r a ,  th e  f oun de r  o f  R I ANNE  S ,  on  th e  a r t  o f  s t i c k in g  out  exclusive

Rianne Swierstra 

started her brand 

RIANNE S in 2010

When Rianne Swierstra launched her brand in 2010, the market for sex toys was a different 

one. But as she explains in this interview, the instruments she used back then to stick out 

from the crowd are still effective today. The difference is that there are so many brands that 

are competing in the marketplace nowadays, so much more work and effort are necessary 

to be successful. Apart from the challenges of branding, we also talk about sex tech and the 

importance of catering to the consumers.

 “ I  DON ’T  TH INK  A  SEX 

TOY  WILL  EVER  BE  A 

STATUS  SYMBOL  L IKE  A 

ROLEX ,  BUT  OF  COURSE 

RECOGNIS ING  A  BRAND 

NAME  CREATES  TRUST. ”
R I A N N E  S W I E R S T R A

The most important thing is always
to have the consumer in mind
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Is demand for brand products in the adult market 

increasing? How do the consumers perceive 

these brands right now? 

Rianne: A lot of consumers don’t know a lot 

about the adult industry at all. Hopefully, they 

know your brand because they have seen it 

in some mainstream TV shows, magazines, 

or online platforms, etc. I don’t think a sex 

toy will ever be a status symbol like a Rolex, 

but of course, recognising a brand name 

creates trust. I guess psychology-wise, 

consumers are more willing to buy a brand 

if they know the name and have a positive 

association with it.

You stress that your products are developed by 

women for women. Is that still a rarity in today’s 

market? Also, how is this philosophy refl ected in your 

products?  

Rianne: It’s not a rarity, it’s just something I stand for and 

like to point out. It’s refl ected in the entire communication 

of RIANNE S, the product names, the models we use, 

the gadgets that come with the products. 

How do you feel about the combination of sex toys 

and modern technology? Is the industry in danger of 

losing its focus? 

Rianne: The most important thing is always to have 

the consumer in mind; we have to make products 

they need and that fulfi l or create a certain demand. 

As long as consumers buy sex toys, we are doing 

fi ne as an industry.

We are currently seeing a lot of stimulation products 

that are not based on vibration. Could the traditional 

vibration technology disappear from the market at 

some point. 

Rianne: This also depends. I think about the 

consumers and their needs. Like the smartphone 

‘killed’ the standard cell phone, this could happen 

in our industry as well, of course. But in the end, it’s 

about what the consumer wants, it’s not about us.

Would you agree that a product or a brand is 

doomed to fail without a diverse and varied 

distribution strategy? 

Rianne: Not particularly. As long as there’s a stra-

tegy that works. Apple does not have a very diverse 

distribution strategy, but it works. Some brands in 

our industry do well selling only B to C.

Every producer or brand owner is trying to fi nd out 

which distribution strategy works best for them. 

How did you fi nd the right strategy for your brand?  

Rianne: Trial and error, and I don’t see 

this as a fi xed situation either. The world 

has changed a lot since the arrival of the 

internet so we need to keep on changing 

as well.

Which distribution partners are you 

working with? What are you looking for 

in distributors, what do they need to 

bring to the table?

Rianne: I like to work with quality 

distributors who respect your pricing 

strategy and are fair partners. Long-

term, defi nitely not on short term.

What are your plans for the brand in the upcoming 

months?

Rianne: We are launching products with a 

Dutch mainstream magazine, we are going to 

collaborate with a major fashion chain store in the 

US, and of course, we will make lots of 

new products.                                                                                            

 “A  LOT  OF  CONSUMERS 

DON ’T  KNOW A  LOT 

ABOUT  THE  ADULT 

INDUSTRY  AT  ALL . ”
R I A N N E  S W I E R S T R A
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As far as brand 

communication 

is concerned, 

Rianne’s focus 

is to convey that 

her products are 

created by women 

for women
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 „What made SCALA launch a new 

in-house event after the Scala in-house 

exhibitions were declared over after the 

acquisition?

Yvet Kuiper: The new SCALA In-House 

Experience event is not to be confused with 

a trade-show, as the concept is completely 

different. Instead of an open fl oor space, 

open programme and stands/booths that 

guests tour, we’ve created a more intimate, 

personalised experience with an all-day pro-

gramme of activities. We wanted to create an 

event where customers have the chance to 

‘experience’ everything SCALA has to offer. 

A special occasion that allows for informal, 

face-to-face contact with our valued custo-

mers, where we can catch-up and introduce 

them to the newest, must-have items in our 

assortment – yet also give them the chance 

to expand their knowledge with select brand 

masterclasses, work-shops, and tours of our 

facilities in a structured way.

Which requirements for the concept of the 

new ‚SCALA In-house Experience Event‘ 

were especially important for SCALA?

Yvet Kuiper: Interesting, educational, and 

enjoyable are key words. The aim was for 

guests to enjoy themselves, whilst also 

experiencing SCALA and its brands in an 

educational way.

What are the mainstays of the concept? 

Where is the focus of the ‚SCALA In-house 

Experience Event‘?

Yvet Kuiper: The main focus is all about 

the ‘experience’, which is translated in 

different ways. Guests can experience our 

premises by touring the warehouse, guests 

can experience new products up-close - 

with all 5 senses - in our new Experience- 

Center and guests can experience our 

brands whilst attending special work-shops 

and trainings, hosted by brand represen-

tatives. We are also looking for ways to help 

our customers maximise their 

potential, sales, and profi ts; and think the 

SCALA In-House Experience Event will 

defi nitely contribute to this.

What sets the event apart from traditional 

in-house exhibitions?

Since Scala Agenturen B.V. 

became SCALA, a lot has 

happened at the Dutch who-

lesaler. For instance, the Scala 

fairs, which had traditionally 

had taken place twice a year, 

were struck from the com-

pany’s event schedule. But 

of course, the distributor still 

wants to give trade members 

an opportunity to get closer 

to SCALA and its brands. 

Thanks to the new concept 

of the “SCALA In-House 

Experience”, people can now 

get a better, closer look at the 

company’s comprehensive 

product range. Yvet Kuiper 

of SCALA’s marketing team 

provides us with interesting 

insights into the fi rst In-House 

Experience that took place at 

the end of May, and she gives 

us a taste of what we can 

expect from these events in 

the future.

We wanted to create an event where customers have 
the chance to ‘experience’ everything SCALA has to off er

Yve t  Ku ipe r  te l l s  us  a bout  th e  S CALA  I n -h ouse  Expe r i en c e  Ev en t exclusive
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Yvet Kuiper: The SCALA In-House Experience 

Event is a smaller, more intimate occasion with an 

emphasis on learning, experiencing, and sha-

ring. We’re only presenting a curated selection of 

new products from our assortment, highlighting 

must-haves without overloading you too much too 

see. Visitors will be divided in small groups, alter-

nating between trainings and work-shops, to make 

the whole experience more personal and catered 

exactly to our B2B retailers’ needs.

The test run of the new concept took place on May 

28. How did it go?

Yvet Kuiper: The try-out of the concept was a big 

success. As this was the fi rst event hosted at our 

new location in Wijchen, the Netherlands, guests 

were excited to see our beautiful new premises for 

themselves. Our new Experience Center – a modi-

fi ed showroom-concept – received many compli-

ments and guests loved our product presentation. 

There were several product training sessions 

hosted by CalExotics, TOYJOY and KamaSutra, 

which visitors enjoyed. Overall, we received some 

valuable feedback and suggestions on how we can 

make the event even better, which we are excited 

to apply to the offi cial fi rst edition of SCALA’s In-

House Experience Event in September.  

How many customers participated and how was 

the feedback after the event?

Yvet Kuiper: For the try-out we hosted a select 

group of 18 guests, divided in 3 groups of 6 – 

alternating between the various trainings and tours. 

The feedback was great and gave us the confi rma-

tion that this type of event is exactly what our SCA-

LA-customers need to maximise their potential!

Which program did the fi rst ‚SCALA In-house 

Experience Event‘ have?

Yvet Kuiper: Guests were divided in small groups 

of 6 people, alternating between different events on 

the day itself. These events included a tour of our 

new Experience Center and a special walk-through 

of our warehouse – including a demonstration on 

how orders are processed and prepared for ship-

ment. Guests also attended 3 special work-shops 

hosted by CalExotics, TOJYOY and KamaSutra, 

where brand representatives shared their tips and 

tricks, marketing advice and showcased the ne-

west arrivals – allowing guests to truly ‘experience’ 

the toys using all their senses.

We also made sure our guests were generously 

treated to delicious hospitality, including a buffet 

lunch, sweet indulgences throughout the program 

and a nice cold beer with savoury snacks to round 

off the day. We raised the glass to new experien-

ces, shared together with our valued customers, 

and many mutual successes to come.

 „THE  SCALA  IN HOUSE 

EXPER IENCE  EVENT  IS  A 

SMALLER ,  MORE  INTIMA 

TE  OCCAS ION  WITH  AN 

EMPHAS IS  ON  LEARNING , 

EXPER IENC ING  AND 

SHARING . ”
Yv e t  K u i p e r
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Now the event is being expanded and should be 

named ‚SCALA In-house Experience Event‘. The 

next event is planned for the 3rd, 4th and 5th of 

September. Why this extension to three days?

Yvet Kuiper: Because we want to keep the event 

small, intimate, and informative. The larger the 

groups, the less personal it is. Though the event 

lasts 3 days, each day has the same program: 

meaning guests will be registered for either the 3rd, 

4th or 5th of September, getting the full SCALA 

experience in just one day!  

Will the ‚Experience Days‘ expand the concept 

of the ‚SCALA In-house Experience Event‘ or will 

there be major changes?

Yvet Kuiper: It will follow the same framework: 

trainings and masterclasses, experience work-

shops, delicious hospitality followed by networking 

and drinks at the end of the day. Of course, we are 

still working out certain details and some elements 

might change due to unforeseen circumstances, 

but we are sure it will be informative, educational, 

and enjoyable!

Is the event open to all SCALA customers at the 

beginning of September? Is it advisable to register 

in advance?

Yvet Kuiper: The event is open to all SCALA 

customers but guests will be required to pre-re-

gister their attendance. As we want to keep the 

groups small, the available spots for each day will 

be limited, therefore pre-registration is mandatory 

to guarantee availability. SCALA does offer accom-

modation in a local hotel, limited to one night, if 

needed by guests (additional nights/rooms are for 

customers their own expense). How to pre-regis-

ter? Simply send an email regarding your attendan-

ce to your SCALA Account Manager or our Sales 

department (sales@scala-nl.com). We urge custo-

mers to take advantage of this opportunity as soon 

as possible, as availability for the SCALA In-House 

Event is limited! We hope to see you there!
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of Spain, you do tend to fi nd yourself in a little 

bubble.

Later that month on my fl ight back from LA 

I could not stop thinking about the lives lost 

and wondering why they were not able to seek 

the help that they clearly needed. As soon as I 

touched down in Ibiza, I started my research. 

While there are other organisations out there 

to support adult industry performers, most 

of which we are in contact with and will work 

alongside to create an even stronger alliance, 

there are no others offering the specifi c support 

that Pineapple Support does.

With the knowledge gained, the decision to 

create Pineapple Support was an easy one. 

I simply cannot stand back and watch, I will 

dedicate the rest of my life to supporting 

people in this industry and if one life is saved 

because of Pineapple Support, it will have all 

been worth it.

Obviously, this is a simplistic question about 

a very complex issue but: What are the most 

common psychological problems facing this 

group?

Leya: A simplistic question and a very tough 

one to answer. Let me start by saying that to 

be in this industry you must be mentally very 

strong. To put your body and mind forward 

for judgement on an almost daily basis can be 

crushing. When you go to work you give both 

your body and mind to the production, leaving 

very little to take home for yourself. This, even 

if you are completely balanced is exceptionally 

tough to cope with.

Statistics have shown that a high percentage 

The performers are what the porn industry is built on; they sell the product, and they 

should be treated accordingly, one might think. However, a lot of the time, the human 

aspect seems to be taking a backseat in this industry, especially when it comes to the 

performers’ mental wellbeing. Pineapple Support is a charitable organisation that wants 

to provide support to porn actors. It was started by Leya Tanit, who sheds more light on 

the project in our EAN interview.

The main goal of Pineapple Support is to make the 
industry an all-round happier and more positive place

L e y a  Ta n i t  s t a r ted  a  c h a r i t y  o rg a n i sa t i on  to  p rov ide  a id  to  pe r f o rmers  i n  th e  po rn  i ndus t r y  exclusive

Leya Tanit 

is a dominatrix 

and fetish model

 Before we focus on your organisation, let’s 

talk about you. What can you tell us about 

yourself?

Leya Tanit: I always fi nd this question a terribly 

diffi cult one, where to start, where to end 

and is any of it at all interesting… I am a UK 

born, Ibiza based, fetish model and have been 

involved in the industry for around 8 years now. 

Working as a Dominatrix and fetish model is 

something that I have always done for the 

sheer love of it and for the love of the people 

who I have met along the way.

Recently, you launched Pineapple Support. 

What is the goal of this organisation?

Leya: The main goal of Pineapple Support is 

to make the industry an all-round happier and 

more positive place. I would like to remove 

the stigma that has been attached to ill mental 

health and for performers and industry workers 

to feel more able to openly talk about their 

issues. Alleviating the isolation that ill mental 

health can have on a person and creating a 

strong community in which we can once again 

support and care for each other.

How did the idea for Pineapple Support 

originate? What was your motivation to take a 

closer look at the psychological strain placed 

on the performers in adult movies?

Leya: The idea for Pineapple Support 

originated while I was at the XBIZ Award show 

this January in Hollywood. Until then, I had no 

idea what had been going on in the industry, 

about the suicides, excessive drug use and 

bullying. Living on a small island off the coast 
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of adult industry performers have experienced sexual 

trauma at some point in their lives, it is actually quite 

natural that they would then want to take a career 

where they have complete control over what happens 

to them sexually. It can be empowering both mentally 

and physically. The problem with this, and I think it is 

most prevalent in younger performers, but certainly 

not exclusively, control can be lost. Performers can 

be coursed and manipulated into taking roles that 

they are neither mentally nor physically prepared for. 

Combined with possible past trauma, this can have 

devastating effects.

The third or the big issues and one that has had a 

huge amount of media recently is cyber bullying. This 

is a truly disgusting act and anyone guilty of it should 

hang their heads in shame. I think that consumers 

who cyber bully and body shame could possibly be 

delusional, thinking the person they are attacking is 

not real, a fi gment of their sexual imaginings. The 

performers who consistently abuse fellow industry 

workers should certainly know better. Cyber bullying 

is serious, we have lost lives in our industry because 

of it, words do hurt, and they can resonate in a 

person’s mind for a long time after they have been 

written.

Isolation is another big factor, when you work in this 

industry it isn’t easy to talk to your family or friends 

about your day at work and a when professional help 

is sought, unless the therapist is sex worker friendly 

or kink aware, their immediate response 

to the cry for help, is to suggest leaving 

the industry and pin blame on the 

persons career choice, rather than look 

beyond it and fi nd an alternative, more 

appropriate solution.

There are many other points that could 

be raised on this topic, I hope I have 

covered the main ones.

Would you agree with the following 

statements: a) porn consumers 

don’t think about the wellbeing of the 

performers, psychological or otherwise, 

and b) they don’t even know how taxing this work 

can be?

Leya: I would say both points are vastly sweeping 

statements, but sadly, in general, yes. I would say 

they are true. 

I don’t think anyone can understand how taxing 

this work can be unless they have actually done it 

themselves. Why would anyone, while jacking off 

to porn, start to consider the physical or mental 

wellbeing of the performers who are seemingly 

enjoying themselves so much.

This is something I hope Pineapple Support can 

change. A number of performers are offering their 

fans rewards if they donate to our organisation and 

a lot of performers are starting to talk openly about 

their mental health struggles both online and on 

our radio show Pineapple Sundae (which airs every 

Sunday on Demon Seed Radio Network at 12.00 

EST). I truly hope that this raises awareness amongst 

consumers and that they start to support the talent 

that brings them so much joy.

What kind of support do you offer? How do you help 

the actresses and actors who turn to you?

Leya: We offer two different types of support. The 

fi rst is a text based 24/7 online, emotional support 

service, which is manned by trained volunteer 

listeners. This is a completely anonymous service, it 

is highly secure and managed by a platform called 

7cups who have been offering this service on a 

global level for 5 years. They have created our own 

private community within the website, only accessible 

from www.pineapplesupport.com and it is absolutely 

amazing. It offers our volunteer listeners training 

modules on around 40 different mental illnesses, has 

mentorship programs, progress paths and many 

systems put in place to ensure the safety of anyone 

seeking help.

The second way in which we offer help is 

through our team of sex worker friendly, 

kink aware therapists. If a person within the 

industry requires professional therapy but 

is unable to afford to pay for a therapist, 

Pineapple Support will help towards the costs. 

We do ask everyone to contribute what he or 

she can, however small, towards his or her 

own therapy. A contribution shows dedication 

and adds value to the service that is being 

received.

Currently we have therapists based in the US, 

the UK, Spain and Australia. All offer therapy 

via Skype and those based outside of the 

USA are not governed by State law and are therefore 

to treat clients worldwide.

Should or could the adult fi lm industry create more 

awareness about this topic so potential performers 

know in advance what kind of stress they will be 

exposed to?

Leya: I think in light of recent events the strains of 

the industry are becoming more prevalent in the 

For more information about 

Pineapple Support, go to 

www.pineapplesupport.com

” I  DON ’T  TH INK  ANYONE 

CAN  UNDERSTAND  HOW 

TAX ING  TH IS  WORK 

CAN  BE . ”
L E YA  TA N I T

I N T E R V I E W
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How much support do you expect to receive from 

the porn industry? How have they responded to your 

project thus far?

Leya: So far, the response we have received from 

performers, producers, in fact everyone within 

the industry, has been phenomenal. It has been 

extremely heart-warming to have such a reaction and 

has cemented the knowledge that Pineapple Support 

is a much need resource within our industry.

Clips4Sale have been incredible from the word go, 

they are a company that I have known on a personal 

level for a number of years and it was only 

natural that I reached out to them while 

Pineapple Support was simply an idea 

bubbling away in my mind. They have 

supported the concept from the beginning 

and have promised that once charity status 

has been received they will be donating 

a large amount of money each year to 

ensure the organisation can continue to 

offer the services needed by their talent and 

producers.

If people want to sponsor and support 

your organisation, how can they get in 

touch? And what is the point of contact for 

actresses and actors who want your help?

Leya: If anyone would like to sponsor us and support 

Pineapple Support, they can email me direct at leya@

pineapplesupport.com

If any talent or producers would like to receive support 

they can visit our website www.pineapplesupport.com 

or contact us via social media @PineappleYSW or 

email me direct at leya@oineapplesupport.com                  

public eye. It is incredibly important for new talent to 

understand the industry in which they are entering 

into, it is fun, fast and an incredible career to have, I 

have enjoyed almost every second and will continue to 

do so. But if you do not have a good support network 

around you in the form of friends, family and peers, it 

can be extremely tough both physically and mentally. 

Ensuring you continue a good work life balance is 

defi nitely key, taking time for yourself, putting your 

phone down and always remembering that is it a job 

and needs to be treat as one.

Knowing that there are support systems in 

place and that no matter how isolating this 

lifestyle can get, there is always someone 

there to listen to you.

How is your organisation funded?

Leya: Pineapple Support is funded purely 

by donations (and currently my savings). 

We have recently opened an online shop 

selling merchandise, artwork and an 

ebook called Thriving in Sex Work by Lola 

Divina, so I hope to raise some funding 

this way also.

We are currently waiting for the UK 

charities commission to accept our 

application to become a registered charity in the UK. 

Once we have this we will also be applying for charity 

status within the USA. This will of course make a huge 

difference to the amount of donations we will receive. 

In the meantime, funds are running extremely low and 

we are already providing health care for a number 

of performers. So please if you would like to make a 

donation go to www.pineapplesupport.com/donation

” I  W ILL  DED ICATE  THE 

REST  OF  MY  L IFE  TO 

SUPPORTING  PEOPLE  IN 

TH IS  INDUSTRY. ”
L E YA  TA N I T
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 „Please, bring us up to speed on the latest 

developments at Eye of Love. How has your 

product range evolved over the course of the 

past months?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We have recently made 

changes to our Love on the Run collection. Our 

most beloved scents from Love on the Run are 

now available in roll-on kits. They’re the perfect 

starter set for customers new to the brand and 

ideal for gifting.

We have also developed larger sizes of our top 

fragrances in gorgeous 30ml glass bottles. Per-

fect to upsell once the customer has chosen 

their favourite fragrance from the kits.

The collection is becoming more sophisticated 

with deluxe sizes and kits.

For those of our readers who do not know Eye 

of Love yet: What exactly do you offer to the 

consumers?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We offer high-quality pro-

ducts they can use every day to enhance their 

personal, professional, and love life.

Could you give us an overview of your current 

product range?

Jacqui Rubinoff: Eye of Love pairs enticing 

fragrances with proprietary pheromones to 

enhance the wearer’s biological magnetism. 

Our products include pheromone parfums, 

Attraction between two people has a lot to do with the sense of smell, and for 

centuries, people have tried to make themselves more attractive by using 

perfumes. Often times, it is not even about the conscious perception of a 

fragrance; it is what our smell tells somebody else about us on a subcons-

cious level. The Eye of Love brand offers a number of perfumes for all kinds 

of occasions, and the pheromones they include are appealing on both levels 

– consciously and subconsciously. EAN interviewed Jacqui Rubinoff, the Vice 

President of Eye of Love, to learn more about the current developments at 

Eye of Love and their latest collection, “Love on the Run.” 

Our products deliver on two levels
Jacqu i  Rub in o f f  p resen ts  Eye  o f  Lov e ’s  “ Lov e  on  th e  Run”  c o l l ec t i on exclusive
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massage candles, body/ambiance sprays, gift sets, 

and pheromone sun screen.

There are quite a few pheromone products out there. 

What sets your products apart from the competition?

Jacqui Rubinoff: Not only do we use the highest 

quality pheromones and ingredients, but we also pair 

them with attracting fragrances. Our products deliver 

on two levels: the pheromone which stimulates a 

chemical reaction of attraction and arousal, and the 

enticing fragrances which have attracting properties 

as well. For example, the After Dark fragrance also 

contains jasmine and vanilla which both have aphro-

disiac properties.

Which ingredients are used in the formulation of your 

products?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We use different exotic oils and 

pheromones unique to each product grouping and 

type of attraction.

How should retailers present and sell your products 

to achieve the best-possible results? And what do 

they need to know about pheromones to be able to 

answer their customers’ questions?

Jacqui Rubinoff: It is important to present the 

products properly using our display materials and 

signage. With a perfume, it is extremely important to 

have testers of each fragrance, so the consumer can 

try before they buy. It is also important to have the 

proper knowledge of about what makes each pro-

duct unique. We do in-store trainings or send training 

videos and manuals with all the details specifi c to 

each product.

Pheromones are often reduced to sexual attrac-

tion – something you have always been opposed 

to. Are we already moving away from this mis-

conception? How much more educational work is 

necessary to do away with this generalisation?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We educate about using 

pheromones for sexual attraction in addition to 

using them to enhance your personal, professio-

nal, and love life. People are often under the false 

impression that they use the pheromone spray, 

and everyone will start running toward them. 

Unfortunately, that is not the case! It does create 

an enhanced feeling and a trusting environment 

which you can use to your advantage. Whether 

you’re trying to increase sales, talk to your crush, 

or spice things up in your current relationship, it 

gives you an added advantage. We are always 

doing educational work, since many people still 

don’t even know what pheromones are and how 

benefi cial they can be.

How do you support the retail trade in getting this 

message across?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We have training manuals, vi-

deo, and multilingual support. We also have plenty 

of marketing materials and a strong social media 

presence.

Where and how can retailers in Europe get your 

products?

Jacqui Rubinoff: Retailers in Europe can purcha-

se from ST Rubber, Dildos Assorted, EDC, as well 

as our European entity ACMT international (EU) 

LTD.

Are you interested in further expanding your 

distribution network in Europe?

Jacqui Rubinoff: Yes, we are always looking for 

new opportunities.

Which criteria do you go by when looking for new 

distribution partners?

Jacqui Rubinoff: We look for distribution 

partners that understand our product line, have 

a vision similar to ours, and are looking for 

long-term growth.

What are your plans for the future?

Jacqui Rubinoff: Our plans are to continue to 

grow the brand, spread love around the globe, and 

help as many people as we can in enhancing their 

daily lives.
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T
he JBOA has been on the market for 

some time now. Why did you decide to 

design the JBOA back then? What did you 

dislike about the cock rings available at that 

time?

Jelle Plantenga: The JBoa entered the mar-

ket in late 2012 and has been constricting 

penises all over the globe since then.

I decided to design the JBoa because there 

wasn’t a lasso penis ring on the market that I 

personally wanted to wear. In my opinion, the 

string was either to hard or to soft and the 

toggle/ball was too simple and not holding 

the string properly.

What did you want to achieve with this 

product? What factors were important to you 

during development?

Jelle: Number one is always style. When I 

design a product, it needs to be stylish and 

something that isn’t already out there on the 

market. Of course, the type of product was 

already on the market but not in the combi-

nation of materials as well as the look and 

feel of the product.

During development of the product, I was 

very picky with the silicone; it had to have the 

right thickness, softness, and stretch, and 

I was also very hands-on with the stainless 

steel. The cylinder needed to have the right 

dimensions and weight and of course, it 

needed to hold/squeeze the silicone string 

with the right amount of force.

Regarding the packaging, it needed to be 

different from all that was available on the 

market and I wanted a tube in which you 

could carry the JBoa with you, the intenti-

on being that you could constrict the penis 

whenever you wanted to.

Was it diffi cult to turn your idea into an actual 

product?

Jelle: I worked with amazing craftsmen from 

the UK and the Netherlands on the JBoa 

itself, and they all understood exactly what I 

wanted. So generally speaking, no, it wasn’t 

diffi cult to create the JBoa itself. Actually, the 

cigarette tube and the cigarette box were 

more diffi cult and more time-consuming 

because the factory I worked with didn’t 

directly understood my simple request.

Why did you choose the materials silicone 

and steel?

Jelle: I chosen silicone and steel because 

these materials are in line with the meaning 

of Velv’Or. Velvet – Silicone and Vigor – Steel, 

a soft and a hard material combined together 

in one product, just like Velvet and Vigor are 

combined in the brand name Velv’Or. Beside 

this, I had just gotten in contact with my 

Amsterdam silversmith who was specialising 

in stainless steel, and I thought it would be 

nice to work with him. The silicone string 

came from a UK company I was already in 

contact with.

The packaging of the product is extraordinary 

as well. Could you explain the packaging 

concept?

Jelle: The fi rst edition of the JBoa only had 

the Cigar tube with a sleeve around it as a 

packaging but while some retailers asked 

for a more retail-friendly packaging, I came 

up with the cigarette box. This way, the 

owners of a JBoa could offer their partners 

something healthy to suck on.

What are the advantages of the JBOA over 

conventional cock rings?

Jelle: First of all, I personally do not see the 

JBoa as a cock ring but as a penis ring; this 

because most people associate a cock ring 

with a ring that EnRings the whole package. 

Vibrating cock rings, app-con-

trolled cock rings, disposable 

cock rings or cock rings that 

last for a lifetime – what seems 

to be a very straightforward 

product category at fi rst 

glance actually offers a whole 

lot of diversity. Jelle Plantenga 

has had his own idea of what 

a great cock ring should be 

able to do, and he has made 

this idea a reality with JBOA. In 

our EAN interview, Jelle tells us 

what makes good design and 

which qualities make the JBOA 

stick out from the crowd?

J e l l e  P l a n ten g a  on  th e  JB OA  pen i s  r i n g exclusive
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Jelle Plantenga, founder of 

Velv‘Or, explains how to use 

the JBOA in a YouTube video 
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And I created the JBoa just for the penis; this 

stylish lasso should be worn on the base of the 

penis. Of course, it can also be worn behind the 

whole package but when wearing it on the base 

of the shaft of the penis, he will really enjoy the 

benefi ts of this lasso.

The JBoa is created to give him a rock-hard penis. 

The constriction of the base of the penis leads 

to a restriction of blood in the erect penis which 

results in prolonging the erection. The constricting 

effect also results in a mind-blowing, very powerful 

ejaculation because the sperm is squeezed out 

under pressure.

The JBoa is his ideal mate during intercourse as 

well as during masturbation. Wearing it for some 

time during the day - for instance during his daily 

shower - with a half erect penis makes the penis 

feel bigger and more sensitive throughout the day.

The market is virtually fl ooded with penis rings. 

Does that confuse the consumer? What qualities 

should a penis ring possess?

Jelle: I am not sure if the number of products on 

the market confuses the consumer/retailer. What 

does is the fact that many think a penis ring should 

vibrate. From personal experience, I know that a 

vibrating penis ring can give more pleasure during 

certain SPODs – SexPositionsOftheDay - but per-

sonally, I - like many, many men - prefer a non-vi-

brating penis ring because they are created with 

the penis in mind and not with the partner in mind 

as well. I am saying this because he barely enjoys 

the vibrations and the vibrating motor obstructs the 

lasso or ring to correctly constrict the penis.

Until now, all Velv’Ors products have been created 

for the wearer (Penis Rings & Cock Rings) or 

receiver (VV X)

The number one priority with a penis ring is that it 

needs to constrict the base of the penis very fi rmly 

so the blood remains in the erect penis. The mate-

rial should feel comfortable.

How should or must the JBOA be worn?

Jelle: For the best experience, it should be worn 

on the base of the shaft of the penis. When the 

JBoa is in place, it should be pressed fi rmly to-

wards the body so it slides even deeper over the 

shaft towards the base of the penis. The deeper it 

sits the better it constricts the blood from fl owing 

out of the penis; this is due to the fact that the 

blood chambers are weaker on this part of the 

penis.

Who are you addressing with the JBOA? Who is 

your target audience?

Jelle: I created the JBoa for all men on our globe 

regardless their sexual orientation. I want to give 

them all a similar experience to the one I am en-

joying while being constricted.

What advice do you have for re-sellers so they 

can get the most out of JBOA? How should it be 

presented?

Jelle: For all male retailers, I 

would say get constricted and 

experience the sensation. For 

all female retailers, I would 

say constrict your male lover 

or, if they don’t have one ask 

a friend to try it and ask his 

experience. Regarding the pre-

sentation, they can obviously 

present it on the base of a 

dildo or simply just lay it down 

outside the cigarette box besi-

de its cigar tube, so they can 

demonstrate it on their thumb.

Where can retailers get the JBOA in Europe?

Jelle: Eropartner and Lovely Planet have them 

on stock.

 „THE  JBOA  IS  H IS  IDEAL 

MATE  DUR ING  INTER 

COURSE  AS  WELL  AS  DU 

RING  MASTURBATION“
J e l l e  P l a n t e n g a
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D
urio is a distributor for erotic products in 

Singapore. Since when have you been 

active in the market and what made you start 

this company?

Jason Wong: We have been in the market 

since 2012. At that time, a few big stores 

dominated regional markets. Items were ridi-

culously priced, there was an extremely large 

gap in prices because product choices and 

information were not readily available to the 

consumers.

We took on an “online – only” model to reduce 

our cost and pass on the savings to the 

consumers. Fortunately, this model worked out 

really well for us.

Are you selling exclusively in Singapore or also 

beyond the borders of the city state?

Jason: Till date, our clients are all based in 

Asia. This is largely due to the proximity in 

preferences and sizes.

Our stronghold is in the 

Southeast Asian 

market. We have 

many clients 

from Singapore, 

Malaysia, Indo-

nesia, Thailand, 

Vietnam, Brunei, 

Philippines, but we 

also have many 

from other parts 

of Asia such as 

Taiwan and India.

Before we talk more about your company, 

could you tell us a bit about your home mar-

ket? Generally speaking, what sets Singapore 

apart from other markets when it comes to 

buying sex toys, lubes etc.?

Jason: Singapore’s market is a nice fusion of 

western and eastern likings.

How open is the Singaporean society when it 

comes to topics like sex and eroticism?

Jason: While it’s not a common that people 

discuss these topics openly in public, Sin-

gaporeans are generally liberal.

What can you tell us about the legal situati-

on? Can anybody who wants to simply open 

a shop and sell erotic goods?

Jason: The Singaporean government did not 

make it completely clear whether or not it is 

legal, but the authorities did set aside zones 

where “sex shops” can be considered for 

use.

What are the current trends when it comes 

to erotic products? Is there a certain type of 

product or a brand which is 

in high demand?

Clean, fi nancially strong, 

liberal, and value-oriented: 

Throughout the past few 

decades, Singapore has 

become one of the wealthiest 

cities in the world. In 2012, 

Durio joined the ranks of the 

city state’s businesses – a 

wholesaler specialising in 

adult products. In our EAN 

interview, the company’s Mar-

keting Director, James Wong, 

tells us more about Durio and 

their decision to 

focus wholly on 

the online 

segment.

We foresee that the Asian market will continue its growth 
as Asian consumers’ mindset becomes more liberal

Jas o n  Won g  ta lks  a obut  w h o lesa le r  D u r io  f rom S in g a po re exclusive
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Jason: Our regional market appreciates mid to 

high-end brands such as Pipedream, Calexotics, 

JOPEN, JimmyJane and Satisfyer. They like the 

“clean-look” of these brands and their great value 

for money price points.

Japanese porn star brands such as EXE and KMP 

are also a hit in our regional markets.

If you had to pick one aspect, what would you say 

sets Durio apart from its competitors?

Jason: We do not have a minimum order quantity 

for our clients, that means they can order as little as 

one item per product. Our clients love this because 

it gives them more leeway to go broad and try out 

other items.

We adopt a very lean “online-only” model. Because 

we do not have physical premises, our costs are 

kept at their lowest. We then pass these cost sa-

vings on to our clients.

How do you choose which products and brands 

you offer?

Jason:  We follow the market. We listen to feedback 

from our clients and their consumers. Product safe-

ty is our number one priority. The look and touch of 

a product also has to be great for us to consider of-

fering it to our clients. Of course, the manufacturing 

quality of the products is a huge consideration for us 

too, because as distributors, we will also serve as a 

warranty provider to our retailers.

Which role do brands play in the erotic market in 

Singapore? Do the consumers recognise brand 

names and ask for a specifi c product?

Jason: Yes, our regional markets are actually very 

well-informed when it comes to choosing sex toys. 

Some fans even chase new releases and 

pre-order them.

Does Durio offer its own brands besides third-party 

brands or do you plan to do so in the future?

Jason: No, we do not. At this moment, we are very 

focused on delivering the highest value as a distri-

butor to brands, and a one-stop mega distribution 

centre to our wholesale clients.

What support do you offer to 

your customers regarding POS 

materials for brick and mortar 

businesses or support for 

online shops?

Jason: We offer POS display 

materials for our brick and 

mortar customers and mar-

keting banner designs for our 

online customers as part of our 

value add.

What can you tell us about 

Durio’s plans for the future? Where do you see the 

company in fi ve years?

Jason: The regional market is growing fast, with 

many of our clients doing very well. Their well-being 

translates into ours and we are very happy about 

it. We foresee that the Asian market will continue 

its growth as Asian consumers’ mindset becomes 

more liberal by the day.

As we continue to forge new partnerships with 

brands, we are also constantly on the lookout for 

retailers who are interested in buying our 

products.

The goal we set for ourselves is out to grow 

beyond the region into an international distributi-

on business.

 “ THE  REG IONAL  MARKET 

IS  GROWING  FAST,  WITH 

MANY  OF  OUR  CL IENTS 

DO ING  VERY  WELL . “
J A S O N  W O N G
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L
ast month, more visitors than usual fl ocked 

to the „Museum about IT“ in Yekaterinburg. 

What was the reason for this onrush?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The main thing was that we 

moved the museum’s location and changed 

our concept. Previously, the museum was very 

small and was popular more because of events 

we organised and not so much because of the 

exhibits. Also, there was little room, and we 

received lots of feedback and suggestions from 

guests who wanted us to enlarge the museum.

Now, we have a big, modern facility with 

loft-style design and lots of new historical items 

and their stories. We announced the big new 

opening and people were happy to come.

The other reason was the international Night 

of Museums, an event that motivates lots of 

people to go to museums, all at the same time.

Can you tell us more about the museum? 

When and how was it founded?

Dmitrii Shchepin: We opened it in 2010, 

the idea being that people in Russia still were 

very hesitant to speak and think about sexual 

culture, and we decided that such a museum 

would help Russian people 

to be more open-minded 

regarding erotic and sexual 

development. So, even 

for me - the man who has 

been working in industry 

for 11 years - every visit 

to our museum changes 

something in my mind; 

that‘s probably the best 

sign we are going in right 

direction.

What changed in the 

museum before it was 

offi cially re-opened in the 

new facility? 

Dmitrii Shchepin: We found lots of new 

exhibits, for example brochures about sexual 

education from the USSR and even from the 

19th century; also, we bought several rare 

vibes from the USA, made in the 1920s, as well 

as Soviet vibrators from the 1960s. 

Moreover, we are in touch with famous Russian 

painters who make erotic art, and they show 

their works in the museum as well. 

We changed the virtual excursions as well: 

Now, people who come to us can chose from 

several interesting themes, for example „Love 

and the war“ (about WW2 and how families 

had to live and love in such times) or the „The 

story of Japanese erotic arts“, etc. 

During the „Night of the Museum“ in Yekaterin-

burg the „Museum about IT“ also offered fun 

events and presentations to attract visitors. 

What did the visitors get to experience that 

night?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The theme of the event for 

all museums was „295 year of the Yekaterin-

burg.“ We found some piquant facts about our 

city and other places around the world and 

presented them to the visitors. This way, we 

showed once again that erotic expression and 

sex have been normal across all times, nations, 

and religions. 

In your opinion, which item in the museum 

stands out the most or draws the most atten-

tion?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The main artifact is a mam-

moth bone that is placed in our museum. It 

was a present to our museum from the Yakutia 

region in Russia. It belonged to the descendant 

of a shaman who used this bone to increase 

sexual power and raise fertility among his tribe-

speople. Now, we have reviews saying that it 

still has power, and people come to see it and 

„recharge their sexual batteries“ 

In 1992, during the turbulent 

transitional period following 

the fall of the Iron Curtain, one 

of the fi rst adult companies of 

the Russian Federation was 

founded in Yekaterinburg. 

And even now, 25 years later, 

Kazanova 69 still ranks among 

the pioneers of the adult mar-

ket – and beyond. The retail 

company has made a name 

for itself in more ways than 

one, for instance as a pro-

ponent of sexual health and 

as the operator of an erotic 

museum in their home town. 

Following lengthy renovations, 

said museum was reopened 

on the occasion of this years’ 

Night of the Museum. Dmitrii 

Shchepin, the Director of Ka-

zanova 69, tells us more about 

the exhibits and about the 

status quo of the adult market 

in Russia.

We showed that erotic expression and sex have 
been normal across all times, nations, and religions

The  e ro t i c  museum in  Yeka te r in bu rg  h a s  been  ren ov a ted exclusive

Dmitrii Shchepin, 

development director 

at Kazanova 69
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The company behind the museum is Kazanova 69. 

Not only did it create the museum, but it is also 

one of the largest and oldest retail and wholesale 

companies for intimate goods in Russia. Could you 

give us an overview of the company and tell us about 

your role in it?

Dmitrii Shchepin: Yes, correct, our company is one 

of the oldest and biggest in Russia, we started in 

1992, just after the USSR collapsed, so in 2017, we 

crossed the quarter century mark. Today, we have 

a chain of 15 stores, two wholesale departments 

in Yekaterinburg and Moscow, the Love and Erotic 

museum, a training club for sexual practices, and a 

coffee shop for lovers.

Where do you see the strong points for Kazanova 69 

and what sets the company apart from its competitors?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The strongest point in wholesale is 

our 25 years of experience in retail sales. All our stores 

are called „health stores“ - that is written on every 

signboard, and it correctly describes how we work - 

we sell people items for their health - physical, mental, 

psychological. We help them have healthy relationships 

with their families, not just their partners, but also their 

children, for whom it’s obviously good to have happy 

parents.

Are there certain brands, products or categories that 

are selling especially well at the moment? Where do you 

see the most important trends in the adult market right 

now?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The market in Russia is special 

because we still have to create it every day. I mean 

that people are still wary of anything concerning 

sexuality, and that‘s why every 

customer receives a course in se-

xual education when they come 

to us. So, it is totally our choice 

what will be more popular. We 

choose what we consider to be 

the best brands from all over the 

world and we know how to sell 

them to the Russian consumers 

-  that is also big advantage of 

our company. 

These days, we do our best to 

promote the „smart“ and interac-

tive items. 

Looking ahead, how will the 

market change in the future?

Dmitrii Shchepin: I feel the fu-

ture is all about hi-tech items, so 

more and more attention will shift 

to that segment, because these 

products are perfect to be built 

into modern our life in which everybody is addicted 

to their smartphone. Also, I see the Russian market 

turning away from „no-name“ products and embra-

cing international brands very quickly. And of course, 

products that have a positive effect on people‘s health 

will always be very popular among our customers. 

 „WE  CHOOSE  WHAT  WE 

CONS IDER  TO  BE  THE 

BEST  BRANDS  FROM ALL 

OVER  THE  WORLD  AND 

WE  KNOW HOW TO  SELL 

THEM TO  THE  RUSS IAN 

CONSUMERS“
D m i t r i i  S h c h e p i n

The team of Kazanova 

69 also took part 

in the Hero‘s Race 

obstacle course
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House brands are an important topic for many 

wholesale companies in the adult market nowadays. 

Does Kazanova 69 also offer their own brands?

Dmitrii Shchepin: We have started production on 

several food supplements for sexual and general 

health, but we do not produce our own sex toys. We 

would only do that if we had an exclusive idea. For 

our food supplements, we are working with Russian 

and Chinese pharmacists and technologists to pro-

duce a really effective product for men and women.

Does Kazanova 69 support other organisations or 

projects as well, apart from the Museum about It?

Dmitrii Shchepin: Yes, we have several ones - 

museum, training club - where men and women 

can learn how to have good relationships, including 

sexual themes; then there’s Coffee 18+, the unique 

coffee shop for adults, where we serve drinks and 

desserts with our aphrodisiac supplements. Additio-

nally, we have several ecological and social projects, 

for example, our team plants about 20 000 trees in 

Russia every year. Also, we own and operate a com-

pany that sells colourful socks in wholesale, operating 

through the same channels we also us to distribute 

some other brands.

How would you describe the current economic situa-

tion in Russia and how is it infl uencing your business?

Dmitrii Shchepin: The currency rates infl uence the 

price, so from 2014 onward, we have had to raise 

prices for our goods. But even an economic crisis 

can help a company to grow. We believe that, in such 

times, people try to create the safest place in the 

world for their families, so demand for our products 

and this market as a whole increases. Generally 

speaking, we feel that that economic situation is 

much better than what is being described in the 

mass media. 

Several western nations have levied against Russia, 

and it doesn’t seem as though they were going to 

be lifted any time soon. Have they affected the adult 

industry at all?

Dmitrii Shchepin: Only in the way I described in 

the previous question. Russians are strong people. 

We have seen through lots of diffi cult times in the 

Soviet period and in the 1990s, so now, the people in 

Russia are happy, that is what I see. 

What are your plans for the future of Kazanova 69? 

Where do you want the company to be in fi ve years?

Dmitrii Shchepin: As we say in Russia „If you want 

to make God laugh - tell Him about your plans.“ Seri-

ously, though, we are trying to create new and unique 

projects every day. We will continue to increase the 

quality of our service in all areas and provide a positi-

ve image of Russians in the world.  

The erotic museum 

in Yekaterinburg at-

tracted lots of visitors 

upon its re-opening

Many historical pieces 

are presented at the mu-

seum, for instance this 

vibrator from the 1920s
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 The Rabbit is one of the big classics of the 

adult market. Why did Lovehoney decide to 

put a new spin on this golden oldie?

Bonny Hall: The project to design, develop 

and launch the world‘s best Rabbit Vibrator 

started when we analysed the customer 

reviews on existing Rabbit vibes sold at 

Lovehoney. We read thousands of customer 

reviews and used this information to inform on 

how we should design the Happy Rabbit. The 

information we had from our customers helped 

in decisions behind design, material, function 

and power. We saw a gap in the market bet-

ween the old classic Jessica Rabbits and the 

high-end luxury Lelo and Swan models.

How do your Happy Rabbits differ from previ-

ous Rabbit toys?

Bonny Hall: The Happy Rabbits have been 

designed in-house and have a unique clitoral 

rabbit shape as well as the iconic exclama-

tion point buttons.  The combination of the 

high-quality silicone material, powerful dual 

motors and fun modern branding is unique in 

the category. The price point is also key as it 

offers customers a high-quality product at a 

competitive price.

How many versions are available, and what 

sets them apart from one another?

Bonny Hall:  We have launched with three 

classic shapes; the G-Spot, Curve and 

the Realistic. They only differ in shape 

and colour. The functions across the 

fi rst three products are the same, 

they have 15 vibrating func-

tions, three intense speeds 

through the ears plus three 

speeds and nine patterns 

along the shaft. A second 

phase launch is also ta-

king place with the same 

three shapes but these will have additional fun-

ctions. The G-Spot Rabbit has rotating beads, 

the Curve Rabbit has triple stimulation and the 

Realistic Rabbit is Thrusting. What’s more, they 

are USB rechargeable, 100 % waterproof and 

feature a travel lock.

We seem to be seeing more and more so-cal-

led classics – be it Rabbits, cock rings or anal 

plugs – that appear in revamped, modernised, 

optimised versions. Would you say that this is 

new trend?

Bonny Hall: This isn’t a new trend as such 

it’s been happening for many years. We as a 

business have always dedicated a percentage 

of our time to improving existing products to 

keep up with advancements in manufacturing 

and technology. A few years ago, it was rare 

to see a rechargeable toy now it’s rare to see a 

new battery-operated toy! Silicone was also a 

rare material and now it is more often on new 

products than the TPE.

When will your Happy 

Rabbit line be available 

in stores, and will you 

supply retailers with POS 

materials to support the 

launch?

Bonny Hall: Happy Ra-

bbit Phase 1 has already 

launched, and Phase 2 

will launch in July.

There will be a supporting 

range of branded eye-

catching and informative 

POS. The pack includes a 

header, two side graphics, 

six different wobblers and 

a Tester holder that can 

be used on a slat wall or 

countertop.

It is not an easy task to go 

and improve what has already 

been one of the world’s most 

popular vibrator models, but 

Lovehoney have taken on the 

challenge. In our EAN inter-

view, Product Director Bonnie 

Hall tells us how the British 

company managed to improve 

a classic with their new Happy 

Rabbit.

We read thousands of customer reviews
L oveh on ey ’s  B on ny  Ha l l  on  th e  Ha ppy  Ra bb i t exclusive

Bonny Hall, 

Product Director at 

Lovehoney
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Can you give us an example of the lessons you 

teach?

Sunny Rodgers: I primarily lecture on the be-

nefi ts of intimate pleasure products for sexual 

health and wellness. For instance, I explain how 

masturbation can help with the development 

of sexuality, remove sexual tension and even 

alleviate stress– so much so that a person’s 

heart can be reduced to a resting heart rate for 

up to twelve hours after an orgasm. Mastur-

bation can also enhance overall wellness by 

releasing benefi cial hormones like oestrogen, 

endorphins, and DHEA to name a few. 

 Sunny, among other things you are 

teaching lessons at various institutions in the 

US. What are the topics of the lessons you 

teach? 

Sunny Rodgers: I tailor my lessons to each 

particular venue so that participants will get 

the most benefi t from what I share. I’m being 

asked to speak at educational institutions quite 

often lately since sexual health and wellness is 

becoming increasingly popular. 

Generally, my lessons involve how intimate 

pleasure products can be benefi cial for health 

issues. 

Generally, my lessons involve how intimate 
pleasure products can be benefi cial for health issues.

Sunny  Rodg e rs  tea c h es  th e  ben e f i t s  o f  i n t ima te  p lea su re  exclusive

Not only is Sunny Rodgers a Sexual Health & Wellness Educator in the service of Pipedream 

Products, Jimmyjane, and Sir Richard’s Condom Company, but she is also committed to 

informing and educating people about the many facets of sexuality. In our EAN interview, 

the trained sexologist provides insights into her work as a sex educator, and we talk about 

the role the adult industry can play in fostering understanding and sexual fulfi lment.

Sunny Rodgers is a

Clinical Sexologist,

Certified Sex Coach,

and an ACS Certified

Sex Educator
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Regular masturbation strengthens muscles in your 

pelvic fl oor, helping to prevent erectile dysfunction 

in men and involuntary urine leakage in women. 

Masturbation has also been found to provide relief for 

people who suffer from restless legs syndrome (RLS). 

According to studies by The Cancer Council Victoria 

in Melbourne, masturbating may even protect men 

against prostate cancer. 

The advantages of masturbation keep growing as 

more and more scientifi c teams examine the relative 

health benefi ts of sexual activities. For certain con-

sumer venues I hold more fun-fi lled educational 

workshops, such as the “Feng Shui Your Sex Life” 

class that I’ll be teaching this summer. 

How is a topic like sexuality taught in 

the US in general? Is it a topic in public 

schools or do interested people have to 

turn to lessons like the ones you provide for 

information?

Sunny Rodgers: Unfortunately, sex 

education is not uniform in the U.S. 

According to the National Conference of 

State Legislatures, there are only twenty-

two states out of fi fty that require public 

schools to teach sex education. Luckily, 

there are organisations, like Advocates for 

Youth that provide lesson plans, curriculum, 

national standards, and state legislative 

support for schools. 

What role do manufacturers like Pipedream 

- or the sex toy industry in general - play 

when it comes to sexual education? 

Sunny Rodgers: Pipedream Products 

has always been committed to offering 

sexual education. Just last year Pipedream 

launched a “SexED with Sunny” video 

series geared toward educating retail employees 

and consumers alike. As consumers become more 

and more sophisticated in their pleasure product 

research, the Pipedream family of brands will 

continue to help educate them. 

You are working together with the American 

Association of Couples and Sex Therapists. 

What kind of organisation is this and what‘s 

the goal of their training?

Sunny Rodgers: For my lectures at UCLA 

I work directly with the David Geffen School 

of Medicine. I am actively involved with 

other organisations such as the American 

Sexual Health Association and the National 

Coalition of Sexual Health. All organisations 

that I work with are committed to furthering 

the education of sexual health and wellness.

As you are working together with current 

and future sex therapists, is there a product 

which gets a lot of praise in this profession?

Sunny Rodgers: The top product that 

couples and sex therapists respond to 

are erection rings, such as the ones in 

Pipedream Products Fantasy C-Ringz 

collection. Erectile dysfunction (ED) is a 

prevalent situation in therapy sessions 

and most therapists admit that they wouldn’t have 

thought to recommend an erection ring to assist with 

prolonging an erection prior to my lectures. Sleeves 

and extensions like the ones in Pipedream Products 

Fantasy X-tensions collection have also gained 

popularity with therapists whose clients are struggling 

with ED.  

Prostate massage is another topic that has become 

popular during my lectures. For men, one very 

effective sex toy that has great health benefi ts is the 

Anal Fantasy Elite Collection Ultimate P-Spot Milker. 

It features a fully automated “come hither” massage 

movements that simultaneously strokes a man’s 

prostate gland while applying pressure against the 

 “SEXUAL  HEALTH  IS 

BECOMING  INCREA 

S INGLY  ENTWINED  WITH 

INTIMATE  PLEASURE 

PRODUCTS  AS  MORE   

AND  MORE  STUDIES 

SHOW THE  WELLNESS 

BENEF ITS  THAT  THEY  

CAN  PROV IDE . ”
S U N N Y  R O G E R S
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perineum. Milking a prostate gland via massage 

removes stagnant semen inside the prostate, 

resulting in a healthier, cleaner prostate gland, and 

has been shown to reduce prostate cancer in men. 

Regular prostate massage can also strengthen 

muscles in the pelvic fl oor, helping to prevent erectile 

dysfunction in men. 

According to the Boston University School of Public 

Health and Harvard Medical School studies, men 

who ejaculate twenty-one times or more during a 

one month period were less likely to develop prostate 

cancer. I often recommend the masturbation tools in 

the Pipedream Products PDX Elite collection – from 

simple strokers to sophisticated machines- it offers 

everything men need for a customised masturbation 

experience. 

Is there a connection between education, sexuality 

and pleasure, and maybe even the usage of sex 

toys?

Sunny Rodgers: Sexual health is becoming 

increasingly entwined with intimate pleasure products 

as more and more studies show the wellness benefi ts 

that they can provide. This is an exciting time for 

the pleasure product industry because products 

are focused on providing empowerment and sexual 

health & wellness benefi ts, in addition to pleasure.  

Lately, high schools in NYC started using Pipedream 

products for educational purposes as well. Did 

Pipedream actively work towards this cooperation? 

Do you have any tips and tricks on how and for what 

purpose teachers should incorporate toys into their 

classes? 

Sunny Rodgers: Pipedream is always open 

to working with educational institutions for the 

betterment of sex education. We’ve found that our 

King Cock Uncut collection is quite popular with 

educators due to the realism of these handcrafted 

pieces. Many of today’s students are uncircumcised 

since circumcision has been in decline since the mid-

1970’s. Quite a few sex education programs teach 

students how to put on condoms, so having several 

types of King Cocks has been very benefi cial for 

teachers. Pipedream Products provides Sir Richard’s 

condoms for teaching purposes in educational 

environments as well. 

Teachers should also check out Advocates for Youth– 

they have an entire Sex Education Resource Center 

that includes lesson plans and sexuality education 

curriculum. 

And fi nally, could you tell us a bit about the upcoming 

products we can expect from the companies under 

the umbrella of Diamond Products in the near future?

Sunny Rodgers: The Diamond Products team is 

busy working on our July ANME releases. While 

several of our collections will be enhanced with new 

products, I’m particularly excited about the additional 

products that are being created for our Fantasy For 

Her collection, which are inspired by women who 

want total control of their own personal pleasure. 

Of course, our development team always has great 

things up their sleeves and they manage to delight 

and surprise me almost every day. That’s how I know 

that our July 2018 ANME Show will premiere some of 

our best products yet!                                             
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   Le Frivole is an erotic lingerie and costume 

brand based in Moscow. Can you give us a 

quick overview of your company?

Andrey Nikolaenko: The company‘s goal is 

to help couples around the world save their 

relationships and make them more harmoni-

ous, fulfi lling fantasies and diversifying their 

intimate lives.

The mission is to successfully invent, create, 

and sell inexpensive erotic lingerie that looks 

premium class, to make sure that our retail 

customers all over the world are happy with 

our products, and that their relationship is more 

harmonious due to the diversity of intimate life 

and the realisation of their fantasies.

Le Frivole has been on the market since 2009. 

Nearly a decade is a long time. Could you tell 

us a bit about how the company evolved since 

its inception?

Andrey: „Le FRIVOLE“ in French means frivo-

lous. This name was chosen not accidentally, 

we pursued a 

simple idea - 

to help people 

become more 

relaxed and 

desirable, 

and, therefore, 

lovers.

Our company 

has been acti-

ve since 2009, 

and during this 

time, it has 

become one 

of the leaders 

of the Russian 

lingerie market 

in terms of 

sales growth, 

effi ciency, 

and brand popularity. Every day, our company 

grows and requires more people to complete 

daily tasks, so at this stage, we have more than 

twenty people taking care of the daily duties at 

our company. 

It was very interesting when we started making 

inroads into Europe and stepped out of our 

business comfort zone, seeing how, here in 

Russia, we are the leaders in adult lingerie. Tal-

king about the Russian market, there were very 

exciting moments, we had many competitors 

and it was a really healthy fi ght for popularity. 

Over time, we received many rewards like the 

Eroexpo award for market development in the 

adult industry from 2014 to 2017, or awards at 

Forum Forus and Thai fest in the category of 

international adult industry. Also, it was a great 

journey meeting and then starting to work with 

partners among the largest wholesalers in the 

linen and adult products industry, retail chains, 

as well as internet shops like Wildberries, 

Ozon, etc. – sites which have more than twenty 

million customers on a monthly basis.

To sum it all up, we have 107 items in our port-

folio that includes lingerie, bodystockings, and 

costumes. Feel free to check it all out!

What sets your products apart from the com-

petition?

Andrey: One of the things that separate us 

from our competitors is probably that our 

products are made in Russia; quality is really 

important as our customers are very picky. We 

have been manufacturing and selling costumes 

in cardboard packaging; they are outstanding 

premium products with an affordable price.

Then, there are the descriptions and illustra-

tions, showing how to wear it. Let’s take for 

instance a pilot costume, which includes a 

hairband, dress, stockings, gloves, and belt. 

So even shiest person that comes to a brick 

Since 2009, Le Frivole has 

been producing and distribu-

ting lingerie and costumes, 

and from the beginning, the 

Moscow-based company has 

set great store by maintaining 

close customer contact. But 

there’s much more to this 

company which also makes it 

very interesting to wholesalers 

and retailers outside Russia, 

as Le Frivole owner Andrey 

Nikolaenko tells us in our EAN 

interview.

We are very dedicated to what we are doing
L e  Fr i v o le :  h i g h -qua l i t y  l i n g e r i e  a n d  c os tumes  ma de  in  Russ i a exclusive

New products are developed with 

great attention to detail,

Company owner Andrey Nikolaenko
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and mortar store does not have to ask questions. 

We managed to cut right to that moment of decision 

making. 

The design of the packaging allows for three display 

options in-store. You can hang it on a plastic movable 

hook that can be hidden inside of the box, you can 

present it traditionally, standing, or you can place it 

sideways - that’s helps save space in a small retail 

store.

Most of the companies ship from China and they get 

problems with quality control, so we went ahead and 

decided to instead manufacture here in Russia. We 

really focus on customer reviews and take them into 

consideration for upcoming collections. Naturally, a 

wide range of sizes is also available. And we have 

fully customised boxes that also describe products in 

additional languages like Spanish, French, Italian and 

German. (No English, no problem) 

 

A big part of your portfolio is sexy costumes. Besides 

showing skin, what makes a costume sexy? 

Andrey: Role-playing games in the LE FRIVOLE 

costumes will introduce more variety, remove psycho-

logical tension, and increase the attraction between 

partners. In addition, LE FRIVOLE costumes are 

perfect for theme parties and celebrations, striptease, 

and go-go dancing. Our costumes can cover many 

areas and it’s not necessarily about showing skin, it’s 

more about playfulness and interaction. Let’s make 

more LOVE.

Do you feel that the number of people who like to 

dress up in sexy costumes is increasing? Why do you 

think that is?

Andrey: Well, honestly it feels great when we see 

our product leaving our warehouse - that means our 

product is building a great reputation in our industry. 

The number of people is defi nitely increasing because 

everyone wants to impress their signifi cant other.  In 

recent years, we have been doing more and more 

scouting for something new that is not often seen on 

internet. We try to keep our products fresh and new. 

We work hard not only to expand our business, but 

we care about customers who want to get new pro-

ducts, so we have sleepless nights while we create 

new designs.  

But the whole secret behind the curtains is that 

people can’t necessarily express themselves in their 

normal life. There are many factors why that‘s hap-

pening, the surrounding where they live, education, 

religion, and many other things that infl uence our 

day to day life. But everyone has desires, secrets, 

and needs. That‘s why more and more people want 

to have a chance to be whatever they want to be. 

Sexual dreams becoming reality, and it’s just one step 

way! Be anyone you like from 

a hot school girl to all the other 

items we offer, and we keep 

adding to our range! So yes, 

popularity is increasing big time.

Your company 

is based in 

the Russia. 

Do you 

sell your 

products in 

the whole of 

Europe or even worldwide?

Andrey: For many years, we 

worked only in Russia and Ka-

zakhstan, Ukraine, Belorussia, 

and Kirgizstan, but recently, 

we started collaborations in 

England, Italy, and Slovakia. 

Also, many other countries are 

interested in our products and 

we are prepared to share our 

love with everyone.

Which lines of distribution 

do you use to market 

your products? Where 

can interested retailers 

turn to if they would 

like to sell Le 

Frivole lin-

gerie and 

costumes?

 “QUAL ITY  IS  REALLY  IM 

PORTANT  AS  OUR  CUSTO 

MERS  ARE  VERY  P ICKY. “
A N D R E Y  N I KO L A E N KO

Le Frivole design 

and produce all pro-

ducts themselves
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Andrey: Like every company, we also have to have 

some marketing secrets that help us to evolve.

We use one simple quote “PASSION TO PERFORM”. 

We use it in-house and its creating a wonderful family 

atmosphere. That means, we are very dedicated to 

what we are doing. We‘re not only selling but also 

proudly wearing these products!

But on the other hand, we also use social media and 

other lines of promoting our product. 

Is all your design work done in-house? 

Andrey: We have created designs completely inside 

the company and we have arrived at the conclusion 

that it is better to control the process of creating pro-

ducts in-house, and at the same time, we also work 

to attract talented designers to our team.

Which design aspects do you attach the most 

importance to?

Andrey: Most of our products are created to deliver 

happiness to our wonderful ladies. So, we really 

looked at the materials, not only how they 

look like but also how they feel, as one 

of our slogans is “No need to take 

off”. So, we had to present mate-

rials and designs of outstanding 

quality.

For us, it’s very important that 

the design not only looks 

good on a picture, but that 

it‘s convincing, and 

that the products are 

comfortable so that 

everybody, across 

all the different 

shapes and 

sizes, would 

look equally 

good.

What are 

the current 

trends in the 

costume and 

lingerie market?

Andrey: The looks 

are bold, with rich 

colours. That’s why our 

lingerie and body costu-

mes have dominant 

colours like white, red, 

black, and beige.

White is air: purity, tenderness, and innocence.

Black is earth: seductiveness, dark knowledge.

Red is fi re: heat, desire, fl ash.

Beige is water: femininity, softness, attractiveness.

Another trend is to continuously improve the quality 

of products, to increase the level of aesthetics, and 

that goes for both, the product itself and the packa-

ging.

How do you decide which line of new lingerie or 

costumes to add to your portfolio?

Andrey: Before we start develo-

ping a new line of lingerie and 

accessories, we carefully analyse 

the sales performance of similar 

products in our loyal retail stores 

throughout the past 2-3 years 

(they give us sales statistics), 

identify patterns among well-sold 

models, and analyse demand 

specifi c for colours. We study 

materials and the packaging of 

our competitors. We believe that 

we need to do better than we 

already have and therefore, we 

need to understand what we 

can improve. 

Often, our clients give us ideas 

when we see them at exhibi-

tions, in our offi ce, or in their shops. We are attentive 

to their case, because that is the most valuable 

information that we can get. Our task is to do what 

the retail customers want, and we try to meet their 

needs.

What can you tell us about your plans for the future 

of Le Frivole?

Andrey: We got have concept goals for 100 years. 

Our plans are expanding, and we keep achieving 

things that seemed impossible in the past. In the near 

future, we want to open branches in Europe and we 

are very open to start business with companies from 

around the globe.  

To sum everything up: We care about what we do, 

we value our customers, and we listen to what they 

say! And as manufacturer, we‘re always try to pro-

cess every order in the shortest time possible, unless 

it’s a mega order that you are about to make!

We are always happy to have video chats, to talk and 

show, and to answer all questions that are necessary 

to fi ll all the gaps in our business.

“WE  BEL IEVE  THAT  WE 

NEED  TO  DO  BETTER 

THAN  WE  ALREADY  HAVE 

AND  THEREFORE ,  WE 

NEED  TO  UNDERSTAND 

WHAT  WE  CAN  IMPROVE . “
A N D R E Y  N I KO L A E N KO
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 „Currently, the market talks a lot about pro-

ducts that do not rely on vibration technology, 

but use other ways of stimulation, such as 

pressure waves, sound waves, etc. How does 

Svakom respond to this development?

Carl Malmberg: Of course, we love to see the 

market developing new technologies and we 

always try to adapt new technologies to out 

our toys. In all markets, there are always new 

technologies being developed and if you don’t 

welcome change your products are likely to fall 

behind the competition.

Will vibration be replaced as the defi ning tech-

nology of love toys in the near future?

Carl Malmberg: We believe vibration will 

always be a good tool for stimulation, and also 

less pricey than many others, so it will likely 

remain part of the industry for a long time.

Will Svakom continue to focus on vibration, or 

are there already ideas to use other stimulation 

technologies?

Carl Malmberg: It is very important for every 

company in this business to have an enginee-

ring team that can think out of the box and 

develop/adapt new technologies. We have 

developed and adapted new technologies in 

20 toys last year, so maybe you will see some 

of these soon.

Some people criticise the ever-increasing use 

of modern technologies in love toys. It is con-

tested whether they offer added value to the 

consumer or whether they are nothing more 

than pure gadgets. What is your opinion?

Carl Malmberg: There will always be fl ip and 

fl ops, we believe the consumer can determine 

what is what in the end.

How has Svakom‘s product range changed 

since you started the company in 2012? Which 

trends have infl uenced product development 

and which Svakom products helped set new 

trends?

Carl Malmberg: Smaller, stronger, more fea-

Since the Svakom brand was 

created in 2012, it has always 

been dedicated to sophistica-

ted design and well-thought 

out technology. The quality of 

the products is the top priority 

and the toys undergo up to 

15 different quality control 

procedures before they leave 

the warehouse. EAN had the 

opportunity to speak with Carl 

Malmberg, Svakom’s Sales Di-

rector, about the company’s 

take on modern technology 

and about what sets Sva-

kom products apart from 

the competition.

Our quality is unique
Sales  D i rec to r  Ca r l  Ma lmberg  on  th e  l a tes t  dev e lopmen ts  a t  S v a kom exclusive

Carl Malmberg, 

Svakom‘s Sales 

Director
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tures at better pricing 

– those, are some of 

the changes. Of course, all 

best-selling toys are trendsetters 

in their own way but we always try to 

come up with something unique. Last 

year at eroFame, we launched Cookie 

with three moving arms and Candy with 

a biting motion. These are trend-setting 

products, and we saw similar toys laun-

ched at the Shanghai fair this year.

 

Svakom started with products for women, 

today the brand also offers products for 

men and couples. Can you give us a brief 

overview of the portfolio?

Carl Malmberg: The majority of our pro-

ducts still focus on female stimulation but 

since 2016, we have also launched several 

prostate massagers and cock rings. We have 

13 male-oriented SKUs so it’s hard to describe 

briefl y, but my favourites are Primo, a heating butt 

plug with remote; Winni, a colourfull cock ring also 

with remote; and Vicky, a prostate and perineum 

vibrator with a head that can turn 180 degrees, 

allowing for limitless positions.

What are the unique selling points of your products?

Carl Malmberg: Our quality is unique – we produce 

everything in our own factories and all products 

pass between 5- 15 QC stations depending on 

how high-tech they are. We have a lot of heating 

products which makes us popular in the colder 

countries and the design is always one of the best 

sales points of SVAKOM.

How much does Svakom invest in research and 

development to present products that meet their 

own needs as well as the expectations of their 

customers?

Carl Malmberg: It is hard to give an exact 

number, but we have 5 full-time engineers always 

working on new ideas, plus outsourcing some 

ideas that require unique knowledge we don’t have 

in-house. We also invite companies from other sec-

tors to see if their technologies can be implemen-

ted in our toys.

What is the philosophy Svakom pursues with its activi-

ties and products?

Carl Malmberg: High-end innovative products at an 

affordable price.

Who buys your products or what exactly is your target 

audience?

Carl Malmberg: Our biggest market is women aged 

30-40 but our target audience is anyone who likes 

quality and is old enough to use sex toys.

Where can retailers get your products in Europe? Which 

distributors do you work with?

Carl Malmberg: Eropartner, ST Rubber, Lovely Planet, 

Rimba, Dildos Assorted, Net1on1, and DreamLove.

Do you support the retail trade with POS materials? 

Are your distributors involved when it comes to retailer 

support?

Carl Malmberg: We always support retailers with 

POS materials and try to make new POS tools that 

easily explain or shows the features of our new pro-

ducts. These materials are always available from our 

distributors.

What plans will Svakom tackle in the next six months?

Carl Malmberg: We will launch 200 Flagship stores 

all over the world in the next 6 months which is 

keeping us quite busy. Also, we will launch our fi rst 

app-controlled toys in the near future.

 „WE  WILL  LAUNCH 200 

FLAGSHIP  STORES  ALL 

OVER  THE  WORLD  IN  THE 

NEXT  6  MONTHS  WHICH  IS 

KEEP ING  US  QU ITE  BUSY. “
C a r l  M a l m b e r g
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 Christy, you recently graduated from the 

Middlesex University in London with a BA in 

Product Design. As part of your graduation 

you designed the Joy collection of sex toys / 

household items. Why did you choose to work 

on this topic?

Christy Chan: The two main reasons 

were interest/curiosity and the people who 

supported me. This project would not have 

happened without them.

As a girl from Hong Kong, I never seem to 

be allowed showing interest in sexual topics; 

my family and friends hardly mention things 

like that. I remember I found a porn VCD in 

my dad’s drawer when I was 14, that was 

the fi rst time I saw something like that. It was 

empowering, and such a beautiful thing to do, 

but no one ever talks about it.

I met a few groups of friends; their attitude 

and opinions about sex made me questioned 

myself a lot. They even described me as a 

pervert for joke, because apart from me, all 

the other girls would never show interest in 

watching porn or talking about sex casually.

I thought maybe I was different, in a bad way.

Until I met a BBC girl (British Born Chinese) at 

university (who became a friend of mine), she 

was the fi rst person who freely talked about 

sex with me. We had so many conversations 

about sex; I can’t begin to tell how much 

more I learnt about sex from her than from 

Great design is not one-dimensional: 

functionality, elegance, and ease of use 

are all elements that combine to make 

a good sex toy. Christy Chan took it one 

step further with her fi nal assignment for 

university: Her project Joy also explores the 

political dimension that sex toys can have. 

How she got the idea for this project, and 

which other aspects she wanted to highlight 

– those are the main topics of our interview 

with the young designer.

Good designs should encourage 
users to gain confi dence to self-explore

C hr i s t y  Ch a n  p resen ts  h e r  des ig n  p ro jec t  J oy  exclusive

Christy Chan 

presented the 

design for Joy as 

her final project 

at university
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sex education at school. And we had so much fun 

when we had the freedom to talk about sex. (Sex 

had always been a “taboo, wrong, dirty” thing to 

me, my family, and most people I met.)

After meeting her, I started asking people I knew 

about what they think about sex and what that 

makes them think like that.

At the beginning of my project for fi nal year, I chose 

“Home” instead of “Sex industry”, because I was 

worried what my tutors would think about me, that 

they wouldn’t allow me to choose it or that they’d 

even mark me down because of this topic.

Since I did not have much passion about “Home”, 

I was very stressed and it did not go well.

The week before the fi rst research presentation, 

I fi nally talked to my tutor about what I was 

really interested in (the sex industry). He 

encouraged me to go for it and he told me that “if 

it is what you are passionate about, don‘t worry, go 

for it, and you will be fi ne.” (He is the best tutor in 

the world!!)

My best friends also supported me the whole time 

and shares lots of private stories of their own for 

my research. I am so lucky to have such great 

tutors and friends!

Then, I started researching and comparing 

areas of western and Asian sex clubs, cultures, 

fetishes, people’s stories, sex toys, and sex shops. 

Gathering all these insights I found, I came up with 

the idea of “Normalising sex” as a project.

Before we talk more about design and your work, 

could you tell us a bit more about yourself?

Christy Chan: My name is Christy Chan from Hong 

Kong, graduated from the Middlesex University in 

London with BA in Product Design in 2017. I took a 

gap year for design internship between the second 

and fi nal year.

I just went back to Hong Kong after my 9 years’ 

education in the UK. I am working as a freelance 

designer, and I have worked with a few companies 

for graphic design, design & 3D modelling, 

branding, exhibition design & coordination. 

Currently, I am working with a start-up company for 

a few product designs.

Before we talk more about design and your work, 

could you tell us a bit more about yourself?

Christy Chan: Yes, I did. Between my second and 

fi nal year of university, I worked for a brand called 

Soft Paris in London as a design intern. It is a party 

plan brand for lingerie and intimate toys, and I was 

designing sex toys for them.

It wasn’t my plan to do my internship in this design 

category. I only applied for the job because I 

thought it would be funny if I have job in which I’m 

surrounded by sex toys, and surprisingly I did get 

the job in the end. Even after the internship, I still did 

not think this could be an option for my career path. 

And because I didn’t think my parents would allow it 

anyway, I never even told them about my internship. 
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They thought I was designing lingerie packaging.

During my 9-month internship, I got to design sex 

toys, contact manufactures, do quality checks, and 

having meetings with the design team. I learned 

a lot about designing in the ”real world”, mostly 

about communication, money, and time; it was 

something I would not have been able to experience 

at university.

Generally speaking, what are the prerequisites of 

good sex toy design in your opinion?

Christy Chan: Function-wise, I think a good sex 

toys design has to be easy to use and clean. 

Structure and shape of the product should be well 

designed; users should be able to understand it 

without reading the how-to book.

Moreover, good sex toy design should also fulfi l 

the psychological aspect. Good designs should 

encourage users to gain confi dence and self-

explore, to open up their options of what they can 

do, to learn more about their body and feel proud of 

what they enjoy doing.

How should I imagine your development process, 

and could you briefl y explain the items that you 

created?

Christy Chan: Joy is also a political statement: Sex 

should be seen and not to be hidden – instead, 

people should realise the importance of having a 

fulfi lling sex life, as sexual activities are emotionally 

and physically benefi cial. It is a revolution of 

nomalising sexual activities, repositioning sex toys to 

be domestic products, therefore – no Amore taboos 

about sex.

As for the JOY products: Dil-duck (Bathroom) - A 

body brush with a rubber duck vibrator and a 

semiotic handle as a G- spot dildo.

Ice-tease (Garage) - Window wiper with an 

attachable silicone brush as a tickler. Semiotic 

handle as a dildo.

Vibe-egg (Kitchen) - An egg timer with an inbuilt 

vibrator. Eggcup with semiotic leg of female genital 

form. Assembled together as a clitoral massager, 

it simulates the performance of 2 female genitals 

caressing each other.

The concept of JOY was based on the from 

imbalance between male and female in the Western 

and Asian sex industries. Through the design 

process, this project solves the problems that many 

women have; they want to have a more inspiring 

and fulfi lling sex life, but they are held back by the 

perception of others and their own shame. Ignoring 

judgments by others is very hard, most women 

found it uncomfortable into walk in to sex shop and 

were worried about what their partner might think 

of them if they asked to try sex toys together. JOY 

addresses the issue of taboos and gives women 

the freedom to enjoy sex anywhere, anytime, and to 

have a more fulfi lling sex life.

JOY is also a political statement about the subject 

of sex. What do you hope to convey with your 

designs?

Christy Chan: Sexual topics and personal sex 

stimulation have been unjustifi ably seen as taboo. 

Why are condoms always sold in the special 

corner? Why is masturbating everyday being dirty 

and ‘obsessed with sex’? While many women are 

having an uninspired sex life, the sex toy industry 

defi nitely has the potential to enable women to lead 

fulfi lling sex lives.

However, many of them seem to have a moral 

objection to the use of sex toys.

JOY is a design to confront these challenges, 

breaking taboos by transforming sex toys into 

everyday life domestic sexual objects.

The aim of JOY is to encourage people to have 

open conversations about sex, to fi nd new 

opportunities for a wider range of sexual activities, 

fi nd out their favourite way to pleasure themselves, 

The Joy collection com-

bines everyday products 

and sex toys, here: 

“Dilduck”
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What are the chances that your sex toy designs will 

become products that people can buy one day? 

Are you planning on continuing to design erotic 

products in the future?

Christy Chan: I am working on a few innovative sex 

toy projects with a company; hopefully it will be out 

soon - maybe within the next two years.

Yes, I would love to continue designing erotic 

products. I think I am very lucky to have the 

opportunity to work on fun erotic projects that I love. 

I will work hard, do my best, and learn as much as 

I can. I would love to develop my own brand in the 

future.

At the moment, there are so many areas I want to 

study, for example psychology, the physical and 

cultural side of sexuality, and there are also a few 

other design areas that I am interested in.

Hopefully, I will be able to work on as many of those 

areas as I can, that might help me build a brand of 

my own in the future.. 

improve their sex drive, and get new inspiration for 

sexual fantasies for the different rooms of their home 

(e.g. Kitchen and garage.) That is a great step on the 

way to having a more fulfi lling sex life.

Moreover, sex toys should be sold in home 

department stores; they should be seen as normal 

products, therefore no more judgment from others 

and no more shame when you buy sex toys.

Would you agree, that good design also means to 

offer something more than just a product that ”gets 

the job done“?

Christy Chan: Yes, I do.

I believe good design could do more by making 

changes in our world. In terms of perspective, 

communication, fetish, freedom; there are so many 

issues in our society where design could possibly 

make a difference.

And I believe that it is the designers’ job to no just 

design for “general” problem for large groups, but 

also designing for particular insights for specifi c 

people.

When you look at the products available in the 

erotic market today, from the perspective of a young 

designer, what are the things you are noticing? Is 

there anything missing in your opinion?

Christy Chan: It is great that there are more sex toys 

designed for female beginners and more types of 

toys for women, but there doesn’t seem to be a wide 

range of products for men in my opinion.

A few guys have told me that “I think my penis is 

doing fi ne, I don‘t need those toys, thanks! ” when 

I suggested sex toys for them and their partner. I 

believe there are taboos and perception problems 

among men as well, so maybe men also need 

more products to help them break away from these 

taboos.

Vibe-egg: egg cup, 

egg timer, and 

clitoral vibrator

With products like 

“Icetease”, Chan wants 

to encourage an open 

discussion about sex 

and sex toys
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Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Justin Vickers: I hope that I am still going 

strong at ABS and I would also like to have 

fi lled up 2 more passports with holiday travel 

stamps. 

How do you envision the future of the love 

toy industry? 

Justin Vickers: I think the future looks good.  

I think that sales channels will still constantly 

change but it’s how we adapt to them that 

sets us apart. 

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 

Justin Vickers: I think that this is a hard 

question to answer because each day is 

different.  I have a sheet that I fi ll out every 

day of the tasks I want to accomplish that 

day – if I get at least half way down that 

sheet then I think it’s a good day. 

How do you relax after work? 

Justin Vickers: I love to cook.

Imagine you have been asked to award a 

medal to someone. Who’s the lucky 

winner? 

Justin Vickers: I think I would give an 

award to all of the parents out there.  I have 

watched my sister and her husband raise 

kids, and many other people I know, and I 

think it takes a lot of work, self-constraint, 

and patience that I think they need to be 

recognised more so for this. 

Travelling is a great passion of Justin Vickers, the Head of Global Trade Sales at ABS 

Holdings. But leaving his native USA and moving to Great Britain was still a major step for 

him, not least of all because this change of scenery also entailed new professional 

challenges. In this edition of Monthly Mayhem, Justin tells us how he entered the industry in 

the fi rst place, and we learn that he is more interested in sandwiches and tea parties than 

the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle.

 You have been born in the USA but 

recently moved to the UK. How emotional 

was the Royal Wedding for you? 

Justin Vickers: Well it actually wasn’t that 

emotional for me to be honest, I was happy 

to see them married and I was more excited 

about the cucumber sandwiches and tea 

parties to be fair. 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Justin Vickers: I wanted to be a teacher 

when I was really young and then when I 

got to about my teen years I wanted to be 

a corporate buyer for TARGET – that is my 

favorite store in the USA.

How did you get into the sex toy industry? 

Justin Vickers: After college I was placed on 

a job interview through my career placement 

services and that’s how I found my fi rst job.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would 

you be doing now? 

Justin Vickers: I think that if I were ever 

to leave I would do something in the travel 

sector.  Either a fl ight attendant or something 

where I could still travel – it is my passion.

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Justin Vickers: I think the biggest step 

would be accepting the position here at ABS.  

It is a much bigger role than I have ever done 

before and that coupled with the move to the 

UK made it a very big step.
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Which personal success are you proud of? 

Justin Vickers: I think I am most proud of the fact 

that I can travel the world alone and I am ok with 

it.  I am not afraid to go to different and unusual 

places and I don’t need anyone to go with me in 

order to make it a trip.

What do you particularly like about yourself?  

Justin Vickers: I like that I never give up on 

something when I decide that I want it.  If I make 

up my mind that I want to do something than I do 

it at all costs.

What song do you sing in the shower?

Justin Vickers: Anything Adele.

Who would you never ever like to see naked? 

Justin Vickers: Hmmm this is a tough one but 

I’m going to go with a very generic answer and say 

women…for obvious reasons!  

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and 

what fi lm would you watch? 

Justin Vickers: I’d like to go to the movies with 

president Obama and I’d like to see the movie 

Southside – about him and Michelle meeting.

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go? 

Justin Vickers: I would go to Africa on a true 

safari. 

Which three things would you take with you to a 

deserted island? 

Justin Vickers: My face products. 

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, 

who would it be? 

Justin Vickers: I think I would 

like to swap with Angela Merkel 

– I think she is a very smart

and powerful woman and I

would love to be able to ask

her questions.

Is there anything you would 

never do again? 

Justin Vickers: I don’t think 

so, I love everything and every 

choice I have made as they 

have made me who and what 

I am today so without them I 

might be

 different.

Do you have some good advice you want to share 

with our readers? 

Justin Vickers: My one piece of advice to 

anyone is always this – if you want it go for it and 

do it – don’t wait years or months – just fi nd a way 

to make it work for you now.    

Justin Vickers
Quest ions  & Answers

” IF  YOU WANT IT  GO FOR 

IT  AND DO IT    DON’T

WAIT  YEARS OR MONTHS 

JUST  F IND A  WAY TO MAKE 

IT  WORK FOR YOU NOW.”
J U S T I N  V I C K E R S
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requirements of the “Natural 
Product Standard” without 
compromising the functional 

Dermatologically tested

Vegan ingredients

pH-optimised

Paraben-free

The 100% natural lubricant is available at your

sales@cobeco.nl or visit shop.cobeco.nl/health

love naturally
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DAMIANA
DRINK  60 mlDRINK

60 ml
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Nahrungsergänzungsmittel mit
             Folsäure + L-Arginin

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA 
office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

ö

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través 
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu 
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach
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power
  shot

potency
power

  shot
libido

Art. No. 78601Art. No. 78600

Für mehr Spaß 
und Genuss bei der 
schönsten Neben-
sache der Welt. 
For more fun and 
enjoyment during 
the world‘s favorite 
pastime.

Spezielle ausge-
wogene Rohstoff-
Kombination für 
mehr Power.
Specially balanced 
commodity combi- 
nations for more 
power. 

KRAHO GmbH                       Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau   Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Shop: wholesale.gayshop.com
Login: guest2018  Password: 97531

LUCAS ENTERTAINMENT

16651D
SRP € 49,95

€ 17,98

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!

HOT HOUSE

16701D
SRP € 39,95

€ 12,86

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!

NAKED SWORD

16729D
SRP € 39,95

€ 12,86

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!

NAKED SWORD

16651D
SRP € 39,95

€ 12,86

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!

16667D
SRP € 39,95

€ 12,86
CRUNCHBOY

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!
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Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach

T +49 6834 4006-0

F +49 6834 4006-11

info@st-rubber.de

STRUBBI.COM

Products 
for extravagant 

indulgence!

KRAHO GmbH                       Email: info@gayshop.com
Oberau 6 - A-6351 Scheffau   Tel.: +43 5358 4 31 31 80

Shop: wholesale.gayshop.com
Login: guest2018  Password: 97531

T5727
SRP € 79,95

from € 26,86

T4274
SRP € 29,95

from € 10,78

T4273
SRP € 99,95

from € 35,98

T4287
SRP € 69,95

from € 24,90

T4288
SRP € 49,95

from € 17,98

T5719
SRP € 79,95

from € 26,86

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE!

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE

VOLUME

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE
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HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA 
office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9

ö

Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre grossiste /// Disponible a través 
de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista /// Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu 
comerciante grossista /// Fåes hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

LONG 
POWER
DELAY
spray
men
15 ml
Art. No.: 7 8 30 0

DeDer r EfEffefektkt ddieiesesess kükühlh enden
unund d pfpflelegegendndene  Sprays
kakannn dababei unterstützezen,,
einen vorzeitigegen n SaSamemen-n-
erguß zuu vvererzözögegernn.

ThThee efeffefe tct of this cooling
and nurturing spray can
hehelplp delay a pprer matut ree
eje aca ulu atatioion.n

ffff kk ddii k hl d

LONG POWER
DELAAY Y SPSPRARAY Y MEMENN
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ml � 0.5 fl .oz

EL AY
spray

PR
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ave the rhino

LAY
spray

PR
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bl t h l

15 ml � 0.5 fl .oz

DELAY
LONG POWER

spray

PR
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O

sa

ve the rhino
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Erhältlich bei Ihrem Großhändler /// Available at your wholesaler /// Disponible chez votre gros-
siste /// Disponible a través de su vendedor mayorista /// Disponibili presso il vostro grossista ///  
Verkrijgbaar bij uw groothandel /// Disponível junto do seu comerciante grossista /// Fåes 
hos din engros forhandler /// Finns hos Din grossist /// Dostpne w panstwa hurtowniach

HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH /// Wagrainer Str. 35 /// 4840 Vöcklabruck /// AUSTRIA 
office@hot-dl.com /// tel. +43 (0)7672 72009 /// fax. +43 (0)7672 72009-9
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STIMULATION  250 ml

Art. No. 66005

ylang-ylang

MASCULINE  250 ml

Art. No. 66010

amber

TOP
SELLER 250ml /8.5 fl.oz

 MASSAGE
 OIL

Edles Massageöl für gepf legte, seidige Haut. 
Erlesene Düfte verwöhnen die Sinne und 
wecken erotische Stimmungen.

Fine massage oil for a nurtured silky skin.
Exquisite scents spoil the senses and
awake erotic feelings.

SHIATSU  MAGIC DREAMS
WWW.HOT-PV.COM
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www.eroexpo.ru 

EroExpo
19 – 21 October, 2018 • Moscow, Russia

www.shots.nl 

SHOTS Sales Week
16 – 19 July, 2018 • Beneden, The Netherlands

I M P R I N T
EAN is published monthly by
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GMBH
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         Yes, I/we order
         EAN
Annual Subscription
12 issues p.a. incl. combined issues

Subscription Price 
180,- EUR
(plus VAT and mailing expenses))

Company

Contact / 
Phone; Fax

Street Address / PO Box

City / Postal Code

Date  / Signature

Direct Debit
Bank

Bank Code / 
Account Number

Account Holder

Date / Signature

Note: The subscription is valid for the duration of a 
year and will be renewed by one additional year if the 
 publishing house does not receive a written cancellation 
at least six weeks before the end of the year. 
Subscription/ mailing expenses for one year are to be 
paid up front.
Warranty: I/we can revoke the subscription within 7 days 
by sending a written cancellation to MEDIATAINMENT 
 publishing (letter: date of postmark).
I confirm this with my signature.

Cut out the coupon and mail it to:
MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING VERLAGS GmbH

Große Kampstraße 3 • 31319 Sehnde • Germany

Or fax it to: 05138-60 220-29

S U B S C R I P T I O N 
R E T U R N  C O U P O N

Immediate Fax Order
05138-60 220-29

C A L E N D A R

www.venus-berlin.com

Venus
11 - 14 October, 2018 • Berlin, Germany

www.anmefounders.com

ANME Founders Show 
15 - 17 July, 2018 • Burbank, USA

www.erofame.eu 

eroFame 
03 - 05 October, 2018 • Hanover, Germany
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WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

IN-HOUSE
EXPERIENCE EVENT

3, 4 & 5 SEPTEMBER

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

Register via sales@scala-nl.com

or contact your accountmanager
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